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MACAULAY.

CHAPTER I.

SKETCH OF MACAULAY'S LIFE UP TO THE FALL OF THE

ADMINISTRATION OF LORD MELBOURNE.

(A.D. 18001841.)

THE prosperity which attended Macaulay all through life

may be said to have begun with the moment of his birth.

Of all good gifts which it is in the power of fortune to

bestow, none can surpass the being born of wise, honour-

able, and tender parents : and this lot fell to him. He
came of a good stock, though not of the kind most recog-

nized by Colleges of Arms. Descended from Scotch

Presbyterians ministers many of them on his father's

side, and from a Quaker family on his mother's, he pro-

bably united as many guarantees of "
good birth

"
in the

moral sense of the words, as could be found in these islands

at the beginning of the century. His mother (nee Selina

Mills) appears to have been a woman of warm-hearted

and affectionate temper, yet clear-headed and firm withal,

and with a good eye for the influences which go to the

formation of character. Though full of a young mother's

natxiral pride at the talent and mental precocity of her

eldest son, the subject of this volume, Thomas Babing-

B



2 MACAULAY. [CHAP.

tim Macaulay (born October 25, 1800), she was wise,

enough to eschew even the semblance of spoiling. The

boy found, like many studious children, that he could

spend his time with more pleasure, and probably with more

profit, in reading at home than in lessons at school, and

consequently exerted daily that passive resistance against

leaving home vhich many mothers have not the strength

to overcome. Mrs. Macaulay always met appeals grounded
on the unfavourableness of the weather, with the stoical

answer :

"
Xo, Tom

;
if it rains cats ami dogs you shall go."

As a mere infant, his knowledge, and his power of work-

ing it up into literary form, were equally extraordinary.

Compositions in prose and verse, histories, epics, odes, and

hymns flowed with equal freedom, and correctness in

point of language, from his facile pen. He was regarded,

as lie well deserved to be, as a prodigy, not only by his

parents, but by others who might be presumed to be less

partial critics. Mrs. Hannah More, who in certain circles

almost assumed the character of a female Dr. Johnson, and

director of taste, pronounced little Macaulay's hymns

"quite extraordinary for such a baby." The wise mother

treasured these things in her heart, but can-fully shielded

her child from the corrupting influences of early flattery.
" You will believe," she writes, "tint we never appear

to regard anything lie docs as anything more than a

schoolboy's amusement." Genuine maternal tenderness,

without a trace of weak indulgence, seems tu have

marked this excellent woman's treatment of her children.

"\\~hen once be fell ill at school, she came and nursed

him with such affection that years afterwards he referred

to the circumstance with vivid emotion :

There is nothing I remember with so much pleasure a.-> the

time when you nursed me at Aspenden. How sick and sleepless
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and weak I was, lying in bed, when I was told that you were

come. How well I remember with what an ecstasy of joy I saw

that face approaching me. The sound of your voice, the touch

of your hand, are present to me now. and will be, I trust in

God, to my last hour.

But many a devoted mother could watch by the sick-bed

of her son for weeks without sleep, who would not have

the courage to keep him up to a high standard of literary

performance. "When he was not yet thirteen she wrote to

him :

I know you write with great ease to yourself, and would rather

write ten poems than prune one. All your pieces are much

mended after a little reflection
; therefore, take your solitary

walks and think over each separate thing. Spare no time or

trouble, and render each piece as perfect as you can, and then

leave the event without one anxious thought. I have always

admired a saying of one of the old heathen philosophers ; when

a friend was condoling with him that he so well deserved of the

gods, and yet they did not shower their favours on him as on

some others less worthy, he answered,
" I will continue to deserve

well of them." So do you, my dearest.

Deep, sober, clear-eyed love watched over Macaulay's

childhood. His mother lived long enough to see her son

on the high road to honour and fame, and died almost

immediately after he had made his first great speech on

the Reform Bill in 1831.

His father, Zachary, was a man cast in an heroic mould,

Avho reproduced, one might surmise, the moral features of

some stern old Scotch Covenanter among his ancestors, and

never quite fitted into the age in which it was his lot to live.

There was a latent faculty in him which, in spite of his

long and laborious life, he was never able completely to

unfold. A silent, austere, earnest, patient, enduring man,
B 2



4 MACAULAY.

almost wholly without the gift of speech, ami the power

of uttering the deep, involved thought that was in him

a man after Carlyle's own heart, if he could have seen

anything good in an emancipator of negroes. A feel-

ing of respect bordering on reverence is excited l>y the

little we know of Macaulay's father his piety, his zeal, his

self-sacrifice to the cause to which he devoted his mind,

body, and estate
;
even the gloom and moroscncss of his

latter years, all point to a character of finer fibre and

loftier strain, many might be disposed to think, than that

of his eloquent and brilliant son. There are parallel cases

on record of men endowed with over-abundance of thought

and feeling, for which they never find adequate expression,

who have had sons in whose case the spell which sealed

their own lips to silence is broken sons who can find

ready utterance for the burden of thought which lay im-

prisoned in their sires, partly because they were not

orerfiiH, as their fathers were. Diderot was such a case.

He always said that he was not to be compared to his

father, the cutler of Langrcs ;
and declared he was never so

pleased in his life as when a fellow-townsman said to him,
"
Ab, ~M. Diderot, you are a very famous man, but you

will never be half the man your father was." Carlyle

always spoke of his father in similar language. Hut tin-

closest analogy to tin- two Macnulays is that of the two

Miraheaus, the crabbed, old "friend of man," and the

erratic genius, the orator Gabrielle Ilonoiv. It is certainly

"a likeness in unlikeness" of no common kind; and

nothing can be more dissimilar than the two pairs of men
;

but tin- similarity of relation of elder to younger in the

two eases is all the more remarkable.

Ju this grave, well-ordered home Macaulay passed a

happy childhood. He had three brothers and five sisters,
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all his juniors, and for them he always felt a fraternal

affection which bordered on a passion. His trials, as

already implied, commenced when he had to leave his

books, his parents, and his playmates for a distant school

in the neighbourhood of Cambridge. Time never seems

to have completely assuaged his home-sickness
;
and his

letters to his mother express in a style of precocious

maturity, the artless yearnings and affectionate grief of a

child. Xothiug more dutiful, tender, and intelligent, can

well be conceived. His second half-year seems to have

been even more painful to bear than the first
;
his bio-

grapher, will not print the letter he wrote immediately after

his return to school at the end of the summer holidays

it would be " too cruel." This is the second written two

months before he had ended his thirteenth year :

Shelford, August 14, 1813.

MY DEAB MAMA, I must confess that I have been a little

disappointed at not receiving a letter from home to-day. I hope,

however, for one to-morrow. My spirits are far more depressed

by leaving home than they were last half-year. Everything

brings home to my recollection. Everything I read, or see, or

hear brings it to rny mind. You told me I should be happy
when I once came here, hut not an hour passes in which I do not

shed tears at thinking of home. Every hope, however unlikely

to be realized, affords me some small consolation. The

morning on which I went, you told me that possibly I might

come home before the holidays. If you can confirm that hope,

believe me when I assure you there is nothing which I would

not give for one instant's sight of home. Tell me in your next,

expressly, if 3-011 can, whether or no there is any likelihood of rny

coming home before the holidays. If I could gain Papa's leave,

I should select my birthday, October 25, as the time which I

should wish to spend at that home which absence renders still

dearer to me. I think I see you sitting by Papa just after his
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dinner, reading my letter, and turning to him with an inquisi-

tive glance at the end of the paragraph. I think, too, that I

see his expressive shake of the head at it. O, may I be mis-

taken ! You cannot conceive what an alteration a favourable

answer would produce on me. If your approbation ofmy request

depends upon my advancing in study, I will work like a cart-

horse. If you should refuse it, you will deprive me of the most

pleasing illusion which I ever experienced in my life. Pray do

not fail to write speedily. Your dutiful and affectionate sou,

T. B. MACAULAY

The urgent and pathetic appeal was not successful. Tho

stern father did shako his head as the boy had feared,

and the "
pleasing illusion

" was not realized.

His school, though a private one, was of a superior kind.

There he laid the foundation of his future scholarship.

]Jut what surprises most, is that in the midst of the usually

engrossing occupation of a diligent schoolboy, with his

Latin, Greek, and mathematics, he found time to gratify

that insatiable thirst for European literature which ho

retained through life. Before he was fifteen we find him

recommending his mother to read Jloecacio, at least in

Drvilcii's metrical version, and weighing him against

Chaucer, to whom he "infinitely prefers him." This

shows, at any rate, that no Puritanic, surveillance directed

his dunce of books. The fault seems to have been rather

the other way, and he enjoyed an excess of liberty, in

being allowed to indulge almost without restraint, his

strong partiality for the lighter and inure attractive

forms of literature, to the neglect of austerer studiis.

Poetry and prose fiction remained through life, Macaulay's
favourite reading. And tin-re is no evidence that he at

any time was ever suhinittnd by his teachers or himself, to

a mental discipline of a more bracing kind. His father
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apparently considered that the formation of his son's mind,

was no part of his duty. Engrossed in his crusade against

slavery, in which cause " he laboured as men labour for

the honours of a profession, or for the subsistence of their

children," he left the mental training of young Macaulay
to hired teachers except in one particular, which will be

readily divined. The principles of evangelical religion

were inculcated with more zeal and persistence than

discretion. It is the ever-recurring error of old and

serious minds, to think that the loftier views of life and

dut}
r
,
the moral beliefs which they themselves, in the

course of years, after a long experience, perhaps of a very

different code of ethics, have acquired, can be transplanted

by precept, full-grown and vigorous, into the minds of the

young. The man of fifty, forgetting his own youth, or

remembering it only with horror, wishes his son to think

and feel and act as he does himself. He should wish

him the languid pulse and failing vigour of decay at the

same time. In any case, the attempt to impart
" vital

religion
"

to Macaulay signally failed, and possibly was

the indirect cause of the markedly unspiritual tone of his

writings, and of his resolute silence on questions of ulti-

mate beliefs. The son's taste for poetry, novels, and
"
worldly literature

"
produced a suspicious querulousness

in the elder Macaulay, which cannot easily be excused.

He listened with a too indulgent ear to vague complaints

against his son's carriage and conversation, demanding
answers to the anonymous accusations, in a tone little

calculated to inspire sympathy. It says very much for

Macaulay's sweetness of character, that he was never soured

or estranged from his father by this injudicious treatment.

On the contrary, he remained a loyal and dutiful son, under

trials, as Ave shall see, of no common severity.
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In October, 1818, he went as a commoner to Trinity

College, Cambridge. Neither his taste nor his acquire-

ments were fitted to win him distinction in the special

studies of the place. In his boyhood he had shown a

transient liking for mathematics
;
but this had given way

to an intense repugnance for exact science. "I can scarcely

bear," he says in a letter to his mother, "to write on mathe-

matics, or mathematicians. Oh ! for words to express my
abomination of that science, if a name sacred to the useful

and embellishing arts may be applied to the perception and

recollection of certain properties in numbers and figures.

Oh ! that I had to learn astrology, demonology, or school

divinity Oh to change Cam for Isis." His inclina-

tion was Avholly for literature. Unfortunately according

to the regulations then in force a minimum of honours

in mathematics was an indispensable condition for com-

peting for the Chancellor's medals the test of classical

proficiency before the institution of the classical tripos.

Macaulay failed even to obtain the lowest place among
the Junior Optimes, and was, what is called in Univer-

sity parlance, gulphed. Lut he won the prize for Latin

declamation, he twice gained the Chancellor's medals for

English verse, and by winning a Craven scholarship he

sufficiently proved his classical attainments. Why he was

not sent to Oxford, as it seems he would have preferred,

does not appear. Probably religious scruples cm bis

father's part had something to do with the choice, of a

University. Otherwise, Oxford would have appeared to

offer obvious advantages to a young man with his bent.

His disproportionate partiality for the lighter sides of

literature met with no corrective at Cambridge. As lie

could not assimilate the mathematical training, he prac-

tically got very little. The poets, orators, and historians,
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read with a view chiefly to their language, formed a very

imperfect discipline for a mind in which fancy and imagi-

nation rather needed the curb than the spur. A course

of what at Oxford is technically called "
science," even as

then understood, would have been an invaluable gymnastic
for Macaulay, and would have strengthened faculties in

his mind, which as a matter of fact never received adequate

culture. We shall have repeated occasion in subsequent

chapters to notice his want of philosophic grasp, his dread

and dislike of arduous speculation, his deficient courage

in facing intellectual problems. It is not probable that

any education would have made him a deep and vigorous

thinker
;
but we can hardly doubt that a more austere

training would at least have preserved him from some of

the errors into which he habitually fell.

As it was, not Cambridge studies but Cambridge society

left a mark on his mind. Genial and frank, and with an

unlimited passion and talent for talk, he made troops of

friends, and before he left the University had acquired a

reputation as one of the best conversationists of the day.

He met his equals in the Coleridges, Hyde and Charles

Yilliers, Eomilly, Praed, and in one case his superior in

verbal dialectics, Charles Austin, of whom Mill in one

sentence has drawn such a powerful sketch: "The im-

pression which he gave was that of boundless strength,

together with talents which, combined with such apparent

force of will and character, seemed capable of dominating

the world." Of their wit combats a story is told, which

slightly savours of mythus, how at Bowood the tAvo Can-

tabs got engaged in a discussion at breakfast, and such

was the splendour and copiousness of their talk, that the

whole company in the house,
"
ladies, artists, politicians,

diners-out," listened entranced till it was time to dress for
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dinner. It is need loss to say that Macaulay shone among
the brightest in the Union Debating Society. Thus those

faculties which were naturally strong were made stronger,

those which were naturally weak received little or no

exercise.

After literature, Macaulay'a strongest taste was for poli-

tics. His father's house at Claphaui was a common meet-

ing-ground for politicians engaged in the agitation against

slavery ;
and when yet a boy he had learned to take an

interest in public affairs. In the free atmosphere of

undergraduate discussion, such an interest is the last

which is allowed to lie dormant, and Macaulay soon

became a strenuous politician. Then occurred his single

change of opinions throughout life. He went up to Cam-

bridge a Tory; Charles Austin soon made him a Whig, or

something more; and before his first year of residence at

Cambridge was over, he had to defend himself against the

exaggerated reports of some talebearer who had alarmed,

his parents. He protests that ho is not a " son of anarchy

and confusion," as his mother had been led to believe. The

particular charge seems to luive been that he had been
" initiated into democrutical societies" in the University,

and that he had spoken of the so-called Manchester mas-

sacre in terms of strong indignation. It would have said

little fur his generosity and public spirit if he had not.

It is not easy for us nu\v to realize the condition of

England in Macaulay'a youth. Though so little remote,

in puiut of time, and though still remembered by old men

who are yet among us, the state, of public ail'airs between

the peace of lSlf> and the passing of the Reform Lill was

so unlike anything to which we are accustomed, that a

certain cllurt is required to make it present to the mind,

it is not easy to conceive a state of things in which the
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country was covered by an army of " common informers,"

whose business it was to denounce the non-payment of

taxes, and share with the fisc the onerous fines imposed,

often without a shadow of justice, in which marauders

roamed at night under the command of " General Ludd,"

and terrorized whole counties, when the Habeas Corpus
Act was suspended, and " in Suffolk, nightly, fires of in-

cendiaries began to blaze in every district," Avhen mobs

of labourers assembled with flags bearing the motto
" Bread or Blood,;" and riots occurred in London, Not-

tingham, Leicester, and Derby, culminating in the massacre

at Manchester, when at last the famous Six Acts were

passed, which surrendered the liberties of Englishmen
into the hands of the Government. " The old spirit of

liberty Avould appear to have departed from England,

when public meetings could not be held without the

licence of magistrates, when private houses might be

searched for arms, when a person convicted a second

time of publishing a libel
" l

that is, a criticism on the

Government "
might be transported beyond the seas."

Macaulay had been a year at College when the Six Acts

were passed. (Dec. 1819.)

Nothing could be more characteristic than the Avay in

which Macaulay kept his head in this semi-revolutionary

condition of public aifairs. A man of strung passions

would, inevitably, have taken an extreme side either for

reaction, or reform. Civil society seemed threatened by
the anarchists

;
civil liberty seemed equally threatened

by the Government. Either extreme Tory or extreme

Radical opinions would appear to have been the only

choice for an ardent young spirit and the latter the more

suitable to the impetuosity of youth and genius. Macaulay

1
Kuiyht's lUttonj of England, vol. viii. cap. 4.
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took his stand, with the premature prudence and wisdom

of a veteran, on the judicious compromise of sound Whig
principles. He was zealous for reform, but never was

touched l>y a breath of revolutionary fervour. The

grinding collision of Old and Xew principles of Govern-

ment tlid not set him on fire either with fear or with

hope. The menacing invasions on the old system of

Church and State, which had wrecked the happiness of

the last years of Burke which now disturbed the rest

of such men as Southey, Coleridge, Wordsworth filled

him with no dismay. But he was as little caught up

by visions of a new dawn of a future "
all the brighter

that the past was base." In the heyday of youth and

spirits and talent, he took his side with the old and

practical Whigs, who were well on their guard against
" too much zeal," but who saw their way to such reforms

as could be realized in the conditions of the time.

lie was a Whig by necessity of nature, by calmness of

passion, combined with superlative common sense.

He did not get a Fellowship till his third and last trial,

in 1S2 L He had then already begun to make a name in

literature. As a Junior Bachelor he competed for the

Greaves historical prize "On the Conduct and Character

of William the Third." The essay is still in existence,

though only the briefest fragments of it have been pub-

lished, which are interesting on more grounds than out;.

Not onl}' is the subject the same as that which occupied

so many years of his later life, but the style is already

his famous style in all essential features. There is no

mistaking this :

Lewis XIV. was not a great general. lie was not a great

legislator. But he wa.s in one sense of the word :i great King.

He was perfect master of all the mysteries of the science of
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royalty of the arts which at once extend power and conciliate

popularity, which most advantageously display the merits and

most dexterously conceal the deficiencies of a sovereign.

This essay shows that his style was quite natural, and

unaffected. Whatever may be thought of Macaulay's style

by the present race of critics, no one will deny that it was

original, and has left a mark on our literature, like all

original styles which give an impression of novelty on

their first appearance : it was, we see, his spontaneous

mode of utterance. The true prose writer, equally with

the true poet, is born, not made.

More important were his contributions to Knight's

Quarterly Magazine. Spirited verse, prose, fiction, and

criticism on poets, were his first efforts in literature, and

prove sufficiently, if proof were wanted, in what direction

his calling lay. Two battle-pieces in metre, Ivry and

Naseby, still live by reason of their vigour and animation,

and are little, if at all, inferior to his later productions

in verse. The Fragments of a Roman Talc, and the

Scenes from the Athenian Revels, are so sparkling and

vivacious, and show such a natural turn for a dialogue

and dramatic mise en scene, that it says a great deal for

Macaulay's good sense and literary conscientiousness that

he remained content with this first success, and did not

continue to work a vein which would have brought him

prompt, if ephemeral, popularity. There can be little

doubt that he could have equalled, or surpassed, most

historical novelists who have written since Scott. ]5ut he

had too genuine a love of history not to be conscious of

the essential hollowness and unreality of the historical

novel, and he never meddled with it again. Of the two

criticisms on Dante and Petrarch, the first is nearly as
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good as anything Macaulay ever wrote in that style

(which, to be sure, is not saying much, as lie was almost

incapable of analyzing and exhibiting the beauties in the

great creative works which he admired so much) ;
but its

generous enthusiasm and zeal for the great Florentine,

and indeed,
"

for Italian literature generally, arc really

touching, and produce an effect on the mind not usually

produced by his criticisms.

But by far the most noteworthy of his contributions

to Knight's Magazine, was the Conversation between Mr
Aliralimn Con-ley and Mr.Jolm Milton, touching the great

Civil War. "We arc told that it was his own decided

favourite among his earlier efforts in literature
;
and most

correct was his judgment. The introduction to the

dialogue, for simplicity and grace is worthy of Plato :

"
IL chanced in the warm and beautiful spring of the 3"car 1665,

;i little before the saddest summer that ever London saw,'' begins

the narrator,
" that I went to the Bowling Green at Piccadilly,

whither at that time the best gentry made continual resort.

There I met Mr. Cowley, who had lati-ly left Barmelms

J entreated him to dine with me at my lodging in the Temple,

which he most courteously promised. And that so eminent a

guest might not lack better entertainment than cooks or vintners

can provide, I sent to the house of Mr. John Milton, in the

Artillery Walk, to beg that he would also be my guest, for I

hoped that they would think themselves rather united by their

common art than divided by their different factions. And so,

indeed, it proved. For while we sat at table they talked freely

of men and things, as well ancient as modern, with much civility.

Nay, Mr. Milton, who seldom tasted wine, both because of his

singular temperance and because of his gout, did more than

once pledge Mr. Cowloy, who was indeed no hermit in diet.

At last-, hpinp: heated, Mr. MiHon begged that I would open the

windows. '

Nay,' said I,
'
if you desire fresh air and coolness,
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what would hinder us, as the evening is fair, from sailing for an

hour on the river ?
'

To this they both cheerfully consented
;

and forth we walked, Mr. Cowley and I leading Mr. Milton

between us to the Temple Stairs. There we took a boat, and

thence we were rowed up the river.

" The wind was pleasant, the evening fine
;
the sky, the earth,

and the water beautiful to look upon. But Mr. Cowley and 1

held our peace, and said nothing of the gay sights around us,

lest we should too feelingly remind Mr. Milton of his calamity,

whereof he needed no monitor ; for soon he said sadly: 'Ah,
Mr. Cowley, you are a happy man. What would I now give

but for one more look at the sun, and the waters, and the gardens

of this fair city !

' '

There is reason to think that Macaulny's splendid

literary faculty was seriously damaged by his early

entrance into the conflict of party politics, and that he

never Avholly recovered from its effect. It destroyed

the tender bloom of his mind. As Mr. Pattison has

shown that even Milton, when he turned from Comus

and Lycidas to write ferocious pamphlets for twenty

years,
"

left behind him the golden age, and one half

of his poetic genius,"
~

so may we say of Macaulay,
that Avhen he turned from such work as this dialogue

to parliamentary debate and the distractions of office,

he did an injury to his prose, which is none the less

great and deplorable because it cannot be accurately

measured. But let any one read this beautiful piece of

majestic English, then any passage of the History or

the Essays which he may like best, and say whether

letters have not lost far more than politics have gained by

Macaulay's entrance into Parliament. The conduct of the

whole dialogue is masterly. Loth Milton and Cowley

2
Hilton, by Mark Pattisou, iu this scries.
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sustain their parts with admirable propriety. It is no

sham fight in which one of the interlocutors is a man of

straw, set up only to be knocked down. The most

telling arguments on the Royalists' side are put into

Cowley's mouth, and enunciated with a force which cannot

be surpassed. Above all, the splendour and nobility of

the diction arc such as never visited Macaulay's vigils

again. The piece is hardly ever referred to, and appears

to be forgotten. Even his most loyal biographer and

kinsman waxes cold and doubtful about it. But it

remains, and will be remembered, as a promise and pledge

of literary power which adverse fate hindered him from

fully redeeming.

Macaulay's early success in literature did not improve
his relations with his father. On the contrary, he appears

to have been chidden for everything lie wrote. The

ground of complaint was not far to seek : the Magazine in

which In 1 wrote was a worldly periodical, in which the

interests of religion were neglected fir offended. The

sympathies of most readers will be so strongly in favour

of the son, that we cannot do wrong in casting a look of

forlorn commiseration on the old Puritan, who fell, with

an anguish perhaps never fully expressed, the conviction

and the proof growing on him that his son's heart was

not, as ]n's heart, and that they were parting company
as regards the deepest subjects more and more. When

Macaulay was a lad at school his father had written to

him :

u
I do long and pray most earnestly that the orna-

ment of a meek and quiet spirit may lie substituted for

vehemence and self-confidence." The good man's hopes

and praye's had not been reali/ed, nor was his treatment

of his son such that their realization could be expected.

Jlut the sense of void and inner bereavement would bo
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none the less bitter and strange even if the faults of treat-

ment were perceived when it was too late to rectify them,

and of this feeling on the father's part there is no evidence.

In any ease, on no occasion in life did Macaulay show the

generosity and tenderness of his nature more admirably

than in these seasons of trial and failing sympathy with

his father. Troubles without were added to troubles

within. When he went to Cambridge his father seemed

in prosperous fortune which bordered on affluence. It was

understood that he was to be "made in a modest way an

eldest son." But a great change had come over Zachary

Macaulay's neglected business. The firm wanted a com-

petent head. The elder partner gave his mind, his time,

and his energy to the agitation against the slave-trade.

The junior partner, Babington, was not a man to sup-

ply his place. Like Cobden many years afterwards, the

elder Macaulay neglected his private affairs for public

interests, and he quietly slid down the road which leads

to commercial ruin. Then the son showed the sterling

stuff of which he was made. He received the first ill-

news at Cambridge with "a frolick welcome" of courage

and filial devotion. " lie was firmly prepared," he said,
"
to encounter the worst with fortitude, and to do his

utmost to retrieve it by exertion." A promise kept to

the letter and to the spirit. Not only did he, with the

help of his brother Henry, pay off ultimately his father's

debts, but he became a second father to his brothers and

sisters.

He quietly took up the burden which his father was unable

to bear
;

and before many years had elapsed the fortunes of

all for whose welfare he considered himself responsible were

abundantly secured. In the course of the efforts which he

expended on the accomplishment of this result, he unlearned the

c
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very notion of framing his method of life with a view to his own

pleasure ;
and such was his high and simple nature that it may

well be doubted whether it ever crossed his mind that to live

wholly for others was a sacrifice at all.
3

This was much, and inexpressibly noble
;
but even this

was not all. Not only did Macaulay not give a thought

to his own frustrated hopes and prospects ;
not only did

he, a young man, shoulder the burden of a family two

generations deep, but he did it with the sunniest radiance,

as if not a care rankled in his heart. His sister, Lady

Trevelyan, says that those who did not know him then
" never knew him in his most brilliant, witty, and fertile

vein." He was life and sunshine to young and old in the

sombre house in Great Ormond Street, where the forlorn

old father like a blighted oak lingered on in leafless decay,

reading one long sermon to his family on Sunday afternoons,

and another long sermon on Sunday evenings
" where

Sunday walking for walking's sake was never allowed, and

even going to a distant church was discouraged." Through
this Puritanic gloom Macaulay shot like a sunbeam, and

turned it into a fairy scene of innocent laughter and

mirth. Against Macaulay the author severe things, and as

just as severe, may be said
;

but as to his conduct

in his own home as a son, as a brother, and an uncle

it is only the barest justice to say that he appears to

have touched the furthest verge of human virtue, sweet-

ness, and generosity. His thinking was often, if not

generally, pitched in what we must call a low key, but his

action might put the very saints to shame. He reversed

a practice too common among men of genius, who are often

careful to display all their shining and attractive Dualities

3
Trevclyan, vol. i. cap. 3.
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to the outside world, and keep for home consumption their

meanness, selfishness, and ill-temper. Macaulay struck no

heroic attitude of benevolence, magnanimity, and aspira-

tion before the world rather the opposite; but in the

circle of his home affections he practised those virtues

without letting his right hand know what was done by
his left.

He was called to the bar in 1826, and went more than

once on the Northern Circuit. But he did not take kindly

to the law, got little or no practice, and soon renounced

all serious thoughts of the legal profession, even if he ever

entertained any. He had, indeed, in the mean time found

something a great deal better to do. In October, 1824,

writing to his father, he said,
" When I see you in London

I will mention to you a piece of secret history," which he

conceals for the moment, This referred to an invitation

to write for the Edinburgh Review ; and in the follow-

ing August, 1825, appeared an article on Milton, which at

once arrested the attention of the public, and convinced

the shrewder judges that a new force had arisen in litera-

ture. The success was splendid and decisive, and produced
a great peal of fame. He followed it up with rapid

energy, and with his single hand gave a new life to the

Edinburgh Review. He was already distinguished even

in the select circle of promising young men. In 1828 Lord

Lynclhurst made him a Commissioner of Bankruptcy. In

1830 his articles on Mill had so struck Lord Lansdowne

that he offered him, though quite a stranger, a seat in

Parliament for the borough of Calne.

He was now thirty years old. He was a finished

classical scholar, and a master of English and Italian lite-

rature. French literature he no doubt knew well, but not

with the same intimacy and sympathy. Of English his-
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tory he already possessed the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries with r;vre accuracy and grasp. And of all his-

tory, ancient or modern, he probably had a competent

command. On the other hand, his want of philosophical

training does not appear to have been corrected by subse-

quent studies of a severer kind. All higher speculation

seems to have been antipathetic to him. He spoke with

respect of Bentham, but there is no evidence that he ever

assimilated Bentham's doctrines. Ho admired Coleridge's

poetry, but he did not meddle with his philosophy which

certainly was not very much, but still it was the best repre-

sentative of speculative thought in England, and full of

attraction to ardent young minds. In after-years, when

Macaulay ventured to handle religious and philosophical

subjects of a certain depth, this defect in his education

made itself felt very plainly. But for the present, and for

some time after, it was not perceived. He was abundantly

well prepared by natural acuteness and wide reading to

make more than a creditable figure, amid the loose talk

and looser thinking which an; the ordinary staple of

politics, and to politics he had now come in earnest.

Entering Parliament a few months 1 efore the death of

George IV., he was just in time to witness the great battle

of Ueform fought out from beginning to end; to take,

indeed, a conspicuous and honourable; share in the cam-

paign and final victory. His first speech on the Reform

15ill placed him in the lirst rank of orators, if not of

debaters. The Speaker sent for him, and " told him that

in all his prolonged experience he had never seen the House

in .such a state of excitement." 4 Sir Robert Peel paid
him a most handsome compliment ;

and another member

was heard to say that ho had not heard such speaking since

T/vr, 7 ;/>?!, vf.l. L, cap. 4.
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Fox. There can, indeed, be no doubt about the impressive-

ness and weight of Macaulay's speaking.
" Whenever he

rose to speak," says Mr. Gladstone, who sat with him in

Parliament nearly from the first,
"

it was a summons like

a trumpet-call to fill the benches." It may well be ques-

tioned whether Macaulay was so well endowed for any
career as that of a great orator. The rapidity of speech

suited the impetuosity of his genius far better than the

slow labour of composition. He has the true Demosthenic

rush in which argument becomes incandescent with

passion. To read his speeches by themselves, isolated

from the debate in which they were delivered, is to do

them injustice. It is only when we read them in Han-

sard or other contemporary reports, that we see how far

higher was their plane of thought than that of the best

speaking to which they were opposed, or even to that on

his own side. It is not going too far to say that he

places the question on loftier grounds of state policy than

any of his colleagues. In his fourth speech on the Keform

Bill, brushing away with disdain the minuter sophistries

and special pleading of his opponents, he tells them that

the Bill must be carried or the country will be ruined

that it will be carried whatever they do, but carried by
revolution and civil war. " You may make the change

tedious, you may make it violent, you may God in his

mercy forbid you may make it bloody, but avert it you
cannot." Even if it were a bad bill, it should be passed, as

the less of two evils, compared to withholding it. Then

he throws those harpoons of pointed epigram, which arc

rarely at the command of orators who are not also writers,

and which are as wise and true as they are sharp :

What then, it is said, would you legislate in haste ? Would
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you legislate in times of great excitement concerning matters

of such deep concern ? Yes, sir, I would
;
and if any bad con-

sequences should follow from the haste and excitement, let those

be answerable who, when there was no need of haste, when

there existed no excitement, refused to listen to any project of

reform ; nay, made it an argument against reform that the

public mind was not excited 1 allow that hasty legisla-

tion is an evil. But reformers are compelled to legislate fast

jnst because bigots ivill not legislate early. Reformers are

compelled to legislate in times of excitement, because bigots will

not legislate in times of tranquillity.

Nothing shows more clearly the impression made by
this magnificent speech than the pains taken l>y the Oppo-

sition to answer it. Croker, who rose immediately after

Macaulay sat down, devoted a two hours' speech exclusively

to answering him
;
and Croker was one of the ablest

debaters of his party. All the Lest men on that side

followed the same line, feeling that Macaulay was really

the formidable man. Sir Robert Inglis, Sir Charles

Wetherell, Praed, and, finally, the Ajax of the Tories, Sir

Robert Peel himself, singled out the " honourable and

learned member "
for Calne, as the foeman most worthy

of their steel. No compliment could surpass this.

From the time he entered Parliament till nearly four

years afterwards, when he sailed for India, Macaulay's

life was one of strenuous and incessant labour, such as

has been hardly ever surpassed in the lives of the busiest

men. Besides his Parliamentary duties he had official

work first as Commissioner, and then as Secretary, to the

Board of Control
;
and in consequence of the frequent

indisposition of hi* chief, Mr. Charles Grant, the whole

labour of the office often devolved upon him. He was

one of the lions of London Society, and a constant guest
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at Holland House the imperious mistress of which

scolded, flattered, and caressed him with a patronizing

condescension, that would not have been to every per-

son's taste. He was on intimate terms with Rogers,

Moore, Campbell, Luttrel, and the other wits of the day,

and he more than held his own as a talker and a wit.

And all this time he was writing those articles for the

Edinburgh Review, which perhaps are often unwittingly

assumed to have been his main occupation. They were

in truth struck off in hastily snatched moments of leisure,

saved with a miserly thrift from public and official work,

by rising at five and writing till breakfast. Thirteen

articles, from the Essay on Robert Montgomery to the

first Essay on Lord Chatham inclusive, were written

amidst these adverse conditions. We are bound in com-

mon equity to remember this fact, when inclined to find

fault with either the matter or the manner of Macaulay's

Essays. They were not the meditated compositions of a

student wooing his muse in solitude and repose, crooning

over his style and maturing his thought ;
but the rapid

effusions of a man immersed in business, contesting popti-

lous boroughs, sitting up half the night in Parliament,

passing estimates connected with his office, and making

speeches on la haute politique to the Commons of Eng-
land. Mr. Gladstone, who remembers the splendour of

his early fame, does justice to the " immense distinction
"

which Macaulay had attained long before middle life, and

justly remarks that, except the second Pitt and Lord

Byron, no Englishman had ever won, at so early an age,

such wide and honourable renown.

And behind this renown, unknown to the world, but

more honourable than the renown itself, were facts which

must for ever embalm Macaulay's memory with a fragrance
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of lofty and unselfish virtue. The Whig Government, bent

on economy, brought in a bill to reform the Bankruptcy

jurisdiction. He voted for the measure, though it sup-

pressed his Commissionorship, and left him penniless ;
for

at about the time his Trinity fellowship also expired. He
was reduced to such straits that he was forced to sell the

gold medals he had won at Cambridge ; and, as he said

at a later date, he did not know where to turn for a morsel

of bread. This did not last long, and his appointment to

the Board of Control, placed him in relative comfort. But

presently a new difficulty arose. The Government intro-

duced their Slavery Bill
; which, though a liberal proposal,

did not satisfy the fanatics of the abolitionist party, among
whom Zachary Macaulay stood in the first rank. His son

made up his mind in a moment. Ho declared to his

colleagues and his chiefs that he could not go counter

to his father.
" He has devoted his whole life to the

question ;
and I cannot grieve him by giving way, when

he wishes mo to stand firm." He placed his resignation

in the hands of Lord Althorp, and freely critiei/.ed as an

independent member the measure of his own Govern-

ment. He told his leader that lie did not expert such

insubordination to be overlooked
;
and that if he were a

Minister he would not allow it. Such noble independence
had its reward. He, wrote, to his sister Hannah :

"
I have

resigned my office, and my resignation has been refused.

T have spoken and voted against the Ministry undrr

which I hold my place. ... I am as good friends with

the Ministers as ever." "Well might Sydney Smith say,

that Maraulay was incorruptible.

Still the /vx atiij/txlit (linn! was pressing hard upon not

so much himself as his family, of which he was now the

main support. "With his official salary, and with what
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he earned by writing for the Edinburgh which, by the

way, never seems to have exceeded two hundred pounds

per annum he was beyond the pressure of immediate

want. If he had been out of office and at leisure, he, no

doubt, would have gained far more by his pen. But, as he

pointedly put it, he was resolved to write only because his

mind was full -not because his pockets were empty. He

accepted the post of legal adviser to the Supreme Council

of India, from which he was sure to return with some

twenty thousand pounds, saved out of his salary. In his

position it is difficult, even judging after the event, to say

that he could have acted more wisely and prudently than

he did. But the sacrifice was great and probably he

knew it as well as any one, though with his usual cheery

stoicism he said nothing about it. The exile from

England, and even removal from English politics, were

probably a gain. But the postponement of his monu-

mental work in literature was a serious misfortune. The

precious hours of health and vigour were speeding away,

and the great work was not begun, nor near beginning.

He sailed for Madras, February 15, 1834.

He spent the time during his voyage in a very charac-

teristic manner, by reading all the way.
"
Except at

meals," he said,
" I hardly exchanged a word with any

human being. I devoured Greek, Latin, Spanish, Italian,

Frenich, and English ; folios, quartos, octavos, duodeci-

mos." He always had an immoderate passion for reading,

on Avhich he never seems to have thought of putting the

slightest restraint. "When in India he writes to his

sister, Mrs. Cropper, saying that he would like nothing

so well as to bury himself in some great library, and never

pass a waking hour without a book before him. And as a

matter of fact, except when engaged in business or com-
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position this seems to have been what he actually did.

He walked about London, reading ;
he roamed through

the lanes of Surrey, reading ;
and even the new and sur-

prising spectacle of the sea so suggestive of reverie and

brooding thought could not seduce him from his books.

His appetite was so keen as to be almost undiscriminating.

He was constantly reading worthless novels which he

despised. Once lie is shocked himself, and exclaims in

his diary :
" Why do I read such trash 1

" One would

almost say that his mind was naturally vacant when left

to itself, and needed the thoughts of others to fill up the

void. How otherwise are we to account for the following

extraordinary statement, under his own hand ? He was

on a journey to Ireland :

I read between London and Bangor the lives of the emperors
from Maximin to Carinus, inclusive, in the Augustan history.

.... We sailed as soon as we got on board. I put on my great

coat and sate on deck during the whole voyage. As I could not

read, I used an excellent substitute for reading. I went through

Paradise Lout in my head. I could still repeat half of it,

and that the best half.

The complaint is that Macaulay's writings lark medita-

tion and thoughtfulness. Can it bo wondered at, when

we see the way in which ho passed his leisure hours.

Ono would have supposed that an historian and states-

man, sailing for Ireland in the night on that Irish

sea, would have been visited by thoughts too full and

bitter and mournful to have left him any taste even fr

the splendours of Milton's verse. He was about to write

on Ireland and the battle of the Boyne ;
and he had got

up the subject with his usual care before starting. Is it

not next to incredible that he could have thought of any-
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thing else than that pathetic, miserable, humiliating story

of the connexion between the tAvo islands ? And he

knew that story better than most men. Yet it did not

kindle his mind on such an occasion as this. There was

a defect of deep sensibility in Macaulay a want of moral

draught and earnestness, which is characteristic of his

writing and thinking. His acute intellect and nimble

fancy are not paired with an emotional endowment of

corresponding weight and volume. His endless and

aimless reading was the effect, not the cause, of this dis-

position. "While in India he read more classics in one year

than a Cambridge undergraduate who was preparing to

compete for the Chancellor's medals. 5 But this incessant

reading was directed by no aim, to no purpose was

prompted by no idea on which he wished to throw light,

no thoughtful conception which needed to be verified and

tested. Macaulay's omnivorous reading is often referred

to as if it were a title to honour
;

it was far more of

the nature of a defect. It is, by the way, a curious cir-

cumstance, that while on the one hand we are always told

of his extraordinary memory, insomuch that he only

needed to read a passage even once casually, for it to be

5 " I have cast up my reading account, and brought it to the

end of 1835. It includes December, 1834. During the last thirteen,

months I have read ^Eschylus twice, Sophocles twice, Euripides

once, Pindar twice, Callimachus, Apollonius Rhodius, Quintus

Calaber, Theocritus twice, Herodotus, Thucydides, almost all

Xenophon's works, almost all Plato, Aristotle's Politics, and a good
deal of his Organon, besides dipping elsewhere in him, the whole

of Plutarch's Lives, about half of Lucian, two or three books of

Athenaous, Plautus twice, Terence twice, Lucretius twice, Ca-

tullus, Tibullus, Propertius, Lucan, Statius, Silius Italicus, Livy,

Velleiiis Paterculus, Sallust, Ccesar, and lastly Cicero. I have,

indeed, still a little of Cicero left, but I shall finish him in a few

days. I am now deep in Aristophanes aud Luciou."
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impressed on liis miiul for ever afterwards, on the other we

find tli.it he read the same books over and over again, and

that at very short intervals. In the reading account just

given we sec that he read several authors twice in one

year. But I happen to possess a copy of Lysias, which

belonged to him, which shows that he carried the practice

much further. He had the excellent habit of marking in

pencil the date of his last perusal of an author, and in the

book referred to, it appears that he read the speech

Pro Coede Eratosthenis three times within a year, and

five times altogether ;
and with most of the speeches

it was the same, though that one appears to have

been his favourite. In September and October, 1837,

he appears to have read all Lysias through twice over.

Now what could be the meaning or the motive of these

repeated perusals 1 In the case of a man with a wretched

memory, who was about to undergo an examination, we

could understand them. I5ut Macaulay's memory bor-

dered on the miraculous, and he only read to please

himself. It seems very strange that a serious man should

thus dispose of his spare moments. How dry the

inward spring of meditation must have been to

remotely allow of such an employment of lime ! That a

finished scholar however busy should now and then

solace himself with a (Ireek play or a few books of

Homer would only show that he had kept open the

windows of his mind, and had not succumbed to the dusty

drudgery of life. ]5ut this was not Macaulay's case.

He read with the ardour of a professor compiling a

lexicon, without a professor's object or valid motive.

lie wanted a due sense of the relative importance of

books and studies.

It behoves a critic to be cautious in linding fault with
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Macaulay, as he generally will discover that before he has

done blaming him for one thing, he has to begin praising

him warmly for another. His career in India is an

instance in point. However excessive his taste for

reading may have been, he never allowed that or any
other private inclination to interfere with the practical

work which lay before him. In Calcutta, as in London,

he showed the same power of stremious, unremitting

labour, which never seemed to know satiety or fatigue.

Besides his official duties as Member of Council, he at

once assumed, voluntarily and gratuitously, an enormous

addition to his burden of work by becoming chairman of

two important committees : the Committee of Public

Instruction and the committee appointed to draw up the

new codes the Penal Code and the Code of Criminal

Procedure. He rarely failed to arrogate to himself the lion's

share of any hard work Avithin his reach. But on this

occasion, owing to the frequent illness of his colleagues,

he had at times to undertake the greater part of the task

himself. The Penal Code and the notes appended to it

are perhaps one of his most durable titles to fame. On
such a subject I can have no opinion ;

but this is the

way in which Mr. Justice Stephen speaks of it :

Lord Macaulay's great work was too daring and original to be

accepted at once. It was a draft when he left India in 1838.

The draft . . . and the revision (by Sir Barnes Peacock) are

both eminently creditable to their authors, and the result of their

successive efforts has been to reproduce in a concise and even

beautiful form the spirit of the law of England The

point which always has surprised me most in connexion with

the Penal Code is, that it proves that Lord Macaulay must have

had a knowledge of English criminal law which, considering

how little he had practised it, may fairly be called extraordi-
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nary. He mast have possessed the gift of going at once to the

very root of the matter, and of sifting the corn from the chaff,

to a most unusual degree, for his draft gives the substance of the

criminal law of England down to its minute working details, in

a compass which by comparison with the original may be

regarded as almost ludicrously small. The Indian Penal Code

is to the English criminal law what a manufactured article ready
for use is to the materials out of which it is made. It is to the

French Code Penal, and I may add the North German Code of

1871, what a finished picture is to a sketch. It is far simpler

and much better expressed than Livingstone's Code of Louisiana,

and its practical success has b?cn complete. The clearest proof

of this is, that hardly any questions have arisen upon it which

have had to be determined by the Courts, and that few and

slight amendments have had to be made by the Legislature.
8

6
Trcvelyan, vol. i. cap. 6. Macaulay's labours on the Penal

Code, tho value of which no one disputes, arc sometimes spoken of

in a way which involves considerable injustice to his fellow-corn-

niissionors, whose important share in tho work is tacitly ignored.
The Poual Code, together with tho Itcport and Notes, are often

referred to as if they were Macaulay's exclusive work. For this

assumption there is no ground, and Macaulay himself never laid

claim to anything of the kind. When tho illness of his colleagues

deprived him temporarily of their assistance ho naturally men-

tioned the fact in his familiar correspondence ; but this does not

justify the conclusion that he did all the work himself. Serious

as were the interruptions caused by tho illness of the other com-

missioners, they wero the exceptions, not tho rule. Before the

rainy season of tho year 1836 the Commission had been in full

work for a whole year, and nothing is said as to sickness during
all that time. Moreover, even when Buffering from bad health,

Sir John Maclcod maintained on tho subject of their joint labours

daily communication with Macaulay, who submitted all he wroto

to tho criticism of his friend, and repeated modifications of tho

first draft were tho result. This being so, it is not easy to sec the

equity of calling tho Penal Code "
Macaulay's great work," as Sir

James Stephen does, or why the Report and Notes should appear
in the Library edition of Macaulay's writings.
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On the Education Committee he rendered perhaps

equal service, though it may not be so generally known.

The members of the Board were evenly divided as to the

character of the instruction to be given to the natives.

Five were for continuing the old encouragement of

Oriental learning, and five for the introduction of English

literature and European science. It is hardly necessary

to say into which scale Macaulay threw his influence.

The opinion of the Government was determined by an

elaborate minute which he drew up on the subject, and

Lord William Bentinck decided that " the great object of

the British Government ought to be the promotion of

European literature and science among the natives of

India."

Macaulay was very unpopular with a portion of the

English residents in Calcutta, chiefly it would seem in

consequence of a useful reform which he helped to intro-

duce, affecting the jurisdiction of the provincial courts of

Bengal. The change appears to have been a wise one,

and generally accepted as such. But it was unfavourable

to certain interests in the capital, and these attacked

Macaulay in the press with the most scurrilous and

indecent virulence. The foulness of the abuse was such

that he could not allow the papers to lie in his sister's

drawing-room. Cheat, swindler, charlatan, and tyrant

\vere only the milder epithets with which lie was assailed,

and a suggestion to lynch him made at a public meeting

was received with rapturous applause. lie bore this dis-

graceful vituperation with the most unruffled equanimity.

He did more : he vigorously advocated and supported
the freedom of the press at the very moment when it

was attacking him with the most rancorous invective.

Macaulay had in him a vein of genuine magnanimity.
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His period of exile in India drew to its close at the end

of the year 1837. In the midst of his official work and

multifarious reading he had written two articles for the

Eilinlimjli Review, one on Mackintosh's Hixtory of tftc

Revolution; the other his rather too famous Essay on Iacon.

lie made his plans for learning German on the voyage
home. "

People tell me that it is a hard language," he

wrote to his friend Ellis,
" but I cannot easily believe

that there is a language which I cannot master in four

months by Avorking ten hours a day." He did learn

German in the time prescribed ;
but except .to read

Goethe and Schiller and parts of Lessing, he never seems

to have made much use of it. However, his object in

going to India was now attained. Ho had realized a

modest fortune, but ample for his simple wants and

tastes. After an unusually long voyage ho reached

England in the middle of the year 1838. His father had

died while he was on the ocean.

Within a few weeks he had contributed to the Etlin.

Imrtjh Review one of the best of his essays, that on Sir

William Temple. In October he left England for a tour

in Italy.

The first visit to Italy is always an epoch in the life of

a cultivated mind. Probably few pilgrims to the classic land

were ever better prepared than Macaulay by reading and

turn of thought to receive the unique impressions of such

a journey. He was equally capable of appreciating both

the antiquities, the Pagan and the Christian, of which

I taly is the guardian. Fortunately he kept a journal of his

travels, from which a few extracts have been published.

They show Macaulay In his most attractive and engaging

mood. A want of reverence for the men of genius of

past ages is not one of the sins which lies at his door.
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On the contrary, after family affection it was perhaps
the strongest emotion of his mind. He now had an

opportunity of indulging it such as he had never had

before. Here are a few extracts from his journal :

Florence, November 9, 1838. To the Church of Santa Grace

an ugly, mean outside, and not much to admire in the archi-

tecture within
"
(shade of Mr. Euskin !), "but consecrated by the

dust of some of the greatest men that ever lived. It was to me
what a first visit to Westminster Abbey would be to an Ame-
rican. The first tomb that caught my eye as I entered was that

of Michael Angelo. I was much moved, and still more so when,

going forward, I saw the stately monument lately erected to

Dante. The figure of the poet seemed to me fine, and finely

placed, and the inscription very happy his own words the pro-

clamation which resounds through the shades when Virgil

returns :

Onorate I'altissimo poeta.

The two allegorical figures were not much to my taste. It is

particularly absurd to represent Poetry weeping for Dante. . . .

Yet I was very near shedding tears of a different kind as I looked

at this magnificent monument, and thought of the sufferings of

the great poet, and of his incomparable genius, and of all the

pleasure which I have derived from him, and of his death in exile,

and of the late justice of posterity. I believe that very few

people have ever had their minds more thoroughly penetrated

with the spirit of any great work than mine is with that of the

Divine Comedy. His execution I take to be far beyond that

of any other artist who has operated on the imagination by

means of words

degli altri poeti onore e lume

"Vagliami il lungo studio e '1 graude amore

Che m' ban fatto cercar lo tuo volume.

I was proud to think that I had a right to apostrophize him

thus. I went on, and next I came to the tomb of Al fieri. I

D
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passed forward, and in another minute my foot was on the grave
of Machiaveli.

At Rome he is almost overpowered.

November 18. On arriving this morning I walked straight

from the hotel door to St. Peter's. I was so excited by the expec-

tation of what I was to see that I could notice nothing else. I

was quite nervous. The colonnade in front is noble very, very
noble ; yet it disappointed me, and would have done so had it

been the portico of Paradise. In I went. I was for a minute

fairly stunned by the magnificence and harmony of the interior.

I never in my life saw, and never, I suppose, shall see again, any-

thing so astonishingly beautiful. I really could have cried with

pleasure. I rambled about for half an hour or more, paying
little or no attention to details, but enjoying the effect of the

sublime whole.

In rambling back to the Piazza di Spagna I found myself
before the portico of the Pantheon. I was as much struck and

affected as if I had not known that there was such a building
in Home. There it was, the work of t'he age of Augustus the

work of men who lived with Cicero and Ciesar, and Horace and

Virgil.

He never seems to have felt annoyed, as some have

been, by the intermingling of Christian and Pagan Rome,
and is at a loss to say which interested him most. He
was already meditating his essay on the history of the

Popes, and throwing into his Lays of Ancifnt Rome those

geographical and topographical touches which set his

spirited stanzas ringing in the ear of a traveller in Rome
at every turn.

I then went to the river, to the spot where the old Pons Sub-

licius stood, and looked about to see how my Horatius agreed

with the topography. Pretty well; but his house must be on

Mount Palatine, for he could never see Mount Ca'lius from

the spot where he fought.
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But like all active minds to whom hard work has

become a habit, Macaulay soon grew weary of the idleness

of travelling. He never went further south than Naples,

and turned away from the Campagna, leaving the delights

of an Italian spring untasted, to seek his labour and his

books at home. He reached London early in February,

1839, and fell to work with the eager appetite of a man
who has had a long fast. In less than three weeks he

had read and reviewed Mr. Gladstone's book on Church

and State. But he was not destined to enjoy his leisure

long. The expiring Whig Ministry of Lord Melbourne

needed all the support they could obtain : he was brought
into Parliament as member for Edinburgh, and soon after

admitted into the Cabinet as Secretary-at-War.

This return to office and Parliament was an uncom-

pensated loss to literature, and no gain to politics. The

Whig Ministry was past saving ;
and Macaulay could

gain no distinction by fighting their desperate battle. He
felt himself that he was wasting his time. "I pine,"

he wrote, "for liberty and ease, and freedom of speech

and freedom of pen." For this political interlude had

necessitated flic laying aside of his History, which he had

already begun. He had now reached an age at which an

author who meditates a great work has no time to lose.

He was just turned forty ;
a judicious economy of his time

and resources would have seen him a long way towards

the performance of the promise with which his great work

opens,
" I purpose to write the history of England from

the accession of King James II. doAvn to a time which is

within the memory of men still living." It is impossible

to read the forecast he made of his work on the eve of

his journey to Italy without a pang of regret, and sense of

a loss not easily estimated.

D 2
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As soon as I return I shall seriously commence my History.
The first part (which I think will take up five octavo volumes)
will extend from the Kevolution to the commencement of Sir

Eobert Walpole's long administration a period of three-or-four-

aud-thirty very eventful years. From the commencement
of Walpole's administration to the commencement of the

American war, events may be despatched more concisely. From
the commencement of the American war it will again become

necessary to be copious. How far I shall bring the narrative

down I have not determined. The death of George IV. would

be the best halting place.

It was all in liis mind. He had gone over the ground

again and again. What a panorama lie would have

unfolded ! what battle-pieces we should have had of

Marlborough's campaigns ! what portraits of Bolinghrokc,

Peterborough, Prince Eugene, and the rest ! It is a sad pity

that Lord Melbourne, who was fond of letting things

alone, could not leave Macaulay alone, but must needs

yoke the celestial steed to his parliamentary plough. Or,

to put it more fairly, it is a pity that Macaulay himself

had not sufficient nerve, and consciousness of his mission,

to resist the tempter. But he was loyal to a degree of

chivalry to his political friends who were in difficulties.

He was, as his sister's writing-master said, a "lump of

good nature ;" and without a full consciousness of the,

sacrifice he was making, he gave up to party what was

meant for literature.

But he had a parliamentary triumph of no common

kind one of the two instances in which, as Mr. Gladstone

says,
" he arrested the successful progress of legislative

measures, and slew them at a moment's notice, and by

his single arm." The case was fSergeant Talfourd's Copy-

right Bill. His conduct on this occasion has been
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strangely questioned by Miss Martineau, who wonders

how an able literary man could utter such a speech, and

hints " at some cause which could not be alleged for such

a man exposing himself in a speech unsound in its whole

argument." In. any case, Macaulay had much more to

lose by the line he took than Miss Martineau. IN'o

one, we may suppose at present, can read the oration in

question without entire conviction of the single-minded

sense of duty and elevated public spirit which animated

him on this occasion. Nothing can be more judicial than

the way in which he balances the respective claims to

consideration of authors and the general public. In the

following year he had a similar victory over Lord Mahon
;

and the present law of copyright was framed in accordance

with his proposals, slightly modified. Macaulay made a

most advantageous contrast to his brother authors in this

matter. Even the " writer of books
" who petitioned

from Chelsea showed that he had considered the subject

to much less purpose.

Lord Melbourne's Government fell in June 1841
;
and

the general election which followed gave the Tories a

crushing majority. Macaulay was freed from " that closely

watched slavery which is mocked with the name of

power." He welcomed the change with exuberant delight.

He still retained his seat for Edinburgh, and spoke

occasionally in the House
;
but he was liberated from the

wasteful drudgery of office.

Here it will be well to interrupt this personal sketch of

the writer, and proceed to a consideration of some of his

work. But for the purpose of making clear some allusions

in the two following chapters, we may state in anticipation

that he had a serious attack of illness in the year 1852,

from which he never entirely recovered.



CHAPTER IT.

CHARACTERISTICS.

MACAULAT belongs to a class of writers whom critics do

not always approach with sufficient circumspection and

diffidence, the class, namely, of writers whose merits and

defects appear to be so obvious that there is no mistaking

them. "When dealing with writers of this kind, we arc

apt to think our task much easier and simpler than it really

is. Writers of startling originality and depth, difficult as

it may be to appraise them justly, yet, as it were, warn

critics to be on their guard and take their utmost pains.

Lesser writers, again, but of odd and peculiar flavour, are

nearly sure of receiving adequate attention. But thorc

are writers who belong to neither of these classes, whose

merit consists neither in profound originality nor special

flavour, but in a general wide eloquence and power,

coupled with a certain commonplaceness of thought, of

whom Cicero may be taken as the supremo type, and by
those writers critics are liable to be deceived in two ways.

Either they admire the eloquence so much that they are

blind to other deficiencies, or they perceive the latter so

clearly that they fail to do justice to the other merits. On
no writer have more opposite judgments been passed than

on Cicero. By some he has been regarded as one of the

loftiest geniuses of antiquity ; by others as a shallow, ver-
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bose, and ignorant pretender ;
and perhaps to this day

Cicero's exact position in literature has not been settled.

It is to be hoped that Macaulay, who has a certain distant

resemblance to Cicero, will not be so long in finding his

proper place.

That something like a reaction against Macaulay's fame

has recently set in, can hardly be doubted. It was, indeed,

to be expected that something of the kind would occur.

Such reactions against the fame of great authors frequently

appear in the generation which follows the period of their

first splendour. New modes of thought and sentiment

arise, amid which the celebrity of a recent past appears old-

fashioned, with little of the grace which clothes the

genuinely old. We cannot be surprised if a fate which

overtook Pope, Voltaire, and Byron, should now overtake

Macaulay. But those writers have risen anew into the

firmament of literature, from which they are not likely to

fall again. The question is, whether Macaulay will ultimately

join them as a fixed star, and if so, of what magnitude 1

It would be against analogy if such a wide and resonant

fame as his were to suffer permanent eclipse. Hasty

reputations, diie to ephemeral circumstances, may utterly

die out, but it would not be easy to name a really great fame

among contemporaries which has not been largely ratified

by posterity. Few authors have bad greater contemporary
fame than Macaulay. It spread through all classes and

countries like an epidemic. Foreign courts and learned

societies vied with the multitude in doing him honour.

He was read with almost equal zest in cultivated European

capitals and in the scattered settlements of remote colonies.

The Duke of "Wellington was loud in his praise. Professor

Eanke called him an incomparable man : and a body of

English workmen sent him a vote of thanks for havin^
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written a history which working men could understand.

An author who collects suffrages from such opposite

quarters as these must have had the secret of touching a

deep common chord in human nature. It is the business

of criticism to find out what that chord was.

Macaulay's great quality is that of being one of the

best story-tellers that ever lived
;
and if we limit the

competition to his only proper rivals the historians

he may be pronounced the best story-teller. If any one

thinks these superlatives misplaced, let him mention the

historical writers whom ho would put on a level with or

above Macaulay always remembering that the comparison

is limited to this particular point : the art of telling a

story with such interest and vivacity that readers have

no wish but to read on. If the area of comparison be

enlarged so as to include questions of intellectual depth,

moral insight, and sundry other valuable qualities, the

competition turns against Macaulay, who at once sinks

many degrees in the scale. But in his own line he has no

rival. And let no one undervalue that line. lie kindled

a fervent human interest in past and real events which

novelists kindle in fictitious events. lie wrote of the

seventeenth century with the same vivid sense of present

reality which Balzac and Thackeray had, when they wrote

of the nineteenth century, which was before their eyes

And this was the peculiarity which fascinated contempo-

raries, and made them so lavish of praise and admiration.

They felt, and very justly, that history had never been so

written before. It was a quality which all classes, of all

degrees <>f culture, could almost equally appreciate. But it

produced a feeling of gratitude among the more experienced

judges which seems likely to pass away. All the younger

generation who have grown to manhood since Macaulav
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wrote, have become intimately acquainted with his writings

at too early an age to appreciate what an innovator he was

in his day. Besides, he has had numerous able though
inferior imitators. The younger folk therefore see nothing

surprising that history should be made as entertaining as a

novel. But twenty or thirty years ago the case was very

different. Lord Carlisle when he finished the fifth (posthu-

mous) volume, said heAvas "in despair to close that brilliant-

pictured page." It will generally be found that old men

who were not far from being Macaulay's equals in age, are

still enthusiastic in his praise. It is the younger genera-

tion, who have come to maturity since his death, who see a

good deal to censure in him, and not very much to admire.

The late Sir James Stephen said " he could forgive him

anything, and was violently tempted to admire even his

faults." Mr. Leslie Stephen, his son, is one of the most

penetrating and severe of Macaulay's critics.

There is evidently a misunderstanding here which needs

removing. It is another instance of the opposite sides of

the shield producing discrepant opinions as to its colour.

Those who admire Macaulay, and those who blame him, are

thinking of different things. His admirers are thinking

of certain brilliant qualities in which he has hardly ever

been surpassed. His censors, passing these by with hasty

recognition, point to grave defects, and ask if such are

compatible with real greatness. Each party should bo

led to adopt part of his opponent's view, without surren-

dering what is true in his own. Macaulay's eminence as

a raconteur should not only be admitted with cold assent,

but proclaimed supreme and unrivalled in its own way,

as it really is. On the other hand, his serious deficiencies

in other ways should be ackno"\vledged with equal

frankness.
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One of his most remarkable qualities as a writer is his

power of interesting the reader and holding his attention.

It is a gift by itself, and not very easy to analyze. Some
of the greatest writers have wanted it.

Dr. Johnson, speaking of Prior's Solomon and the

partiality with which its author regarded it, says,

His affection was natural ;
it had undoubtedly been written

with great labour, and who is willing to think that he has been

labouring in vain ? He had infused into it much knowledge
and much thought ;

he had polished it often to elegance, and

often dignified it with splendour, and sometimes heightened it

to sublimity. He perceived in it many excellencies, and did not

discover that it wanted that without which all others are of

small avail the power of engaging attention and alluring

curiosity. Tediousness is the most fatal of faults.

Of the truth of this last remark there is no doubt.

But what was the secret of the tediousness of the poem

Solomon, which, according to Johnson, was almost as

great a paragon as the Hebrew monarch afte whom it was

named 1 A work on which great labour had been spent,

which contained thought and knowledge, which had polisb,

elegance, splendour, and occasionally sublimity, one would

have thought was not likely to be dull. As a matter of

fact, Solomon is dead and buried fathoms deep in its

own duln ess. In this special case Johnson gives at least

one good reason, but he throws no light on the general

question of dulness in what it consists, by which we

might also explain in what interest consists. It appears

that Macaulay himself was puzzled with the same diffi-

culty.
" Where lies," he asks somewhat unjustly, Avith

reference to a novel of Lord Lytton,
" the secret of being

amusing 1 and how is it that art, eloquence, and diligence

may all bo employed in making a book dull ?
"
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Few authors have had in larger degree than Macaulay
" the secret of being amusing," of "

engaging attention

and alluring curiosity," as Dr. Johnson says. He is

rarely, perhaps never, absolutely dull. On the other hand,

he is not too lively and stimulating, and avoids therefore

producing that sense of fatigue in the reader, which even

genuine wit, if there is too much of it, is apt to engender.

He had the talent which he concedes to "\Valpole, of writing

what people like to read. Perhaps the secret of his charm

lay in this : First that he was deeply interested himself

in the subjects that he handles. His bond fide wish to

do them justice to impart his knowledge is not ham-

pered by any anxious self-consciousness as to the impres-

sion he himself is making. His manner is straightforward

and frank, and therefore winning, and he communicates

the interest he feels. Secondly, he was an adept in the

art of putting himself en rapport with his reader of not

going too fast, or too far, or too deep, for the ordinary

intelligence. He takes care not only to be clear in lan-

guage, but to follow a line of thought from which

obscurity and even twilight are excluded. His attention,

indeed, to the needs of dull readers was excessive, and

has risked the esteem of readers of another kind. He
often steered too near the shoals of commonplace to suit

the taste of many persons ;
still he never fairly runs

aground. He has one great merit which can be appre-

ciated by all his thought is always well within his

reach, and is unfolded with complete mastery and ease to

its uttermost filament. He is never vague, shadowy, and

incomplete. The reader is never perplexed by ideas

imperfectly grasped, by thoughts which the writer cannot

fully express. On the other hand, his want of aspiration,

of all effort to rise into the higher regions of thought, has
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lost him in the opinion of many readers. He is one of

the most entertaining but also one of the least suggestive

of writers.

His powers of brilliant illustration have never been

denied, and it would not be easy to name their equal.

His command of perfectly apposite and natural, yet not at

all obvious images, is not more wonderful than the ease

with which they are introduced. Few readers are likely

to have forgotten the impression they once made on the

youthful mind. It was something quite new and almost

bewildering, like the first night at the play. He can

conjure up in a moment a long vista of majestic similes,

which attracts the eye like a range of snow-capped moun-

tains. Take, for instance, the opening passages of the

articles on Lord dice and Raiikvs History of t/te Popes.

As soon as the curtain rises, a grand panorama seems

spread out before us. The first begins with a comparison

between the English conquests of India, and the Spanish

conquest of America. Uut notice how pictorially it is

done :

The people of India when we subdued them, were ten times

as numerous as the Americans whom the Spaniards vanquished,

and were at the same time quite as highly civilized as the vic-

torious Spaniards. They had reared cities larger and fairer than

Saragossa and Toledo, and huildings more beautiful and costly

than the Cathedral of Seville. They could show bankers richer

than the richest linns of Barcelona or Cadiz ; viceroys whose

splendour far surpassed that of Ferdinand the Catholic
; myriads

of cavalry and long trains of artillery which would have asto-

nished the Great Captain.

The passage is spoiled by mutilation; but readers can

turn to it if they do not remember it. In the same way
the article on the Popes opens with a truly grand picture.
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" No other institution
"

(save the Papacy)
"

is left stand-

ing which carries the mind back to the times when the

smoke of sacrifice rose from the Pantheou, and when

camelopards and tigers bounded in the Flavian Amphi-
theatre." Again:

" She was great and respected before

the Saxon had set foot in Britain, before the Frank had

passed the Khine, when Grecian eloquence still flourished

in Antioch, when idols were still worshipped in the

Temple of Mecca." The sensitive youth feels his breath

catch at illustrations like these. If they pall on the older

mind it is because they are found to be addressed almost

exclusively to the eye : they are followed by nothing of

importance addressed to the reason. We shall have occa-

sion to see that this sumptuous opening of the article on

the Popes leads to a disquisition at once inaccurate in

facts and superficial in argument.

Macaulay's talent as an historical artist will be con-

sidered at some length when we come to examine the

History of England. It will be sufficient in this general

view to remark the skill with which he has overcome the

peculiar difficulties of historical composition. The great

difficulty in drawing the picture of a complex society

in a past age is to combine unity with breadth of com-

position. In a long narrative only a very small portion

of the picture can be seen at one time. The whole

is never presented at one moment with concentrated

effect, such as the painter can command, who places

on one canvas which can be easily surveyed, all that he

has to tell ITS. The historian cannot bring all his troops

on the ground at once and strike the mind by a wide and

magnificent display. lie is reduced to a march past in

narrow file. The clanger, therefore, is that the cfleet of

the whole will be feeble or lost. In the hands of a weak
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man a thin stream of narrative meanders on, but a broad

view is nowhere obtained. The lowest form of historical

writing is the chronicle or mere annals, in which a broad

view is not so much as aimed at. In great historical

work, the immediate portion of the narrative passing

before the reader's eye is always kept in subordinate rela-

tion to the whole drama of which it forms a part. And

this is the problem, to keep the whole suggestively before

the reader while only a part is being shown. Only a

strong imagination is equal to this task. The mind of the

writer must hold the entire picture suspended in his fancy

while he is painting each separate portion of it. And he

paints each separate portion of it with a view to its fit-

ness and relation to the whole.

No fair critic will deny that Macaulay's execiition in

all these respects is simply masterly. The two volumes

which comprise the reign of James II. in spite of their

abundant detail are as truly an organic whole as a

sonnet. Though the canvas is crowded in every part

with events and characters, there is no confusion, no

obstruction to clear vision. Wherever we stand AVC seem

to be opposite to the centre of the picture. However

interested we may be in a part, we are never allowed to

lose sight of the whole. The compelling force of the

writer's imagination always keeps it in a latent suggestive

way before our minds. And all this is done under a self-

imposed burden which is without example. For, in

obedience to his canon as to how history should be written,

the author has weighted himself with a load of minute

detail such as no historian ever uplifted before. He

hardly ever mentions a site, a town, a castle, a manor-

house, he rarely introduces even a subordinate character,

without bringing in a picturesque anecdote, an association,
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a reminiscence out of his boundless stores of knowledge,
which sparkles like a gem on the texture of his narrative.

Nothing can exceed the skill with which these little

vignettes are thrown in, and they are incessant
; yet they

never seem to be in the way, or to hinder the main effect.

Take as an instance this short reference to the Earl

of Craven, It occurs in the very crisis of the story, when

James II. was a prisoner in his own palace, between his

first and second attempts to fly the country :

James, while his fate was under discussion, remained at

Whitehall, fascinated, as it seemed, by the greatness and near-

ness of the danger, and unequal to the exertion of either

struggling or flying. In the evening news came that the Dutch

had occupied Chelsea and Kensington. The king, however,

prepared to go to rest as usual. The Coldstream Guards were

on duty at the palace. They were commanded by William,

Earl of Craven, an aged man, who, more than fifty years before,

had been distinguished in war and love, who had led the for-

lorn hope at Creutznach with such courage that he had been

patted on the shoulder by the great Gustavus, and who was

believed to have won from a thousand rivals the heart of the un-

fortunate Queen of Bohemia. Craven was now in his eightieth

year ; yet time had not tamed his spirit. It was past ten o'clock

when he was informed that three battalions of the Prince's

foot, mingled with some troops of horse, were pouring down

the long avenue of St. James's Park, with matches lighted, and

in full readiness for action. Count Solmes, who commanded

the foreigners, said that his orders were to take military pos-

session of the posts round Whitehall, and exhorted Craven to

retire peaceably. Craven swore that he would rather be cut to

pieces ; but when the king, who was undressing himself, learned

what was passing, be forbade the stout old soldier to attempt a

resistance which must have been ineffectual.

How truly artistic ! and how much Craven's conduct is
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explained and heightened by that little touch recalling

Creutznach, the forlorn hope, and the Great Gustavus !

What a vista up the seventeenth century to the far off

Thirty Years' "War is opened in a moment ! I recall no

writer who is Macaulay's eqiial in this art of covering his

larger surfaces with minute work which is never out of

place. Like the delicate sculpture on the sandals of

Athene in the Parthenon, it detracts nothing from the

grandeur of the statue. Or, to take a more appropriate

figure, it resembles a richly decorated Gothic porch, in

which every stone is curiously carved, and yet does its

duty in bearing the weight of the mighty arch as well as

if it were perfectly plain.

There are only two modern men with whom he can

be worthily compared, Michelet and Carlyle. Both are

his superiors in what Mr. Kuskin calls penetrative

imagination. Both have an insight into the moral world

and the mind of man, of which he is wholly incapable.

Both have a simple directness of vision, the real poet's

eye for nature and character, which he entirely lacks.

Carlyle especially can emit a lightning flash, which

makes Macaulay's prose, always a little pompous in his

ambitious flights, burn dim anil yellow. But on another

side Macaulav has his revenge. For clear broad width, for

steadiness of view and impartiality of all-round pre-

sentation In' is their superior. Carlyle's dazzling effects

of white light arc frequently surrounded by the blackest

gloom. Even that lovely "evening sun of July" in a

well-known passage of the Fmich Rrrulntinti emerges

only for a moment from a dark cloud, which speedily

obscures it again. Midielet's light is less fitful than

Carlyle's ;
it is perhaps also less brilliant. Macaulay's

light, pale in comparison with their meteoric splendours,
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has the advantage of being equal and steady, and free

from the danger of going out. There is yet another

quality in which he gains by comparison with the

strongest men the art of historical perspective. His

scenes are always placed at the right distance for taking

in their full effect. The vividness of Carlyle's imagina-

tion often acts like a powerful telescope, and brings objects

too near the observer. The events in the French Revo-

lution very often appear as if enacted under our windows.

"What is just in front of us we see with almost oppressive

distinctness, but the eye cannot range over a wide yet

perfectly visible panorama. Macaulay never falls into

this error. His pictures are always far enough off for

the whole sweep of the prospect to be seen with ease.

He seems to lead us up to a lofty terrace overlooking a

spacious plain which lies spread out below. For size,

power, and brightness, if not always purity of colour, he

has some title to be called the Rubens of historians.

Admitting all, or a portion, of what is thus advanced,

the opposition to Macaulay has a very serious counter-

statement to offer. The chief complaint and it is suffi-

ciently grave is of a constant and pervading want of

depth, either of thought or sentiment. Macaulay, it is

said, did little or nothing to stir the deeper mind or the

deeper feelings of his multitude of readers.

As regards the first charge, want of intellectual depth,

it is not easy to imagine even the semblance of a defence.

Indeed, Macaulay owns his guilt with a certain amount of

bravado. He has expressed his contempt of all higher

speculation with too much scorn to leave any room for

doubt or apology on that head. He never refers to

Philosophy except in a tone of disparagement and sneer.
" Such speculations are in a peculiar manner the delight

E
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of intelligent children and half-civilized men." Among
the speculations thus dismissed with derision are the

questions of " the necessity of human actions and the

ifoundation of moral obligation." Thus Macaulay dis-

believed in the possibility of ethical science. Of a

translation of Kant which had been sent him he speaks

with amusing airs of superiority, says he cannot under-

stand a word of it any more than if it had been written

in Sanscrit
; fully persuaded that the fault lay with Kant,

and not with himself. But his dislike of arduous thinking

did not stop with philosophy, lie speaks of Montesquieu
with great disdain; pronounces him to be specious, but

obscure as an oracle, and shallow as a Parisian coxcomb.

There is no trace in Macaulay's writings or life that he was

ever arrested by an intellectual difficulty of any kind. He
can bombard with great force of logic and rhetoric an

enemy's position ;
but his mind never seems to have

suggested to him problems of its own. In reading him

we glide along the smoothest surface, we arc hurried from

picture to picture, but we never meet with a thoughtful

pause which makes us consider with closed eyes what the

conclusion may well be. Strange to say, he more nearly

approaches discussion of principles in his speeches than in

other portions of his works : but a writer of less specu-

lative force hardly exists in the language. It is not easy

to see from his diaries and correspondence that he had any
intellectual interests of any kind, except his taste if that

can be called an intellectual interest for poetry, and the

Greek and Latin classics. His letters are, with few ex-

ceptions, mere lively gossip. He rarely discusses even

politics, in which he took so large a share, -\\ith any
serious heartiness.

1

lie just gives the last news. He does

1 The only even apparent exceptions to ibis general statement
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not betray the slightest interest in science, or social or

religious questions, except an amusing petulance at tho

progress of the Tractarian movement, on which he writes

squibs : but otherwise he lived in almost complete
isolation amid the active intellectual life of his day. He

appears to have been almost wholly wanting in intellectual

curiosity of any kind.

This is shown by the strange indifference with which

he treated his own subject history. He lived in an age

in which some of the most important historical works

that the world has ever seen, were published. He was

contemporary (to name only the chief) with Sismondi,

De Barante, Guizot, the two Thierrys, Mignet, Michelet, in

France; with Eaumer, Schlosser, Niebuhr, Otfried, M tiller,

Gans, Meander, F. G. Bauer, "Waltz, Roth, in Germany. He
never mentions one of them except Sismondi with a

sneer. The only modern historians of whom he takes

notice are Eanke and Hallam and this not with a view

to considering the value of their historical work proper,

but because they furnished him with a convenient armoury
for his own polemical purposes. If he had had any wide

generous interest in the progress of historical knowledge,

he must have shown more sympathy with men engaged in

the same field of labour as himself. He professed to be a

is a group of four or five letters of the year 1815, recounting Lord

John Russell's abortive attempt to form a ministry; and a truly

admirable letter to Mi-. Ellis, narrating the scene in tho House of

Commons on the passing of the first Reform Bill by a majority of

one. But even these letters deal chiefly with news, and hardly

attempt the discussion of principles.

Perhaps the time has not yet come for a fully representative

selection of Macaulay's best letters. He must have written, one

would think, to his colleagues and others with more weight and

earnestness than appears anywhere at present.

E 2
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reformer of history. These men were reformers who had

proclaimed, and put in practice, every principle of any

value which he advocated in the Edinburgh Review, in his

article on History, published in 1828. He lays down, not

without a certain air as of a discoverer, the new method

on which he conceives history should be written that it

should be not abstract and logical, but concrete, graphic,

and picturesque. One might have expected that two of

the most picturesque presentations of past times which

literature has to show, which, when Macaulay wrote

his article, had been recently published and attracted

European attention, would have been at least named on

such an occasion. De Barante's Histoire des Dues de

Uotirgngnc. (published in 1824-26), and Augustin Thierry's

Jllstoirp d<' la Comjnete <TAmjldcrrc par Ics Normands

(1825), had a success in the world of letters second only

to Macaulay's own success some quarter of a century later

with his Hititory of England. Those writers were busy
with the very task which he summoned historians to take

in hand. Their fame was recent and prominent, one of

the events of the day. He was writing on a subject from

which a reference to them, one would think, could not be

excluded. It is excluded, as completely as if they had

never existed. How may this be explained 1 Did be

not know their works? or did ho not appreciate them?

Neither alternative is welcome. His friend Hallam, when
an old man worn down with years and domestic afflictions,

set him a very different example. In his supplementary
volume to the Ilixtonj of the Middle Ar/n*, he shows how

carefully he had made himself acquainted with all the

more important historical inquiries of the Continent. But

then, Hallam eared for the progress of historical research :

lie saw that history was full of problems which required
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solution. He could not be indifferent to what other men
were doing. It is to be feared that Macaulay cared for

little besides his own success as an historical artist.

The most important reform in historical studies ever

made, has been the application of a critical method to the

study of the past ;
in other words, the application of as

much of scientific carefulness and precision as the subject

allows. This revolution for it is nothing less had

already begun in Macaulay's youth : and during his life-

time it had won notable victories in almost every field of

historical inquiry. He not only did nothing for historical

criticism, he does not seem to have been aware of its

existence. He took as little notice of the labours of his

countrymen, Palgrave, Dr. Guest, Kemble, as he did of

the labours of foreigners. He investigated no obscure

questions, cleared up no difficulties, reversed the opinion

of scholars upon no important point. The following pas-

sage in a letter to his friend Ellis is characteristic :

" While I was reading the earlier books (of Livy), I went

again through Klebuhr
;
and I am sorry to say, that

having always been a little sceptical about his merits, I

am now a confirmed unbeliever" a judgment which

throws more light on Macaulay's own merits than on

Kiebuhr's.

The want of ethical depth is at least as striking. He
looks away from moral problems, even more resolutely

than from intellectual problems. He never has anything

to say on the deeper aspects an<l relations of life
,
and it

would not be easy to quote a sentence from either his

published works or private letters which shows insight

or meditation on love, or marriage, or friendship, or the

education of children, on religious faith or doubt. "We

find no trace in him of a " wise spirit," which has had
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practical experience of the solemn realities and truths of

existence. His learning is confined to book-lore : he is

not well read in the human heart, and still less in the

human spirit. His unspirituality is complete ;
we never

catch " a glimpse of the far land
"

through all his

brilliant narratives
; never, in his numerous portraits,

comes a line of moral suggestiveness, showing an eye

for the deeper springs of character, the finer shades of

motive. His inability to criticize works of poetry and

fiction extended to their chief subject the human heart
;

and it may be noticed that the remarkable interest he

often awakens in a story which he tells so admirably, is

nearly always the interest of adventure, never the interest

of psychological analysis. Events and outward actions are

told with incomparable clearness and vigour but a thick

curtain hangs before the inward theatre of the mind,

which is never revealed on his stage. He had a favourite

theory on which he often insisted, that children were the

only true poets : and this, because of the vividness of

their impressions.
" Xo man, whatever his sensibility

may be, is ever affected by Hamlet, or Lear, as a little girl

is affected by the story of poor little Ked Riding-hood,"

as if the farce of the impression were everything, and

its diameter nothing. ]'>y this rule, wax-work should be

liner art than the best sculpture in stone. The impres-
siveness of remote suggestive association by which high
art touches the deepest chords of feeling, Macaulay,

apparently, did not recognize. He had no ear for the finer

harmonies of the inner life.

The truth is that he almost wholly lacked the

stronger passions. A sweet affectionate tenderness for

friends and relations was the deepest emotion he knew.

This, coupled with his unselfishness, made him a most
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winning character to those near him, as it certainly

filled his life with placid content and happiness. But

there is no evidence of strong feeling in his story.

I cannot readily believe the report that he was ever at

one time a good hater. He had his tempers of course,

like other men
;
but what sign is there of any fervent

heat, or lasting mood of passion 1 Even in politics the

side on which he was most susceptible of strong feeling

he soon became calm, reasonable, gentle like the good,

upright, amiable man he was. Consider his prudence.

He never took a hasty or unwise step in his life. His

judgment was never misled in matters of conduct for

a single moment. He walked in the honourable path he

had chosen Avith a certainty as unerring as if Minerva had

been present at his side. He never seems to have had

occasion either to yield to, or to resist, a strong temptation.

He was never in love. Ambition never got possession of

his mind. "VVe cannot imagine him doing anything wrong,

or even indecorous : an elopement, a duel, an esclandre of

any kind, cannot be associated even in imagination with

his name. He was as blameless as Telemachus

Centred in the sphere

Of common duties, decent not to fail

In offices of tenderness, and pay
Meet adoration to the household gods,

of spotless respectability. He is not to be blamed, but

very much envied, for such a constitution of mind. But

this is not the stuff of which great writers who stir men's

hearts are made. He makes us esteem him so much that

we can do little more
;
he cannot provoke our love, pity,

or passionate sympathy. There is no romance, pathos,

or ideality in his life or his writings. AVe never leave him
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conscious that we have been raised into a higher tone of

feeling, chastened and subdued into humility, courage, and

sacrifice. He never makes us feel
" what shadows we

are and what shadows we pursue." How should he 1

His own view of life was essentially flat and prosaic.

JN
T
ot an aspiration for the future

;
no noble unrest and

discontent with the present ;
no sympathetic tenderness

for the past. He resembled Rubens in more ways than

one.

No phenomenon in the human mind (says Mr. Ruskin) is

more extraordinary than the junction of this cold worldly

temper with great rectitude of principle and tranquil kindness

of heart. Ilubens was an honourable and entirely well in-

tentioned man, earnestly industrious, simple and temperate in

habits of life, high-bred, learned, and discreet; his affection for

his mother was great ;
his generosity to contemporary artists

unfailing. He is a healthy, worthy, kind-hearted, courtly-

phrased animal, without any clearly perceptible traces of a

soul, except when he paints his children.3

Macauluy had no children of his own to paint : but no

man was ever fonder of children.

He was, beyond all comparison, the best of playfellows ;
unri-

valled in the invention of games, and never wearied of repeat-

ing them. He had an inexhaustible repertory of small dramas

for the benefit of his nieces, in which lie sustained an endless

number of parts. . . . There was one never-failing game, of

building up a den with newspapers behind the sofa, and of enact-

ing robbers and tigers the children shrieking with terror, but

always fascinated, and begging him to begin again.
3

He had complete sympathy with children, and knew

"
Ifmlrrn J'ai';><crs, vol. v. part 0.

'*

Trevelyan, vol. ii. cap. ii.
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the way to their hearts better than to those of their

seniors. Once he bought a superb sheet of paper for a

guinea, on which to write a valentine to his little niece

Alice. He notes in his diary on the 14th Feb.

At three . . . came the children. Alice was in perfect rap-

tures over her valentine. She begged quite pathetically to be

told the truth about it. "When we were alone together she said,

"
I am going to be very serious." Down she fell before me on

her knees, and lifted up her hands :

" Dear Uncle, do tell the

truth to your little girl. Did you send the valentine ?" I did

not choose to tell a real lie to a child, even about such a trifle,

and so I owned it

A charming little scene, showing Macaulay's two best

sides, tenderness and rectitude. But again ;
to distress,

or its artful counterfeit, he was always pitiful and generous.

In his journal he writes : "Dec. 27. Disagreeable

weather, and disagreeable news. is in difficulty again.

I sent 50^., and shall send the same to
,
who does

not ask it. But I cannot help being vexed. All the

fruits of my book have for this year been swallowed up.

It will be all that I can do to make both ends meet

without breaking in upon capital." Leigh Hunt enclosed

in a begging letter a criticism on the Roman Lays, lament-

ing that they wanted the true poetical aroma which

breathes from Spenser's Faery Queen. Macaulay, who

had none of an author's vanity, was " much pleased"
1

with this sincerity.

Is there not reason to doubt whether a natural pre-

disposition to the cardinal virtues is the best outfit for

the prophet, the artist, or even the preacher 1 Saints from

of old have been more readily made out of publicans and

sinners than out of Pharisees who pay tithes of all they
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possess. The artist, the writer and even the philosopher,

equally need passion to do great work
;
and genuine pas-

sion is ever apt to be unruly, though by stronger men

eventually subdued. " Coldness and want of passion in

a picture are not signs of its accuracy, but of the paucity

of its statements."
4 " Pour faire de bons vers, il faut avoir

le diable au corps," said Voltaire. Macaulay had far too

little of the "diable au corps
"

to make him a writer of

impressive individuality and real power. The extent of

his fame is o\it of all proportion to its depth. Except a

certain influence on the style of journalism, which

threatens to be transient, he has left little mark on his

ago. Out of his millions of readers there has scarcely

come one genuine disciple.

By a change of taste as remarkable as any in literature,

his style, which was universally admired, is now very

freely decried perhaps more than justice requires. It

cannot be denied that it was a new style : all contempo-

raries, headed by Jeffrey, agreed upon that point. Real

novelty of style is generally a safe test of originality of

mind and character. "With Macaulay the test does not

extend so far. Still his style is perhaps the most original

tiling abuit him. Its peculiarity is the skill with which

he has imparted to written language a large portion of

the swing and rush of spoken oratory. lie can be read

with a good deal of the pleasurable excitement which

numbers of people feel in listening to facile and voluble

discourse. As a rule, copious and fluent oratory makes

very bad reading: but Macaulay had the secret of trans-

posing his thoughts from the language of spoken discourse,

which seems their proper vehicle, to the language of

written prose, without loss of effect. To no one talent

4 Mn-leni l\iin(ei'f>, vol i.
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perhaps does lie owe so much of his reputation. The

more refined and delicate literary styles are unpopular in

proportion to their excellence
;
their harmonies and inter-

vals, fascinating to the cultivated ear, are not only lost on

but somewhat offensive to the multitude. For one hearer

thrilled by a sonata or a fugue, a thousand are delighted

by what are sometimes called the spirit-stirring strains

of Rule Britannia. At an early date Macaulay gauged
the popular taste. In 1830 he wrote to Macvey Napier

complaining that some of the " most pointed and orna-

mented sentences
"
in an article had been omitted. " Pro-

bably," he continues,
" in estimating the real value of

any tinsel which I may put \ipon my articles, you and I

should not materially differ. But it is not by his own

taste, but by the taste of the fish, that the angler is deter-

mined in his choice of bait." It would be unfair to dwell

on such a remark in a private letter, if it stood alone.

But all his practice during thirty years was in unison

with the principle here laid down. Eschewing high

thought on the one hand, and deep feeling on the other,

he marched down a middle road of resonant commonplace,

quite certain that where

Bang, whang, whang, goes the drum,
And tootle-tee-tootle the fife,

the densest crowd, marching in time, will follow the music.

Still it is the air rather than the instrument which makes

some persons inclined to stop their ears. It is quite true

that the measures of Macaulay's prose
" are emphatically

the measures of spoken deliverance
;

" but the spoken
deliverance is of the bar, the hustings, or the House of

Commons. The want of benignity, the hard and scolding

precision, with which he has been justly reproached, are
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due rather to the matter and substance than to the form

of his speech. His tone of sentiment is such as would lose

nothing by being uttered in a loud voice at a public

meeting, and he is indeed far from reaching the highest

notes of solemn elevation and simple pathos with which

such an audience inspires some orators. But neither in

public nor in private had Macaulay any gift for expressing

either tender or lofty emotion. His letters are singularly

wanting in effusion and expansiveness, even when

addressed to friends and relatives for whom we know he

had warm affection ! But his love took the form of solid

matter-of-fact kindness, not of a sympathy in delicate

unison with another spirit with whom an interchange of

sentiment is a need of existence. He seems to have been

one of those thoroughly good-hearted good-natured persons

who are wanting in tact, delicacy, and sensitiveness.
5 A

certain coarseness of fibre is unmistakable. Nothing else

5 He was benevolent, but unsympathetic ;
he cared not for the

beauty of nature, he detested dogs, and, except a narrow group of

relations and friends, he cared not for men. One of the least

pleasant passages in his biography is a scene he had with an

Italian custom-house officer, who asked to be allowed a seat in his

carriage from Yellctri to Mola ; Macaulay refused. Of this there is

nothing to be said
; the man may easily have been an undesirable

companion. But the comment on the incident is wanting in the

right tone: "I pave him three crowns not to plague by searchingmy

baggage. ... He pocketed the three crowns, but looked very dark

and sullen at my refusal to accept his company. Precious fellow !

to think that a public functionary to whom a little silver is a bribe,

is fit company for an English gentleman." Narrow and unintelli-

gent. In mere knowledge, Macaulay could certainly have derived

much more from the man than the latter from Macaulay. But he

had little curiosity or interest iu the minds of others. It will be re-

membered in what isolation he spent his time on the voyage to India.
'

Except at meals, I hardly exchanged a word with any human

being." One cannot imagine Socrates or Johnson acting thus.
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will account for the " mean and ignoble association
"

of

ideas, which he often seems rather to seek than avoid.

He prefers comparisons which, by their ungraduated,

unsoftened abruptness, produce a shock on nerves less

robust than his own. " The victuallers soon found out

with whom they had to deal, and sent down to the fleet

casks of meat which dogs would not touch, and barrels of

beer which smelt worse than bilge water." Nothing is

gained by such crudity of language ;
and truth is sacrificed,

if that is a consideration. Dogs have no objection to

tainted meat, and nothing can smell worse than bilge

water. "For our part, if we are forced to make our

choice between the first shoemaker and the author of the

three books on Anger, we pronounce for the shoemaker;"
and one may add, you are certain to gain the gallery's

applause by so doing. "To the seared consciences of

Shaftesbury and Buckingham the death of an innocent

man gave no more uneasiness than the death of a par-

tridge." "A husband would be justly derided who
should bear from a wife of exalted rank and spotless

virtue, half the insolence which the King of England bore

from concubines who, while they owed everything to his

bounty, caressed his courtiers almost before his face."

Sentences like these, in which the needless emphasis of

the words shows up the more plainly the deficient dignity

and weight of thought, are of frequent occurrence, and

deprive Macaulay's prose of the high quality of distinction.

His comparison of Montesquieu with the learned pig and

musical infant is in the same style. But perhaps the

most striking instance of his tendency to a low-pitched

strain of allusion is to be found in his journal, on the

occasion of his visit to Dumbarton Castle in the last year

of his life :

" I remember my first visit to Dumbarton,
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and the old minister who insisted on our eating a bit of

cake with him, and said a grace over it which might have

been prologue to a dinner at the Fishmongers' Company
or the Grocers' Company." The notion that the size and

sumptuousness of a feast are to determine the length and

fervour of the thanksgiving, is one which one hardly

expects to find outside of the Common Council, if even it

is to be met with there. Macaulay's utter inability to

comprehend piety of mind, is one of the most singular

traits in his character, considering his antecedents.

Macaulay's style, apart from its content, presents one

or two interesting problems which one would like to

solve. An able critic has noticed the singular fact,

that though he seems to take pains to be pleonastic and

redundant, he is nevertheless invariably lively.
6 His

variations of one tune do not weary, as one might expect.

In the same way, the oratorical swing and rapidity which

he undoubtedly possesses do not appear easy to reconcile

with his short sentences and the mechanically regular

stroke of his periods. His paragraphs are often built up

by a succession of tiers, one over the other
; they do not

seem to grow from a central root of thought or sentiment.

Sentences not exceeding a line in average length, reduced

to their lowest terms of subject, predicate, and copula, are

held together only by the art of the typographer. "The

people of Gloucester rose, and delivered Lovelace from con-

finement. An irregular army soon gathered around him.

Some of his horsemen had only halters for bridles. Many
of bis infantry had only clubs for weapons." The

monotony of rhythm is sometimes reinforced by the

monotony of phrase, sentence after sentence beginning

6 Hours in a Library, by L. Stephen, 3rd series.
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with the same words
; as, for instance, this conclusion of

the Essay on Lord Holland.

The time is coming when, perhaps, a few old men, the last

survivors of our generation, will in vain seek, amidst new

streets, and squares, and railway stations, for the sight of that

dwelling which was in their youth the favourite resort of wits

and beauties of painters and poets of scholars, philosophers,

and statesmen. They ^oill then remember, with strange ten-

derness, many objects once familiar to them the avenue and

the terrace, the busts and the paintings ; the carving, the gro-

tesque gilding, and the enigmatic mottoes. With peculiar

fondness they will recall that venerable chamber, in which all

the antique gravity of a college library was so singularly

blended with all that female grace and wit could devise to

embellish a drawing-room. They will recollect, not unmoved,

those shelves loaded with the varied learning of many lands and

many ages ; those portraits in which were preserved the features

of the best and wisest Englishmen of two generations. They
icill recollect how many men who have guided the politics of

Europe who have moved great assemblies by reason and

eloquence who have put life into bronze and canvas, or who

have left to posterity things so written as it shall not willingly

let them die were there mixed with all that was loveliest and

gayest in the society of the most splendid of capitals. They
will remember tie singular character which belonged to that

circle in which every talent and accomplishment, every art

and science, had its place. They will remember how the last

debate was discussed in one corner, and the last comedy of

Scribe in another
;
while Wilkie gazed with modest admiration

on Reynolds's Baretti ;
while Mackintosh turned over Thomas

Aquinas to verify a quotation ;
while Talleyrand related his

conversations with Ban-as at the Luxemburg, or his rides with

Lannes over the field of Austerlitz. They will remember,

above all, the grace and the kindness, far more admirable than

grace with which the princely hospitality of that ancient

mansion was dispensed. They will remember the venerable
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and benignant countenance and the cordial voice of him who

bade them welcome. They will remember that temper which

years of pain, of sickness, of lameness, of confinement, seemed

only to make sweeter and sweeter
;
and that frank politeness,

which at once relieved all the embarrassment of the youngest
and most timid writer or artist who found himself for the first

time among ambassadors and earls. They will remember that

constant flow of conversation, so natural, so animated, so

various, so rich with observation and anecdote ; that wit whicli

never gave a wound ; that exquisite mimicry which ennobled,

instead of degrading, that goodness of heart which appeared in

every look and accent, and gave additional value to every talent

and acquirement. They will remember, too, that he whose

name they hold in reverence was not less distinguished by the

inflexible uprightness of his political conduct than by his loving

disposition and winning manners. They will remember that

in the last lines which he traced he expressed his joy that he

had done nothing unworthy of the friend of Fox and Grey ;

and they will have reason to feel similar joy, if, in looking back

on many troubled years, they cannot accuse themselves of

having done anything unworthy of men who were distinguished

by the friendship of Lord Holland.

If the light of nature and an ordinary car were not

sufficient to warn a writer against such repetition, Macaulay,

who had read his Aristotle and Quinctilian, might have

been expected to knoAv Letter. "The qualities and

artifices of style whicli tell in declamation, for which they

were intended, when divested of this aid do not fulfil

their proper function
; as, for instance, asyndeta and the

reiteration of the same word; and though the orators

employ them in their debates, as adapted to delivery, hi

iln' wrilti')i xti/li> llx'ii appear silly, <m<l fire jusilij re-

prnlali'J."' Indeed, Macaulay never quite overcame a

"

Cope's Inlrodxciinn to Aristotle'* Rhetoric, p. 32G.
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tendency to abuse this common and useful rhetorical

figure in an order of composition for which it is unfit. It

is to be found in the first page of his History, and is so

common in his Essays, that their style is very often identical

with that of his speeches.

The art by which Macaulay has caused these various

blemishes not only to be condoned, but to be entirely

unperceived by the majority of readers, is derived from

the imaginative power and splendour of his larger tableaux.

The sentences may be aggregates of atoms, but the whole

is confluent, and marked by masterly unity. Style may
be considered from more than one aspect. We may con-

sider it from the point of VICAV of the grammarian or

professor of rhetoric, with reference mainly to the choice

of words, the propriety of phrase, the rhythm of sentence.

Or we may consider it from the higher standpoint the

general effect and impressiveness of the whole composition ;

the pervading power, lucidity, and coherence, which make
a book attractive to read and easy to master. In the

former class of qualities Macaulay leaves much to be

desired. In the latter he has not many superiors. Artless,

and almost clumsy as he is in building a sentence, into

which he is without the skill to weave, as some moderns do,

Those lesser thirds so plaintive, sixths diminished sigh on sigh,

in building a chapter, an article, or a book he has a

grand and easy power which ought
" to bring the sweat

into the brow" of some who hold him cheap. His short

sentences, when looked at by themselves so isolated and

thin, are the lines of a fine engraving all converging to

produce one well-considered artistic effect an effect in

which neither deep thought nor high feeling has a share,

but still one so brilliant and striking that the criticism

\vliich overlooks it may justly be accused of blindness.

F



CHAPTER III.

THE ESSAYS.

WE sometimes hear Macaulay's Essays preferred to his

History, not only as more popular, but as showing more

genius and power. Although this opinion could hardly

be held by any serious critic, it contains enough truth to

make its existence intelligible. The Essays have qualities

of variety, freedom, and, above all, brevity, which the

History is necessarily without, but Avhich are very taking

qualities with the readers whom Macaulay chiefly ad-

dresses. A long-sustained work devoted to the history

of one country in one period, however lively it may be

made, demands a heavier tax on the attention than many
are able to pay. The large and ever-growing class who

read not for knowledge but for amusement, as an in-

nocent mode of killing time, soon become weary of

one subject carried on through several volumes. Their

weak mental appetite needs stimulating by a frequent

change of diet. Length is the one thing they fear and

most dislike. To take up the same work day after day

oppresses them with the sense of a task, and they

promptly conceive an ill-will to the author f<>r not keep-

ing pace with their changes of mood. Even the highest

works of poetical genius the Fwry Q't'-^n and Paradise

Lost are said to be comparatively neglected, simply on
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account of their volume, which alarms the indolence of

readers. And it may be well doubted whether even

Shakespeare does not owe a great deal of his popularity

with the reading public to the fact that plays are neces-

sarily short, and can be read through in a short time.

To readers of this temper and they probably are a vast

majority essays offer the very thing they are in search of.

No strain on the attention, frequent change of subject, a

happy medium between undue length and undue brevity,

are qualities exactly suited to their taste. This alone

might well be the sole or chief reason why Macaulay's

Essays should be by some preferred to his History.

But this is probably not the only reason. The Essays

have some merits which the History lacks. They were

all written in the vigour of life, before his mind was

saddened, if not enfeebled, by serious ill-health. They
were short enough to be struck off' at a heat, and many
we know were written with extreme rapidity. They con-

sequently have the attractive quality of exuberant vigour,

high spirits, and conscious strength which delights in

exercise and rapid motion for their own sake. A sense of

weariness in the writer, however much it may be con-

cealed by art, is almost sure to be felt by the reader sym-

pathetically. Of this drawback few authors ever knew

less than Macaulay up to the time of his illness. His

prompt and full command of his faculties made, as he

said, composition nothing but a pleasure to him. ISTo

man ever worshipped a more bountiful muse. He had no

labour pains, no dark wrestlings with thoughts which he

could not throw, conquered and subdued, with vigorous

strength down on paper. His Essays therefore, in many
ways much less finished and careful, have often more

verve than the History. Like the first flight of the
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falcon, they show a store of unsubdued energy, which, so

far from fearing fatigue, rather seeks it,, and does not

readily find it.

The originality of form and treatment which Macaulay

gave to the historical essay has not perhaps received due

recognition. "Without having invented it, he so greatly

expanded and improved it that he deserves nearly as

much credit as if he had. He did for the historical essay

what Haydn did for the sonata, and "Watt for the steam

engine : he found it rudimentary and unimportant, and

left it complete and a thing of power. Before his time,

there was the ponderous history generally in quarto

and there was the antiquarian dissertation. There was

also the historical review, containing alternate pages of

extract and comment generally rather dull and gritty.

But the historical essay as he conceived it, and with

the prompt inspiration of a real discoverer immediately

put into practical shape, was as good as unknown before

him. To take a bright period or personage of history, to

frame it in a linn outline, to conceive it at once in article-

size, and then to fill in this limited canvas with spark-

ling anecdote, telling bits of colour, and facts all fused

together by a real genius for narrative, was the sort of

genre-painting which Macaulay applied to history. "We

have only to turn to the back numbers of the 7v//Vy///y/7/

ftfvine to perceive how his articles gleam in those old

pages of "grey paper and blunt type.
1 ' And to this day

his Essays remain the best of their class, not only in

England but in Europe. Slight, or even trivial, in the

Held of historical erudition and critical inquiry, they are

masterpieces if regarded in the light of great popular

cartoons on subjects taken from modern history. They
are painted indeed with such freedom, vividness, and
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power, that they may be said to enjoy a sort of tacit

monopoly of the periods and characters to which they

refer, in the estimation of the general public. How many

persons, outside the class of professed students, know

much of Lord Chatham, Lord Clive, Warren Hastings,

"Walpole, Pulteney, Carteret, and many more, beyond
what they learn from the pages of Macaulay 1 His friend

Lord Stanhope is a much more safe, steady, and trust-

worthy guide through the eighteenth century. But for one

reader who will sit down to the accurate, conscientious, ill-

written History of England by Lord Stanhope, a hundred

will read, and read again, the brilliant Essays. Any portion

of English history which Macaulay has travelled over

the remark applies much less to his treatment of foreign

subjects is found to be moulded into a form which the

average Englishman at once enjoys and understands. He

"did, it has been truly said, in a small way, and in solid

prose, the same thing for the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries that Shakespeare did in a poetical way for the

fifteenth century. The first Duke of Marlborough had

the candour to acknowledge that all he knew of the

history of England he derived from Shakespeare's his-

torical plays. "\Ve may surmise, that many who would

not readily confess it are equally indebted to Macaulay.
He succeeded in achieving the object which he always

professed to aim at making history attractive and

interesting to a degree never attained before. This is

either a merit or a fault, according to the point of view

from which we regard it
;
but from every point of view

it was no common feat.

It Avill be convenient to classify the Essays in the

following groups, with the object of giving as much unity
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(1.) English history.

(2.) Foreign history.

(3.) Controversial.

(4.) Critical and miscellaneous.

(1.) English History Group.
1

If the articles composing
this group are arranged with reference to the chronology

of the periods they treat of, they form a fairly complete

survey of English history from the time of Elizabeth to

the later years of the reign of George III. This was the

portion of our history to which Macaulay had devoted

most time and attention. The period previous to the

Eeformation he had studied with much less care. His ac-

quaintance with the Middle Age generally, may without

injustice be pronounced slight ;
and though well informed

as to the history of the Continent, his knowledge of it, as

we shall have occasion to see, was not so accurate or deep.

But his knowledge of English history in the seventeenth

and eighteenth centuries was minute, extensive, and pro-

found. These twelve essays may be regarded as preliminary

studies, by which he preluded and prepared himself for

his great work. Nothing can be more obvious than that

the historical student was guided in his choice of this

field by the sympathies and opinions of the active poli-

tician, lie was a Whig, with ardent and disinterested

conviction, when to be a "Whig was to be a friend of

liberty and progress in the most rational and practical

form. Daring the long predominance of Tory rule and

sentiment, the heroic age of England had been defaced,

and perverted into a hideous and malignant caricature.

A vigorous vindication of English liberty in the past,

allied itself naturally, in the pages of the EO

1
Burlei^li, Hallam, Ilatnpdon, .Mill on. Temple, .Mackintosh,

Walpole, Pitt-Chatham, C'iivu, Wurrc'ii liusLiiigd.
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Review, with the active polemics there carried on in

favour of the same liberty in the present. It was not

as an antiquarian that Macaulay insisted upon a new

hearing of the great cause in which Charles L, Strafford,

and Laud appeared on the one side, against Hampden,

Pym, and Cromwell on the other
;

but as the active

member of Parliament, who supported the first Eeform

Bill with five powerful speeches in one year. He attacked

Toryism indirectly, by writing on the great Liberal leaders

of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, as the Re-

formers attacked Catholicism by writing on the primitive

discipline and doctrine of the Early Church. When

writing of the Long Parliament or the Revolution, an

implied reference is always visible to the "Whigs and

Tories of his own day. Sometimes the reference to con-

temporary politics is open and direct, as when, in the

midst of his discussion of the conduct of the Parlia-

mentary leaders headed by Hampden, he makes a sudden

and telling allusion to the contemporary condition of

Spain under Ferdinand VII. (Memorials of Hampden).
The party character of Macaulay's Essays on English

History is neither to be denied nor deplored. That he

rendered a great political service to the cause of Liberalism

cannot be doubted, and every deduction that may be

made from the merit of the historian must be set down

to the account of the publicist. Scientific history was

never his object, but the propagation of sound constitu-

tional doctrine was very much so. It has been said with

truth, that in all he ever wrote, a defence open or implied

of Whig principles may be perceived. That this con-

nexion of his work with the ephemeral politics of the

day will injure its permanent value is very obvious
;
but

not perhaps to the extent that is sometimes supposed.
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It is one of the affectations of the hour to use the

term Whig as a convenient vehicle of polite vituperation.

A man now who can with any accuracy be called a genuine

old Whig, is by some persons considered to be beyond the

pale of toleration. No further anathema is needed
;
the

deadliest slur has been cast on his intellect and character

in one word. A hatred of pure reason, and a comfortable

middle-class creed on social matters, are the two most

offensive characteristics generally ascribed to the Whig.

They would be offensive enough, if Whiggism was, or

pretended to be, a philosophical theory of politics. But

in Macaulay's day, Whiggism was not a philosophy, but

a scheme of practical expediency a working policy which

had a chance of being realized. What after all is the

essence of Whiggism as distinct from its accidents 1 Is

it not this illogical but practical compromise, between

two extremes which" are logical but not at all practical 1

It is no isolated phenomenon confined to certain periods of

English history, but one of the most general to be found,

not only in politics but in religion, and even philosophy.

Wherever men are engaged in steering between the

opposite shoals of extreme parties with a view to practical

results, there Whiggism exists in reality if not in name.

Bossuet was a Whig in the Catholic Church, and Pascal

was a Whig in the Gallican Church. Reid, Brown, and

Coleridge, even Kant, were Whigs in philosophy. Whig-

gism is always the scorn of thoroughgoing men and rigorous

logicians} is ever stigmatized as a bending of the knee

to Baal. But thoroughgoing men, actuated by thorough-

going logic, do not often, or for long, remain directors of

public a 1 fairs. Xo man was ever less of a philosopher, or

more of a politician, than Macaulay. lie had an eye to

busini'ss, not to abstract truth. The present age, which
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sees only the writer, and has nearly forgotten the poli-

tician, is easily tempted to judge him by a standard to

which he did not and could not conform. His own
serene unconsciousness of his want of speculative power is

at once amusing and irritating. But the point to be

remembered is, that when we have written Whig after

his name, and declared they are convertible terms, all is

not said and done, and that for purposes of criticism,

the process is too simple and summary to be of much

value. We have to consider the object at which he

aimed, not to complain of his failure to hit a mark which

he never thought of. A man engaged in paving the best

via media that he can find between ultra opinions on oppo-

site sides, is always exposed to taunt. Macaiilay was re-

viled by Chartists and Churchmen, and he himself disliked

high Tories and philosophical Radicals in equal measure.

When the object is to gain votes for practical measures,

the beauties of pure reason are apt to be overlooked.

The great maxim of prudence on these occasions, is
" not

to go too far" in any direction. Logic and consistency

are readily sacrificed for the sake of union in action.

Closet philosophers naturally resent this as very mean

and commonplace. But that is because they are closet

philosophers.

The party bias of the Essays, it is said, deprives them

of all value as history. And this is partly true.

But let us be just even to party historians. When
it is claimed that the historian must above all things

be impartial, what is meant by the word 1 Is it

demanded that the writer on a past age is to take no

side to have no preference, either for persons whom
he considers virtuous or for principles which he considers

just; and, again, is he to have no reprobation for the
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contraries to these, which he considers unjust and per-

nicious 1 If this is meant by impartiality, the answer is

that on these lines history cannot be, and never has been,

written. Such is the solidarity of human nature, that it

refuses to regard the just and the unjust with equal

favour iii the past any more than in the present. Of

course the question is always reserved as to which party

in the suit these epithets respectively apply. Erroneous

judgments have been passed in the court of history, as

they are passed in courts of law. But that is no argu-

ment for maintaining that both sides are entitled to

the same favour and good will. Both sides are entitled

to justice, and justice may require the utmost severity

of condemnation of one of the parties. Xo judge at the

end of a criminal trial was ever able to conceal the side

to which he inclined in his summing up. His business

is not to abstain from having an opinion, which a man of

intelligence could hardly do, but to point to the decisive

evidence on either side, and holding up the scales,

to let the lighter kick the beam in the eyes of all

men. If this is partiality, it is such as no honest man
would like to be without. So the historian

;
his duty is

to be impartial in weighing evidence; but that being done,

to declare with unmistakable clearness which side has

been found wanting. As lie is human, he is exposed to

error, but for that there is no remedy. Miscarriages of

justice must and will occur. They must be redressed

when discovered. And fortunately errors of this kind

are of less grave practical consequence in the courts of

history than in the courts of law. Yet we submit to the

latter, being unable to help ourselves. It is vain to hope
that this subjective bias can ever be removed from the

mind of a human judge. And it is not desirable to
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remove it. What is worthy of blame is the suppression

or garbling of evidence not holding really true scales.

The notion that such bias is necessarily connected with

the party-spirit of modern times, and shown only in

reference to modern periods of history, is quite without

foundation. The history of Greece and Rome is subject

to it as much as the history of Modern Europe. Mitford

was biassed in favour of the oligarchies of Greece. Grote

was equally biassed in favour of the democracies. So far

each was within his right. But if it appears that

either was unfair in collecting and sifting evidence, and

showed anxiety to win a verdict by his mispresentation of

it, then he is to be condemned as an unjust judge or

rather, he is an advocate, who has usurped a judge's

functions and merits degradation. Mitford has been

deposed, and justly so, in the opinion of competent men.

Grote on the whole has been maintained by the same

opinion.

Further, if we grant that historians are exposed to

peculiar temptations to slide from the position of judge to

that of advocate if they are honest advocates, maintaining

the cause they believe to be just, by honourable means,

they need not fear much censure from equitable men.

The final judge, after all, is public opinion not of a day,

or a year, or even of a century, but of ages. Perhaps it

can never be absolutely obtained. But in the meanwhile

nothing is more serviceable to the cause of truth than that

every important party to an historical suit should be

represented by the ablest advocate that can be found, so

long as he is honest that is, not only refrains from tell-

ing lies, but from suppressing truth. Every open-minded

inquirer must be glad to hear all that can be said in

favour of a given side ; nay, to hear most of all what
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can be said in favour of the side to which ho himself dods

not belong. It is vastly more comforting to hear Dr

Lingard condemn James II. of injustice, infatuation,

arbitrary and impotent policy, than to hear the most

eloquent indictments of the same monarch from those who
hold Whig opinions. When Hume condemns Charles I.

for the arrest of the five members, we feel quite sure that

on that point at least nothing can be said, or such an

able, not to say unscrupulous, advocate, would not have

omitted it. In time the heats of party zeal are gradually

cooled
; questions of disputed fact are reduced to narrow

issues. The motives and characters of the most prominent
actors are at last weighed by impartial men, who have no

interest stronger in the matter than the discovery of

truth. Then we have reached the critical stage of

history.

Macaulay was far from having reached this higher

stage. IJut as a writer of party history he stands

high. If his mind was uncritical, his temper was

generally fair. Xo one would expect the party against

whom he appeared the sympathizers with high preroga-

tive, as against the sympathizers with liberty, to admit

this. But his Whig version of our history has been on

the whole accepted by a wide public, with whom political

partisanship is not a strong passion. His frank avowal of

his sympathies can be a defect only in the eyes of the

unintelligent, or the bigoted who will brook no contra-

diction. His bias is open and above-board; he lavs his

proofs before you, which yon may accept or refuse; but

in a candid way very diilerent from the sly, subtle

disingenuousness of Hume. At the same time it must be

admitted that the common fate of controversialists is

already beginning to overtake Macaulay. His point of
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view is already somewhat out of date. "We are always

repelled, or disdainfully amused, by the heats of a remote

controversy which does not touch our passions or interests.

It seems absurd to be so angry with people who lived so

long ago, and who clearly never did us any harm. The

suave mari magno feeling is a little ungenerous, but

very natural and common. A critic complains that

Macaulay
" mauls poor James II." as he did the Tories

of 1832. It no doubt requires an historical imagination

of some liveliness to make us perceive that pity is wasted

on a sovereign whose wickedness was only defeated by
his folly. We are in no danger of being tried and brow-

beaten by Jeffreys or hanged by Colonel Kirke. Such are

the gratitude and the "
little short memories

"
of mankind.

Nevertheless it is a true instinct which warns us against

transferring the passions of the present to the remote past.

The passions should be quiet, only the critical reason

should be active, siu-veying the concluded story with calm

width, and telling us what it all amounted to.

It will not be expected that all Macaulay's Essays

should be passed in review in a short work of this kind.

"We can only find space for a few words on the most

memorable, omitting the less famous as we pass over the

relatively unimportant pictures in a gallery.

The Essays, as might well be supposed, are unequal in

merit. One of the weakest is that which appears first on

the list given a few pages back, Burleiyh and liis Times.

It is at once thin and trenchant, and would be wholly un-

deserving of notice did it not contain a faulty historical

view, which Macaulay never laid aside to the end of his life.

The error consists in fastening the odium of persecution

and intolerance as a peculiar reproach on the govern-

ment of Burlemh and Elizabeth. " What can be said in
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defence of a ruler who is at once indifferent and intole-

rant 1
"
he asks. If the Queen had only had the- virtue

and enlightenment of More and L'Hospital, the whole of

our history for the last two hundred and fifty years would

have worn another colour.
" She had the happiest oppor-

tunity ever vouchsafed to any sovereign of establishing

perfect freedom of conscience throughout her dominions,

without danger to her Government, without scandal to

any large party among her subjects." Any addition to

the enlightenment and patience of the capricious vixen

who then ruled England would no doubt have been a

great boon to her subjects and ministers, but it is sup-

posing extraordinary efficacy even in the virtue of Queen
Elizabeth to imagine that it could have influenced our

history for two hundred and fifty years after her death.

But Macaulay must have known that uniformity in religion

was considered in the sixteenth century an indispensable

condition of stable civil government, and that by all parties

and sects.
" Persecution for religious heterodoxy in all its

degrees was in the sixteenth century the principle, as

well as the practice, of every church. It was held incon-

sistent with the sovereignty of the magistrate to permit

any religion but his own
;
inconsistent with his duty to

suffer any but the true." 2 Bacon said: "It is certain

that heresies and schisms arc of all others the greatest

scandals, yea, more than corruption of manners." 3
It is

against all equity to blame one or two individuals for a

universal error. Yet Macaulay constantly dwells on the

persecutions of Elizabeth's reign as if they were marked

by peculiar shortsightedness and malignity. He does it

in the essay on Hallavi, and in the first chapter of the

Ilalhim's Literatim of Europe, vol. ii. p. 313.
3
Es:iy iii.
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History, though in less peremptory language. There can

be no doubt that he knew the facts perfectly well. But,

as often happened with him, knowledge did not mount

up into luminous general views. Persecution had long

been proved to be bad
;
Elizabeth persecuted ;

therefore

she was to be blamed. The temper of the whole age is

not taken into the account.

The article on Hallam's Constitutional History is one

of the best. It is one of the most strenuous argumentative

pieces Macaulay ever wrote. Fiercely polemical in its

assault on the Tory version of English history, it may be

regarded as a compendium of "Whig principles in usum

populi. Indeed its opinions are somewhat more than Whig.
It belongs to that small group of articles which were written

before the author was plunged in the daily strife of politics

and ceaseless round of business, (the others are those

on Milton, Machiavclli, and History,) and they show, I

venture to think, a speculative reach and openness of

mind which were never recovered in the active life of

subsequent years. The vindication of the character of

Cromwell is as spirited as it is just, and really gives the

outline which Carlylc filled in many years after.

The article on the Memorials of Hampdcn is graceful

and touching. The tone of pious reverence for the great

Puritan champion makes it one of his most harmonious

pieces. The essay on Milton is only remarkable for show-

ing the early maturity of his powers, but on that ground
it is very remarkable. With the article on Sir William

Temple we enter upon a new stage of Macaulay's develop-

ment as a writer and an artist. The articles he wrote for

the Edinburgh Review after his return from India in

1838, are markedly superior to those lie wrote before

leaving England. The tone is much quieter, yet the
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vivacity is not diminished
;

the composition is more

careful, sustained, and even. The Sir William Temple
was the first of the post-Indian articles, and it is one of

the best he ever wrote. If one wanted to give an intel-

ligent foreign critic a good specimen of Macaulay a

specimen in which most of his merits and fewest of

his faults are collected in a small compass one could

hardly do better than give him the article on Sir William

Temple. The extraordinary variety of the piece, the

fine colouring and judicious shading, the vivid interest,

the weighty topics discussed gravely, the lighter accesso-

ries thrown in gracefully over and aixmnd the main theme,

like arabesque work on a Moorish mosque, or flights of

octaves and arpeggios in a sonata of Mozart, justly entitle

it to a high place, not only in Macaulay's writings, but in

the literature of the age. Strange to say, it docs not

appear to have been a favourite with the public, if we

may infer as much from the fact that it has not been

printed separately ; yet no article deserves it better. 1 1

is a masterpiece of its kind. The article on Macldntoalt.

calls for no remark. That on Watyole is interesting

chiefly for the amusing animosity which Macaulay
nourished towards him. It was most unjust. He had

far too low an opinion of AValpole's intellect, which was in

many ways more penetrating and thoughtful than his

own. "Walpole did not call Montesquieu a Parisian cox-

comb, but the very moment the Exprit <lcs /><//.> ap-

peared, pronounced it the best book that ever was

written. "NYalpolc's generous sentiments on the slave-

trade, half a century in advance of public opinion on

the subject, should have been appreciated by a son of

Zachary Macaulay. The two articles on the first

"\Villiam Pitt, written at ten years' interval, show the
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difference between Macaulay's earlier and later manner

very clearly. The first is full of dash, vigour, and interest,

but in a somewhat boisterous tone of high spirits, which

at times runs dangerously near to bad taste. As for

instance :

" In this perplexity Newcastle sent for Pitt, hugged

him, patted him, smirked at him, wept over him, and

lisped out the highest compliments and the most splendid

promises. The king, who had hitherto been as sulky as

possible, would be civil to him at the levee" &c., &c.

Nothing of this kind will be found in the second article

(the last Macaulay ever wrote for the Edinburgh Review],

but, on the contrary, great dignity and gravity which recall

the best pages of the History. He was, indeed, writing

the History at this moment, and he was enjoying a lite-

rary leisure such as he had never enjoyed before. He
also was losing the strongly marked characteristics of a

party man, and gravitating to that central and neutral

position which he occupied with regard to politics in his

later years. The fact is worth alluding to, as there seems

still to survive a notion that Macaulay from first to last

remained a narrow and bitter Whig. Those who hold

this view may consider the following passage :

The Whig-, who during three Parliaments had never given

one vote against the Court, and who was ready to sell his

soul for the Comptroller's staff or for the Great Wardrobe,

still professed to draw his political doctrines from Locke and

Milton, still worshipped the memory of Pym and Ilampden,
and would still, on the 30th of January, take his glass to

the man in the mask and then to the man who would do it

without a mask. The Tory, on the other hand, while he

reviled the mild and temperate Walpole as a deadly enemy of

liberty, could see nothing to reprobate in the iron tyranny of

Strafford and Laud. But whatever judgment the Whig or the
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Tory of that age might pronounce on transactions long past,

there can be no doubt that, as respected practical questions then

pending, the Tory was a reformer and indeed an intemperate

and indiscreet reformer while the Whig was a conservative,

even to bigotry Thus the successors of the old Cavaliers

had turned demagogues ; the successors of the old Roundheads

had turned courtiers. Yet it was long before their mutual

animosity began to abate
;
for it is the nature of parties to

retain their original enmities far more firmly than their original

principles. During many years a generation of Whigs whom

Sydney would have spurned as slaves, continued to wage deadly

war with a generation of Tories whom Jeffreys would have

hanged for republicans.

The Pitts, both father and son, seem to have had an

unusual attraction for Macaulay, and lie wrote of them

with more sympathy and insight than of any other

statesman except King "William III. His biography

of the younger Pitt is perhaps the most perfect thing that

he has left. It is not an historical essay, but a genuine

"Life," and it is impossible to overpraise either the plan

or the execution. Nearly all the early faults of his

rhetorical manner have disappeared ;
there is no elo-

quence, no declamation, but a lofty moral impressiveness

which is very touching and noble. It was written when

he saw his own death to be near, and although he had

none of Johnson's " horror of the last," there is a depth

and solemnity of tone in this " Life
"

to which he never

attained before. Pitt's own stately and majestic character

would seem to have chastened and elevated his style,

which recalls the masculine dignity, gravity, and calm

peculiar to the higher strains of Roman eloquence. The

little work deserves printing by itself on "papier de

Chine," in Elzevir type, by Ljemerre, Quantin, or the

Libnurie des Bibliophiles.
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Very different are the two famous Indian articles on

Clive and Warren Hastings. In these we find no Attic

severity of diction, but all the pomp and splendour of

Asiatic eloquence. It is not unsuitable to the occasion
;

a somewhat gorgeous magnificence is not out of place

in the East. There is no need to dwell on pieces so

universally and justly popular.
4

They belong, it need not

be said to his second and better manner; the rhetoric

though proud and high-stepping enough, is visibly under

restraint and amenable to the curb. There was a particu-

lar reason why Macaulay was so successful in the articles

on the two Pitts and the two Indian Pro-consuls. They
were men whose character he could thoroughly under-

stand and largely admire. Taken all round, his insight

into men's bosoms was not deep, and was decidedly

limited. Complex and involved characters, in which the

good and evil were interwoven in odd and original ways,
in which vulgar and obvious faults or vices concealed

deeper and rarer qualities underneath, were beyond his

ken. In men like Eousseau, Byron, Boswell, even Wai-

pole, he saw little more than all the world could see

those patent breaches of conventional decorum and morality

4 It is vexatious to be forced to add, that the historical fidelity
of the fine Essay on Warrren Hastings, is in many places open to

more than suspicion. A son of the Chief Justice of Bengal has

shown (Memoirs of Sir Elijah Impey, Simpkin, Marshall, and Co.,

1840) that Macaulay has been gnilty at least of very reckless

statements. He was not, one likes to think, intentionally and

wittingly unfair
;
but he was liable to become inebriated with

his own rhetoric till he lost the power of weighing evidence. The
old superstitious belief in llacaulay's accuracy is a creed of the

past : but one cannot help regretting that he never saw the pro-

priety or even the necessity of either answering or admitting the

grave reflections on his truthfulness made in Mr. Harwell Impey's
book.
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which the most innocent young person could join him

in condemning. But the great civic and military quali-

ties resolute courage, promptitude, self-command and

firmness of purpose he could thoroughly understand and

warmly admire. His style is always animated by a warmer

glow and a deeper note when he celebrates high deeds of

valour or fortitude either in the council or the field. There

was an heroic fibre in him, which the peaceful times in

which he lived, and the peaceful occupations in which he

passed his days, never adequately revealed.

Foreign History Group.
6 Of these five articles there is

only one over which we can linger. The Macliiavelli

is ingenious and wide
;

but its main thesis that the

Italians had a monopoly of perfidy in the fifteenth and

sixteenth centuries, is untenable and almost absurd. The

Mirdbcan is sprightly, but it contains some very common-

place errors for instance, that the death of the Duke of

Burgundy was a serious loss to good government in France.

As to the Frederic, it might pass muster before Carlyle

wrote on the subject : it has little interest now. The article

on Uarere is a most savage philippic against one of the

most odious characters in history. "Whether he deserved

so sumptuous an execution may be doubted. Alone re-

mains the famous article on the History ofthe Popes, which

not only bespeaks attention by reason of its subject and

tin- point of view from which that subject is regarded,

but because it is apparently considered by some persons

as valuable and important in itself. It is very far

indeed from being either. If the articles on Temple and

1'itt show Macaulay's good side, this article on the Popes
shows his less favourable side in an equal degree. It was

not a subject which he was well qualified to treat, even if

5
Macliiavelli, Mirnbean, Yon Rnnko, Frederic, Baicro.
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he had done his best and given himself fair play. Circum-

stances and his own temperament combined, prevented
him from doing either one or the other.

The real subject of the article, though nominally Eanke's

book, is to ask the question, Why did Protestantism cease

to spread after the end of the sixteenth century 1 and why
did the Church of Rome recover so much of the ground that

she had lost in the early years of the Eeformation 1 The

inquiry was an interesting one, and worthy of a careful

answer. But the answer could only be found or given by
a student who could investigate with freedom, and who was

in a position to speak his mind. To write with one eye on

the paper and with the other on the susceptibilities of the

religious world, was not a method that could lead to results

of any value. And Macaulay comes to no result. He does

not even reach a conclusion. The question with which

he starts, and which is repeated again with great solemnity
at the end of the article, is not answered, nor is an answer

even attempted. He displays in his most elaborate manner

how strange and surprising it is that the Roman Church

should survive the many attacks made upon her
;
how

singular it is that when Papists now forsake their religion,

they become infidels and not Protestants
;
and when they

forsake their infidelity, instead of stopping half way in

some Protestant faith, they go back to Romanism. At

the time of the Reformation, he says, this was not the case.

" Whole nations then renounced Popery, without ceasing

to believe in a first cause, in a future life, or the Divine

Mission of Jesus." This he considers a "most remarkable

fact," and worthy of " serious consideration." But he does

not give a hint of an explanation of the fact unless the

singular preface to the historical portion of the article may
be so considered.
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The purpose of this Introduction is to discuss whether

the growth of knowledge and science has any influence in

the way of promoting the rationality of men's religious

opinions ;
and Macaulay decides that it has not. Science

may increase to any amount, but that will never have the

least effect on either natural or revealed religion.

A Christian of the fifth century with a Biblo, was neither better

nor worse situated than a Christian of the nineteenth century
with a Bible candour and natural acuteness being of course

supposed equal. It matters not at all that the compass, print-

ing, gunpowder, steam, gas, vaccination, and a thousand other

discoveries and inventions, which were unknown in the fifth

century, are familiar to the nineteenth. None of these dis-

coveries and inventions have the smallest bearing on the ques-

tion whether man is justified by faith alone, or whether the

invocation of saints is an orthodox practice. It seems to us,

therefore, that we have no security for the future against the

prevalence of any theological error that has prevailed in time

past among Christian men.

He goes on to say, that when he reflects that a man of

such wisdom and virtue as Sir Thomas More believed in

Transubstantiation, he is unable to see why that doctrine

should not be believed by able and honest men till the

end of time. "No progress of science can make that doc-

trine more absurd than it is already, or than it ever has

been. " The absurdity of the literal interpretation was as

great and as obvious in the sixteenth century at if is now."

In fact, the human mind is given up to caprice on these

matters, and obeys no asccrtainable law. " Xo learning, no

sagacity, affords a security against the greatest errors on

subjects relating to the invisible world." Whether a man

believes in sense or nonsense with regard to religion is

merely a matter of accident. ]Jut if that is so, what is
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there in the least surprising that the Church of Rome has

survived so many attacks and perils ? why is that fact

"most remarkable" and "worthy of serious considera-

tion
"

? It is expressly stated that reason has nothing to

do with these matters. Any old heresy may come to life

again at any moment. Any nonsense may be believed by
men of learning and sagacity. Then why wonder that

one particular form of nonsense is believed 1 It is a waste

of time to marvel at the effects of acknowledged chance.

If, indeed, the phenomena recur with considerable regu-

larity and persistence, we may have good reason to suspect

a law. In either case j\Iacaulay's procedure was illegiti-

mate. Eoman Catholicism is capable of rational explana-

tion, or it is not. If it is, let the inquiry into the moral,

social, and intellectual causes of its origin be soberly con-

ducted. If it is not capable of rational explanation, why
pronounce its prevalence worthy of consideration and most

remarkable 1

But what can be said of the passage in which a Christian

of the fifth century with a Bible is declared to be neither

better nor worse situated than a Christian of the nineteenth

century with a Bible 1 This is to assert that the lapse of

time has no effect on the way in which men read, under-

stand, and interpret ancient writings. With regard to

any literature such a remark would be most erroneous ;

but with regard to the Scriptural literature the Bible

it is erroneous to absurdity. If there is any one thing

which varies from age to age more than another, it is

the way in which men regard the writings of past gene-

rations, whether these be poetry, philosophy, history, or

law. But the point of view from which religious writings

are regarded is exposed to perturbations of exceptional

violence. And yet Macaulay deliberately wrote that the
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lapse of fourteen hundred years had, and could have, no

effect on the study of the Scriptures that a Christian

reading the Bible amid the falling ruins of the

Roman Empire, was in the same position as a Christian

reading the Bible in prosperous England in the reign of

Queen Victoria. A more inept remark was hardly ever

made by a man of education. With regard to what

ancient writings did Macaulay find himself neither better

nor worse situated than a man of the fifth century 1 Did

he read Plato, as Plotinus or Proclus did ? Did he read

Cicero as Macrobius did 1 or Virgil as Servius did 1 or

Homer as Eustathius did (a century or two makes no

difference)? Did he even read Pope as Johnson did,

or Congreve, or Cowley, or any writer that ever lived

in an age removed from his own 1 But the changes

of mental attitude with regard to secular writers are

trivial as compared to the changes which take place with

regard to religious writers. In a similar spirit, he says

that the absurdity of the literal interpretation was as great

and as obvious in the sixteenth century as it is now. This

is tantamount to saying that what appeared obviously

absurd to him was always obviously absurd to everybody.

That the human mind in the course of its development
has gone through great changes in its conceptions of the

universe of man's position in it of the order of nature

seems to have been a notion which ho never even remotely

suspected. Did he think that the Pagan Mythology was

as obviously absurd in the time of Homer as it is now 1

Did he find the Hindoo Mythology obviously absurd to

religious Brahmins 1 This is the writing of a man who

cannot by possibility conceive any point of view but his

own.

The remainder of the article is devoted to a description
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of what he names the four itprisings of the human intellect

against the Church of Rome. Macaulay painting a picture,

and Macaulay discussing a religious or philosophical ques-

tion, are two different persons. There is some very attrac-

tive and graceful scene-painting in this part of the article.

The Albigensian Crusade is narrated with great spirit,

brevity, and accuracy. What he calls the second rising

up, in the fourteenth century, was not one at all. It was

a quarrel between an ambitious king and an ambitious

pope, in Avhich the latter got the worst of it. His know-

ledge here is very thin : as when he says that " The

secular authority, long unduly depressed, regained the

ascendant with startling rapidity." What secular authoriy

had been depressed 1 There had not been any secular

authority in France from the fall of the Carling Empire till

the gradual establishment of the Capetian Monarchy under

Philip Augustus and his successors. Feudalism had reigned

supreme for three hundred years ;
and feudalism in France

was the negation of secular authority, because it was in-

compatible with any general government. But we cannot

dwell on this point, any more than we can on his treat-

ment of the Reformation, which is full of small slips ; as,

for instance, that "the spirit of Savonarola had nothing

in common with the spirit of religious Protestantism."

Luther, at any rate, did not hold that view, as he re-

published in 1523 Savonarola's Commentary on the Psalms.

Again he says that Catholicism was associated in the public

mind of Spain with liberty as well as victory and dominion.

As regards victory and dominion the remark is true
;
but

liberty ! The reference is to the period of the Spanish con-

quest of Mexico by Cortez
;

that is so say, to the despotic

reign of Charles V. We have only space to refer to the

odd comparison, or rather contrast, which he draws between
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the Church of England and the Church of Rome, the object

of which is to show that the policy of the latter "
is the

very masterpiece of human wisdom," whereas the policy of

the Church of England has been very much the reverse.

It takes him three pages to develop his idea, but it all comes

to this, that the Church of Rome knows how to utilize

enthusiasm, and the Church of England does not.
" Place

Ignatius at Oxford : he is certain to become the head of a

formidable secession. Place John Wesley at Rome : he is

certain to be the first general of a new society devoted to

the interests and honour of the Church." Now this sen-

tence, and the whole argument of which it is a part, is

very singular, as showing that Macaulay was often not fully

master of the knowledge which we know that he pos-

sessed. When he paints a picture his hand never shakes
;

his imagination for that purpose holds all the facts he

requires in vivid reality before him. But when he

attempts to generalize, to co-ordinate facts in a general

expression, he breaks down. As in the present instance ;

the whole history of the Reformation, both in England
and on the Continent, was there to show him that the pro-

found wisdom he ascribed to the Church of Rome existed

only in his own fancy. Greater caution in handling Luther,

greater prudence Avith regard to Henry VIII., might, it is

well known, have prevented a schism. But the case of the

Jansenists was enough to show him how hasty his view

was, if he had given himself time to reflect, lie was well

acquainted with the facts. In this very article he refers

to the destruction of Port Royal. But what were the

Jansenists but the Wcsleyans of the Church of Rome,
with a singxilar closeness of analogy 1 He reproaches the

English Church with the defection of Wesley, and no

doubt a < rreat deal mav be said as regards the unwisdom
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which alloAved or caused it. But what was that compared
to the treatment of the Jansenists by the Church of Borne 1

As a matter of fact, from the time of St. Cyran and

Antony Arnauld to the time of Lammenais and Dollinger,

the Church of Rome has never hesitated to take the

shortest way with dissentients in her own communion,
"
to spue them out of her mouth," with every mark of

detestation and abhorrence. On the other hand, of all

long-suffering Churches, tolerant and docile of contradic-

tion to the verge of feebleness, the Church of England
is perhaps the most remarkable. And Macaulay knew this

quite well.

Controversial Group.
5

Controversy is at once the most

popular and the most ephemeral form of composition.

Nothing seems more important at the moment : nothing

less so when the moment has passed. Of all the endless

controversies of which the world has ever been full, only

the fewest survive in human memory ;
and they do so

either because they have been real turning-points in the

history of thought, or because something of permanent
value outside the immediate subject of contention was

struck out in the conflict. Pascal's Provincial Letters are

the supreme example of a controversial piece on which

time seems to have no effect. But Pascal had advantages

such as no other controversialist has ever united. First

of all, he did not kill his adversaries, generally the most

fatal thing for his own permanent fame that a contro-

versialist can do. The Jesuits still exist, and are still

hated by many. Those who bear ill-will to the Society

find in the Provincial Letters the most exquisite expres-

sion of their dislike. Secondly, Pascal was the first

Mill, Saddler, Southey, Gladstone.
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classic prose writer of his country. On a lower, but still

a very high level, stands Bentley's dissertation on Pha-

7am. Bentley did kill his adversary dead, but it was

with missiles of pure gold, which the world carefully pre-

serves. Macaulay, it need hardly be remarked, did nothing

of this kind. He took his share with courage and ability

in the battle for Liberal views forty and fifty years ago,

and that is nearly all that can be said. He kept the posi-

tion he repelled the enemy ;
he did not advance and

occupy new ground, and give a new aspect to the

whole campaign. As he suppressed the articles on Mill,

with a delicacy which did him honour, they need hardly

be referred to. It has been well pointed out, that there is

a contradiction between his principles and his conduct on

this occasion. " He ought by all his intellectual sym-

pathies to be a Utilitarian. Yet he abuses Utilitarianism

with the utmost contempt, and has no alternative theory

to suggest."
7 But coherence of thought, we have seen,

was not his characteristic. The article on SontJu'i/ is

much more pleasant reading. If while admiring its

vigour we miss a lightness of touch, we should remember

that it was written two years before the passing of the

Keform Bill, when the minds of men had become heated

to a degree of fierceness, The admiration expressed for

the industrial rei/ime strikes a reader of the present day
as oddly sentimental and impassioned. But the industrial

regime was a very different thing in 1830 from what it is

in 1882, and Macaulay was the last man to forecast the

future evils of the manufacturing system. As usual, he

shows his strength not in thinking, but in drawing. The

following passage has always appeared to us as one of

the best in his earlier and less chastened manner.

7 Huiii's in a Library. Third Series. By Lt'.slie Stephen.
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Part of this description might, perhaps, apply to a much

greater man, Mr. Burke. But Mr. Burke assui-edly possessed

an understanding admirably fitted for the investigation of truth

an understanding stronger than that of any statesman, active

or speculative, of the eighteenth century stronger than every

thing, except his own fierce and ungovernable sensibility.

Hence he generally chose Ms side like a fanatic, and defended

it like a philosopher. His conduct, in the most important
events of his life at the time of the impeachment of Hastings,
for example, and at the time of the French Revolution seems

to have been prompted by those feelings and motives which

Mr. Coleridge has so happily described :

"
Stormy pity, and cherish'd lure

Of pomp, and proud precipitance of soul."

Hindostan, with its vast cities, its gorgeous pagodas, its long-

descended dynasties, its stately etiquette, excited in a mind so

capacious, so imaginative, and so susceptible, the most intense

interest. The peculiarities of the costume, of the manners, and

of the laws, the very mystery which hung over the language
and origin of the people, seized his imagination. To plead in

Westminster Hall, in the name of the English people, at the

bar of the English nobles, for great nations and kings sepa-

rated from him by half the world, seemed to him the height of

human glory. Again, it is not difficult to perceive that his

hostility to the Trench Revolution principally arose from the

vexation which he felt at having all his old political associations

disturbed, at seeing the well-known boundary-marks of states

obliterated, and the names and distinctions with which the

history of Europe had been filled for ages, swept away. He
felt like an antiquary whose shield had been scoured, or a con-

noisseur who found his Titian retouched. But however he

came by an opinion, he had no sooner got it than he did his best

to make out a legitimate title to it. His reason, like a spirit

in the service of an enchantei', though spell-bound, was still

mighty. It did whatever work his passions and his imagina-
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lion might impose. But it did that work, however arduous,

with marvellous dexterity and vigour. His course was not

determined by argument ;
but he could defsnd the wildest

course by arguments more plausible than those by which

common men support opinions which they have adopted, after

the fullest deliberation. Reason has scarcely ever displayed,

even in those well-constituted minds of which she occupies the

throne, so much power and energy as in the lowest offices of

that imperial servitude.

The article on Mr. Gladstone's book, Tlie State -in

its relations with the Church, perhaps interests us more

than it should, by reason of the courteous but severe

handling given to " the young man of unblemished cha-

racter and distinguished parliamentary talents the rising

hope of those stern and unbending Tories," who have long

since looked in another direction for hope and leadership.

As regards Macaulay's main contention, that the spiritual

and temporal powers should be kept apart as much as

possible few now-a-days would dispute it. Mr. Stephen
doubts whether we can draw the line between the

spiritual and the secular." And in our age of mixed

and motley creeds, representing every degree of belief

and unbelief, the task may be arduous. The real

difficulty is this, that the State always asserts implicitly

a creed or doctrine, by its legislation, even when most careful

to avoid doing so in an explicit manner. Xot to be witli a

religious doctrine, is to be against it. Even to ignore its

claims or existence, is quoad li<><- to be hostile to them.

When the State establishes civil marriage, it puts an

affront on the sacrament of marriage ;
when it undertakes

to teach the commoner elements of morality in its schools,

but refuses to further the inculcation of the Christian

8 Hours in a Li1ra.ru. Third Smo8.
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version of those elements, it is so far slighting Christianity.

The result is ceaseless and illogical compromise, extending
over the whole field of politics. And this condition of

things can only be terminated either by the whole popu-
lation becoming Christian, and identical in creed, or wholly

agnostic. It by no means suited Macaulay's purpose to

say this in the pages of the Edinburgh Review. Perhaps
he did not see his way so far. His maxim was " Remove

always practical grievances. Do not give a thought to

anomalies which are not grievances." Thus he was for

maintaining the Episcopal Church in England, and the

Presbyterian Church in Scotland; and for paying the

Roman Catholic clergy in Ireland. Against these practical

makeshifts there is nothing to be said, if they produce

peace. But in the domain of speculation they have

no place. Mr. Gladstone's position perhaps not very

logically maintained was, that the State was bound to be

Christian, after the fashion of the Church of England.
The counter position .is, that the State is bound to be

agnostic, after a fashion which nowhere completely exists.

To say this in 1839, would have given rise to unbounded

scandal. Macaulay was so hampered in his argument
that he has been accused " of begging the question by

evading the real difficulty." That may be true enough
from one point of view

;
but he could hardly have been

expected to write, in that day, very differently from what

he did.

Critical Group.
3 When Macvey Xapicr requested

Macaulay to write for him an article on Scott, he made
answer :

" I assure you that I would willingly, and even

eagerly, undertake the subject which you propose, if I

9
Diyden, R. Montgomery, Byron, Bunyan, Johnson, Bacon,

Ilunt, Adclison.
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thought that I sliould serve you by doing so. But depend

upon it you do not know what you are asking for

I am not successful in analysing the works of genius. I

have written several things on historical, political, and moral

questions, of which, on the fullest re-consideration, I am
not ashamed, and by which. I am willing to be estimated :

but I never have written a page of criticism on poetry or

the fine arts which I would not burn if I had the power."

Nothing could be more frank, modest, and true. After

such a candid avowal, it would be ungracious to find fault

with pieces which their author wished to destroy. But it

is not clear that he meant to include in this condemnation

all the articles in this group : especially those on Johnson

and Bacon, might bo supposed excepted, and to come

under the head of those " moral questions
"
in his treat-

ment of which he did not consider himself to have failed.

They are much more moral studies than literary criticisms.

Xow we have had occasion to notice that Macaulay's

insight into character, unless it was exceptionally free from

knots and straight in the grain, was fitful and uncertain.

Neither Johnson nor Bacon were men whom he could

have been expected to see through with a wide and tolerant

eye. With Johnson, Boswell is inseparably associated
;

and Macaulay has spoken of him also with abundant

emphasis. To these three, therefore, our remarks will be

confined.

His paradox about Boswell is well known, and consists

in tracing the excellence of his book to the badness of the

author. Other men, we are told, have attained to literary

eminence in spite of their weaknesses. Boswell attained it

I;/ reason of his weaknesses. " If lie had not been a great

fool, he would not have been a great writer." " He had

quick observation and a retentive memory. These qualities,
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if he had been a man of sense and virtue would scarcely

have sufficed to make him conspicuous. But as he was a

dunce, a parasite, and a coxcomb, they have made him

immortal." Sense and virtue have in that case a great

deal to answer for, in depriving the world of masterly

biographies. How it happened that the best of books was

written by the most arrant of fools, Macaulay neglects to

explain. Blind chance, or a fortuitous concourse of

atoms, have been supposed to offer a sufficient account

of the origin of the world : and apparently something
similar was imagined here. Critical helplessness could

hardly go further. Still, although Macaulay habitually

fails to analyze and exhibit the merits of literary work,

he rarely overlooks them. Boswell, he says, had neither

logic, eloquence, wit, learning, taste, nor so much of

the reasoning faculty as to be capable even of sophistry.

"He is always ranting, or twaddling." What then, is

there to praise in his book 1 The reports of Johnson's

conversations, and those of the Club, might be the sup-

posed answer. But did Macaulay, so able an artist himself,

think nothing of the great and rare art of wise en scene ?

Did he suppose that a shorthand writer's report of those

famous wit-combats would have done as well, or better ?

The fact is, that no dramatist or novelist of the whole cen-

tury surpassed, or even equalled Boswell, in rounded, clear,

and picturesque presentation in real dramatic faculty.

Macaulay's attack on his moral character is even more

offensive. He calls him an idolater and a slave
; says he

was like a creeper, which must cling to some stronger

plant ;
and that it was only by accident that he did not

fasten himself on Wilkes or Whitfield. Nothing could

be more unjust, more unintelligent. Boswell's attitude to

Johnson, as was so well pointed out by Carlyle, in an

u
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article which it is difficult not to regard in some respects

as a covert answer to this of Macaulay's, was one of bound-

less reverence and love to a superior in intellect and moral

worth. His feeling towards Paoli was of a similar kind.

This fervent hero-worship Macaulay cannot in the least

understand. In his view, it was mere base sycophancy and

toad-eating. Boswell, he says,
" was always laying himself

at the feet of some eminent man, and begging to be spit

upon and trampled on." Well might Carlyle say that the

last thing that Boswell would have done, if he had been a

mere flunkey, would have been to act as he did. Johnson

was never of much importance in the great world of fashion,

into which he penetrated very nearly as little at the end as

at the beginning of his career. Boswell could, as a Scotch

Tory of good birth, and an eldest son, easily have found

much more serviceable patrons to whom to pay his court

than the ragged, ill-tempered old scholar, who gave him

many more kicks than halfpence. Macaulay might have

recollected that he himself once paid his court to an insolent

aristocrat, Lady Holland, who ordered her guests about as

if they were footmen
;
that though he certainly did not

waste his time in running after obscure sages, he knew

quite well how, by a judicious mixture of independence
and usefulness, to attract the notice of a powerful Minister.

Boswell's faults and vices are obvious enough : but if he

was the insufferable bore and noodle that Macaulay de-

scribes, how came Johnson a man of masculine sense

to make him his intimate, to spend months with him in

the daily contact of a long journey, and then pronounce
him "the best travelling-companion in the world'"?

We now come to Johnson. Besides the article in the

Edinburgh Review, we have the biography published in the

Encyclopedia Britannica, written twenty-five years after-
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wards. The latter, as belonging to his last and best

manner, is more chaste in language, and more kindly and

tolerant in tone than the Essay ;
still it is essentially on

the same lines of thought and sentiment. We have the

same clear perception of the external husk of Johnson
;

but there is as little penetration into his deeper cha-

racter in the one case as in the other. There is nothing
unfair or ungenerous ; especially in the biography there

seems a fixed resolve to be as generous as possible ;
but

the appreciation is inadequate, and chiefly confined to the

surface. The following is nearly Macaulay's masterpiece

in superficial portraiture, as showing his tendency to dwell

on the outside appearance of character and little besides :

Johnson grown old Johnson in the fulness of his fame, and

in the enjoyment of a competent fortune, is better known to us

than any other man in history. Everything about him his

coat, his wig, his figure, his face, his scrofula, his St. Vitus's

dance, his rolling walk, his blinking eye, the outward signs

which too clearly marked his approbation of his dinner, his

insatiable appetite for fish-sauce and veal pie with plums, his

inextinguishable thirst for tea, his trick of touching the posts

as he walked, his mysterious practice of treasuring up scraps of

orange peel, his morning slumbers, his midnight disputations,

his contortions, his mutterings, his gruntings, his puffings, his

vigorous, acute, and ready eloquence, his sarcastic wit, his

vehement insolence, his fits of tempestuous rage, his queer

inmates old Mr. Levett and blind Mrs. Williams, the cat,

Hodge, and negro Frank all are as familiar to us as objects by
which we have been surrounded from our childhood.

There is all through both pieces too much dwelling on

Johnson's coarse manners, fits of ill-temper, and tendency

to over-eat himself. These details are welcome in a

biography, but out of place in a critical estimate. The

H 2
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only point of view from which Johnson can be properly

judged is that which Macaulay never took up the reli-

gious point of view. Johnson was an ardent believer, ever

fighting with doubt. His heart was full of faith, while

his intellect was inclined to scepticism. A great deal of his

impatience and irritability arose from this dual condition

of his mind and sentiments. He felt that if he listened to

unbelief he would be lost. He was always wanting more

evidence than he could get for supernatural things. That

was why he hunted after the Cock Lane Ghost, and was

always fond of stories that seemed to confirm the belief in

a life beyond the grave. He disbelieved the earthquake

of Lisbon, because it seemed to reflect on the benevolence

of God. It is this insecure but ardent piety which gives

him an interest and a pathos from which the common run

of contented believers are generally free. Next to his

piety, the profound tenderness of Johnson's nature is his

most marked trait. "When they arc fused together, as

they sometimes were, the result is inexpressibly touching,

as in that notice in his diary of the death of his " dear old

friend," Catherine Chambers. When we read of his

incessant benevolence, we can understand the love he

inspired in all who really knew him, which made Gold-

smith say,
" He has nothing of the bear but the skin ;"

and Burke say, when he was out-talked by Johnson to

some one's regret,
"

It is enough for me to have rung the

bell fur him." These things are not exactly overlooked

by Macaulay, but they are not brought out
;
whereas

Johnson's puffings, and gruntings, and perspiration when
at his dinner, are made very prominent.

"We now come, not without reluctance, to look at the

deplorable article on Bacon.

The historical portion has only just lately received such
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an exposure at the hands of the late Mr. Spedding, that

to dwell upon it here is as unnecessary as it would be

impertinent. Two octavo volumes were not found

more than sufficient to set forth the full proofs of

Macaulay's quite astounding inaccuracies, misrepresen-

tations, and even falsifications of truth. The only question

that we can discuss even for a moment in this place, is

what could have been Macaulay's motive for writing with

such passion and want of good faith against a man whom
in the same breath he extolled even to excess. We can-

not suspect him "a lump of good nature" of malignity.

The probability is that his usual incapacity to see through

an intricate character led him into airing one of those

moral paradoxes of which he was fond. A jarring con-

trast of incompatible qualities, so far from repelling, very

much attracted him in a character. He seems to have

thought it good fun to expand Pope's line into an article

of a hundred pages. One can imagine him thinking

as he wrote,
" What will they say to this 1

"
for the rest,

meaning no particular harm either to Bacon or any one.

The piece has no moral earnestness about it, and is

flippant in thought even when decorous in language.

The object is a deliberate attack and invective against

all higher speculation, which is branded as mere cant and

hypocrisy. The philosophy of both Zeno and Epicurus

we are told was a "garrulous, declaiming, canting, wrang-

ling philosophy." The philosophy of the ancients is pro-

nounced " barren." The ancient philosophers, in those

very matters " for the sake of which they neglected all

the vulgar interests of mankind, did nothing, and worse

than nothing." "We know that the philosophers were

no better than other men. From the testimony of friends

as well as foes, .... it is plain that these teachers of
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virtue had all the vices of their neighbours with the

additional vice of hypocrisy." lleligion itself when allied

with philosophy became equally pernicious. The great

merit of Bacon, was that he cleared his mind of all this

rubbish. " He had no anointing for broken bones, no

fine theories definibus, no arguments to persuade men out

of their senses. He knew that men and philosophers, as

well as other men, do actually love life, health, comfort,

honour, security, the society of friends
;
and do actually

dislike death, sickness, pain, poverty, disgrace, danger,

separation from those to whom they are attached. He
knew that religion, though it often regulates and modifies

these feelings, seldom eradicates them
;
nor did he think

it desirable for mankind that they should be eradicated."

Much more is said against the ancient philosophers, and

in favour of Bacon, who appears moreover to have had

two peculiar merits
; first, that he never meddled with

those enigmas
" which have puzzled hundreds of genera-

tions, and will puzzle hundreds more "
the grounds of

moral obligation and the freedom of the human Avill
;

secondly, that he despised speculative theology as much

as he despised speculative philosophy. In short, his

peculiar and extraordinary quality was that he was an

iSnoTTjs, a mere common man, and that is precisely why
he was so great a philosopher.

" It was because he dug

deep that lie was able to pile high," deep digging being

apparently the characteristic of the common man.

The point especially deserving of notice in this extra-

ordinary diatribe is, that all spiritual religion is as much

aimed at as philosophy, though the attack is veiled with

great prudence and skill. But every word said against

philosophy would apply equally against religion. Every
sneer and gibe flung at Plato, Zen<>, and Epictetus, would
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equally serve against Thomas a Kempis, St. Francis of

Sales, or Jeremy Taylor. It is not at., all easy to deter-

mine what could have induced jMacaulay to commit this

outrage. He is generally excessively observant of the

Menseances. Was he avenging some old private grudge

against a Puritanical education 1 Had he become convinced

that spiritual aspirations were moonshine 1 There is cer-

tainly a vehemence in his onslaught which almost points

to a personal injury, as Person said of Gibbon's attack on

Christianity. In any case we must admit that on no

other occasion did Macaulay descend so low as on this.

Xowhere else has he given us such an insight into the

limitations of his heart and understanding, and of his

strangely imperfect knowledge, with all his reading. It

would require pages, where we have not room for sen-

tences, to expound the matter fully. Take one or two in-

stances, merely because they are short. He reproaches the

ancient philosophy with having made no progress in eight

hundred years :

" Look at the schools of this wisdom four

centuries before the Christian era and four centuries after

that era. Compare the men whom those schools formed

at those two periods. Compare Plato and Libanius
;

Pericles and Julian. This philosophy confessed, nay

boasted, that for every end but one it was useless. Had
it attained that one end 1

"
It is difficult to handle the

sciolism implied in such remarks and such a question.

What had occurred between the dates specified those of

Pericles and Julian 1 Only the conquest of the world by
the Romans, the rise and fall of the Roman Republic

and Empire, the invasion of the barbarians, and the

proximate dissolution of society. This is to count for

nothing. The greatest revolution in human annals the

death throes, in short, of the old world could not be
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expected to influence the course and value of speculation !

The thing to notice was that Libanius was inferior to

Plato, and Julian to Pericles, and that settled the point

that the ancient philosophy was nothing but cant and

hypocrisy. Again, we are asked to believe that it was

through the perversity of a few great minds that the

blessings of the experimental philosophy were so long

withheld from the world. The human mind had been

"misdirected;" "trifles occupied the sharp and vigorous

intellects
"
of the Greeks and of the schoolmen. Socrates

and Plato were the chief authors of this evil, which

tainted the whole body of ancient philosophy "from

the time of Plato downwards." Plato has to bear the

enormous guilt of having
" done more than any other

person towards giving the minds of speculative men that

bent which they retained till they received from Bacon a

new impulse in a diametrically opposite direction." Had
it not been for these lamentable aberrations with which

Macaulay says he has no patience, we should have had,

no doubt, diving-bells, steam-engines, and vaccination in

the time of the Peloponnesian war
;
or why not say in

the time of the Trojan war, or even of Noah's ark. That

society and the human intellect have laws of organic

growth, the stages of which cannot be transposed, any
more than the periods of youth and old age can be

transposed in the life of an individual, was a conception

which never dawned even faintly on Macaulay's mind.

lie was as little competent to speak of experimental

science, which he belauded, as of philosophy, which he

vilified. He says several times in various forms that

science should only be cultivated for its immediate practical

and beneficial results. He applauds Bacon because " he

valued geometry chiefly if not solely on account of those
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uses which to Plato appeared so base," for his love of " those

pursuits which directly tend to improve the condition of

mankind," for the importance ascribed "to those arts

which increase the outward comforts of our species ;

" and

he excuses any over-strength of statement in this matter,

by saying that it was an error in the right direction, and

that he vastly prefers it to the opposite error of Plato.

Now this shows that he failed to grasp the method of

science as much as the method and import of philosophy.

Science has never prospered until it has freed itself from

bondage to the immediate wants of life till it has pursued

its investigations with perfect indifference as to the results

and uses to which they may be applied. But it is needless

to pursue the subject. The effect of the whole article is

the same as that produced by a man of rude manners

making his way into a refined and well-bred company ;

with an unbecoming carriage and a loud voice he goes up
to the dignified dames the ancient Philosophies one after

another and asks them what they do there ;
mocks at

their fine ways ; and finishes by telling them roimdly

that in his opinion they are all no better than they should

be. Nothing that Macaulay has written has been more

injurious to his fame as a serious thinker.

Nevertheless, say what we will, Macaulay's essays

remain a brilliant and fascinating page in English literature.

The world is never persistently mistaken in such cases.

Time enough has elapsed, since their publication, to sub-

merge them in oblivion had they not contained a vital

spark of genius which criticism is powerless to extinguish.

If not wells of original knowledge, they have acted like

irrigating rills which convey and distribute the fertilizing

waters from the fountain-head. The best would adorn

any literature, and even the less successful have a pic-
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turesque animation, and convey an impression of power

that will not easily be matched. And again wo need

to bear in mind that they were the productions of a

writer immersed in business, written in his scanty moments

of leisure when most men would have rested or sought

recreation. Macaulay himself was most modest in his

estimate of their value, and resisted their republication as

long as he could. It was the public that insisted on

their reissue, and few would be bold enough to deny that

the public was right.



CHAPTER IV.

NARRATIVE OP MACAULAY's LIFE RESUMED UP TO THE

APPEARANCE OP THE HISTORY.

(A.D. 1841-1848.)

"
SIR,' said Dr. Jolmson,

"
it is wonderful how little

Garrick assumes. No, sir, Garrick fortunam reverenter

habuit. Then, sir, Garrick did not find, but made his

way to the tables, the levees, and almost the bed-cham-

bers of the great. If all this had happened to me, I

should have had a couple of fellows with long poles walk-

ing before me to knock down everybody that stood in the

way." One is reminded of these wise and kindly words

from the rough but tender-hearted old moralist when

reflecting on the uniform success and prosperity which

attended Macaulay in everything he undertook. With
the single exception of his failing to secure a place in the

Tripos at Cambridge, which, after all, had no evil effects,

as he obtained a fellowship notwithstanding, he did not put
his hand to a thing without winning loud applause. In

his story there are no failures to record. The trials and

straitened means of his early years arose from no fault of

his. As soon as he began to rebuild the shattered fortunes

of his family, the work went on without break or inter-

ruption, and was triumphantly accomplished before he

had reached his fortieth year. But he had done much
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more than restore his material circumstances
; in the mean-

while he had acquired a wide and brilliant fame. He had

made his way to the tables, the levees, and bed-chambers

of the great. A novus homo, he was treated with the dis-

tinction which in our aristocratic society was at that time

nearly always reserved for the so called
"
well-born." And

yet he, like Garrick, bore his honours, if not meekly, yet

without a particle of insolence or assumption, or the least

symptom that his head had been turned. And this was

the result not of religious or philosophic discipline, of a

conscious moral cultivation of humility, and a sober spirit,

but of mere sweetness of nature and constitutional

amiability.

After his fall, or, perhaps we should say, his rise from

office, he almost immediately proceeded to tempt fortune

in a very perilous way. He put forth a volume of poems
the Lays of Ar,ci<-.nt Rome. His eyes were quite open

to the risk. To Xapier, who had expressed doubts about

the venture, he wrote :

I do not wonder at your misgivings. I should have felt

similar misgivings if I had learned that any person, however

distinguished by talents and knowledge, whom I knew as ;i

writer only by prose works, was about to publish a volume of

poetry had I seen advertised a poem by Mackintosh, by

Duijald Stewart, or even by Burke, I should have augured

nothing but failure; and I am far from putting myself on a

level with the least of the three.

Few writers have surpassed Macaulay in that most useful

of all gifts, a clear and exact knowledge of tlio reach and

nature of his talents. It never stood him in better stead

than on the present occasion.

Tt will l)e remembered that ho wa^ engaged on the lay
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of Horatius when he was in Italy. But he had written

two lays while in India, and submitted them to Dr. Arnold

of Rugby, who had spoken of them with high praise.

The subject had thus been a long time in his mind, and

the composition, though no doubt often interrupted, had

been most careful and deliberate. Macaulay had the faculty

of rhyme in no common degree, and he was also a scien-

tific prosodian. He consulted his friends about his verses,

and, what was less common, he took their advice when

they pointed out defects. Several years off and on, thus

employed on four poems, which together do not amount

to two-thirds of Marmion, were a guarantee against hasty

work
;
and the result corresponds. The versification of

the Lays is technically without blemish, and this correct-

ness has been purchased by no sacrifice of vigour. On the

contrary, Macaulay's prose at its best is not so terse as his

verse. He had naturally a tendency to declamation. In

the Lays this tendency is almost entirely suppressed, as if

the greater intensity of thought needed for metrical com-

position had consumed the wordy undergrowth of rhetoric,

and lifted him into a clearer region where he saw the facts

with unimpeded vision. On the other hand, it must be

admitted that the rhythm is somewhat monotonous and

mechanical. The melody never wanders spontaneously

into new and unexpected modulation, and seems rather

the result of care and labour than a natural gift of music.

Some lines are strangely harsh, as

So spun she, and so sang she,

a concourse of sibilants which can hardly be spoken, and

would have shocked a musical ear.

But the Lays have, nevertheless, very considerable poeti-

cal merit, on which it is the more necessary to dwell, as there
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appears to be disposition in some quarters to only grudg-

ingly allow it, or even to deny it. The marked taste of

intelligent children for Macaulay's poems is not to be

undervalued. It shows, as Mr. Maurice said, that there was

something fresh, young, and unsophisticated in the mind

of the writer. But Macaulay has no reason to fear a more

critical tribunal. There is a directness of presentation in

his best passages, the poetical result is so independent of any
artifice of language, or laboured pomp of diction, but, on

the contrary, arises so naturally from mere accuracy of

drawing and clear vision of the fact, that the question is

not whether his work is good, but whether in its kind it has

often been surpassed. Mr. Euskin insists strongly on
" the

peculiar dignity possessed by all passages which limit their

expression to the pure fact, and leave the hearer to gather

what he can from it."
1 This acknowledged sign of strength

is very frequent in Macaulay's Lays. Few writers indulge

less in the Pathetic Fallacy than he. Line after line

contains nothing but the most simple statement of fact

in quite unadorned language. For instance :

But \vith a crash like thunder

Fell every loosened beam,

And, like a dam, the mighty wreck

Lay right athwart the stream;
And a long shout of triumph
Kose from the walls of Rome,

As to the highest turret-tops

Was splashed the yellow foam.

Every statement here might be made with propriety by
a simple man, as, e.g. a carpenter who had witnessed the

event the noise of the falling fabric, its position in the

river, the exulting shout which naturally folloAved, the

1 Modern Painters, vol. iii. c. 12.
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splash of yellow foam no otiose epithet, as the Tiber was

the stream. Each line might form part of a bald report,

and yet the whole is graphic simply because it is literally

true. The art, like all art, of course consists in seeing and

seizing the right facts and giving them prominence.

Macaulay's power of drawing, at once accurate and charac-

teristic, gives to his descriptions at times a sharpness of

outline which seems borrowed from sculpture :

Bound turned he, as not deigning
Those craven ranks to see ;

Nought spake he to Lars Porsena ;

To Sextus nought spake he.

But he saw on Palatinus

The white porch of his home,
And he spake to the noble river

That rolls by the towers of Rome.

" Oh Tiber ! father Tiber !

To whom the Romans pray,
A Roman's life, a Roman's arms,

Take thou in charge this day !

"

So lie spake, and speaking slieathed

The good sword by liis side,

And ivith his Jiarness on his back

Plunged headlong in the tide.

Is there not a definite objectiveness of presentation here

almost statuesque ?

Macaulay's calmness and self-restraint in verse are very

marked as compared with the opposite qualities which he

sometimes displays in prose. Occasionally he reaches a

note of tragic solemnity without effort, and by the simplest

means, as in the visions which haunted Sextus :

Lavinium and Laurentum
Had on the left their post,

With all the banners of the marsh,
And banners of the coast.
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Their leader was false Sextus

That wrought the deed of shame ;

With restless pace and haggard face

To his last field he came.

Men said he saw strange visions

Which none beside might see,

And that strange sounds were in his ears

Which none might hear but he.

A woman fair and stately,

But pale as are the dead,
Oft through the watches of the night

Sat spinning by his bed.

And as she plied the distaff,

In a sweet voice and low

She sang of great old houses,

And fights fought long ago.
So spun she, and so sang she,

Until the East was grey,
Then pointed to her bleeding breast,

And shrieked, and fled away.

But his poetical merit, considerable as it was, is not the

most important and interesting feature in the Lays of

Ancient Rome. In literary classification Macaulay of

course belongs to what is called the romantic school
;
he

could not do otherwise, living when he did. He was five

years old when the Lay of the Last Minstrel was published,

and he received in the impressionable period of youth the

full impact of the Waverley novels. We have already seen

how much they contributed to form his notions of history.

It was not likely when he took to writing ballads that the

influence of Scott would be less than when he wrote prose.

Accordingly we meet with a reminiscence and echo of

Scott all through the lays. This was unavoidable, and

Macaulay seeks in no wise to disguise the fact. On the

other hand, no one could resemble Scott less in his deeper

.sympathies and cast of mind than Macaulay. Scott had
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the instinct of a wild animal for the open air, the forest,

the hill-side. He

Loved nature like a horned cow,

Deer or bird or carribou ;

and thought that if he did not see the heatner once a year

he should die. Macaulay was a born citadin, and cared for

nature hardly at all. His sister doubted whether any scenery

ever pleased him so much as his own Holly Lodge, or Mr.

Thornton's garden at Battersea Rise. Scott, again, was

full of the romantic spirit. His mind dwelt by preference

on the past, which was lovely to him. Macaulay had an

American belief and delight in modern material progress,

and was satisfied that no age in the past was ever as good
as the present. Scott's notions of politics were formed

on the feiidal pattern. He could understand and admire

fealty, the devotion of vassal to lord, the personal attach-

ment of clansman to his chief, but of the reasoned obedience

and loyalty of the citizen to the state, to the polity of

which he forms a part, Scott seems as good as unconscious.

It would not be easy to quote, from his poems at least, a

passage which implied any sympathy with civil duty and

sacrifice to the res publica, to the common weal. As Mr.

Ruskin says, his sympathies are rather with outlaws and

rebels, especially under the "greenwood tree," and he has

but little objection to rebellion even to a king, provided

it be on private and personal grounds, and not systematic

or directed to great public aims. This was the genuine
feudal spirit which ignored the state and the correlated

notion of citizenship, and trusted for social cohesion to

the fragile tie of the liegeman's sworn fidelity to his suze-

rain. Nothing stirred Scott's blood more than military

prowess, the conflict of armed men, but he remains con-

i
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tented with the conflict ;
he cares little in what cause men

fight, so long as they do fight and accomplish
" deeds of

arms." It may be for love, or the point of honour, or

because the chief commands it, or merely for the luxury

of exchanging blows
;
but for the patriotic valour which

fights for hearth and home, and native city, he has hardly

a word to say.

On opening Macaulay's Lays we find ourselves in a world

which is the exact opposite of this
;

civic patriotism, zeal

for the public weal whether against foreign foe or domestic

tyrant these are his sources of inspiration. And there

is thus a curious contrast, almost contradiction, between

the outward form of the poems and their contents. The

real romantic ballad and its modern imitations, properly

refer to times in which the notion of a State, composed of

citizenswho support it on reasoned grounds, has not emerged.

The polls is not to be found in Homer, or in Chevy Chase, or

in Scott. In Macaulay's ballads the State is everything.

His love for ordered civil life, his zeal for the abstract

idea of government instituted for the well-being of all who

live under it, are as intense in him as they Avere in the

breast of Pericles. Thus the key-note of the ballads is as

remote as possible from that of Scott, and indeed of all

medievalists, and not only remote, but very much nobler.

The fighting in the lays does not arise from mere reckless

light-hearted ferocity

That marked the foetnan's feudal hate,

but from lofty social union which leads the- brave to self-

sacrifice for the common good.

For Romans in Rome's quarrel

Spared neither land nor gold,

Nor son nor wife, nor limb nor life

Iii the brave davs of old.
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And this higher moral strain has its poetic reward.

Macaulay attains a heroism of sentiment, which Scott

never reaches. Compare the almost effeminate sob over

James killed at Flodden :

He saw the wreck his rashness wrought,
Eeckless of life he desperate fought,
And fell on Flodden plain.

And well in death his trusty brand
Firm clenched within his manly hand
Beseemed the monarch slain ;

But 0! how changed since yon blithe night,

Gladly I turn mo from the sight
Unto my tale again.

Compare this with the exultant and fiery joy over the

death of Valerius.

But fiercer grew the fighting

Around Valerius dead ;

For Titus dragged him by the foot

And Aulus by the head.
"
On, Latines, on! "

quoth Titus,
" See how the rebels fly !"

"Romans, stand firm," quoth Aulus,
" And win this fight or die.

They must not give Valerius

To raven and to kite ;

For aye Valerius loathed the wrong,
And aye upheld the right ;

And for your wives and babies

In the front rank he fell.

Now play the men for the good house

That loves the people well."

Then tenfold round the body
The roar of battle rose,

Like the roar of a burning forest

When a strong north wind blows.

I 2
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Now backward, and now forward,
Rocked furiously the fray,

Till none could see Valerius,

And none wist where he lay.

For shivered arms and ensigns
Were heaped there in a mound,

And corpses stiff, and dying men
That writhed and gnawed the ground ;

And wounded horses kicking,

And snorting purple foam :

Right well did such a couch befit

A consular of Rome.

Macaulay had thoroughly assimilated the lofty civic

spirit of the ancients a spirit which was seriously injured

when not wholly destroyed in the Middle Ages by Feu-

dalism and Catholicism together.

The lay of Virginia is of less even and sustained excel-

lence than the two lays which precede it. The speech of

Icilius and the description of the tumult which followed

are admirable for spirit and vigour. It may be noticed

generally that Macaulay is always very successful in his

descriptions of excited crowds he does it con amove he

had none of the disdain for the multitude which Carlyle

manifests in and out of season. On this occasion the

liberal politician combined with the artist to produce a

powerful effect. He had a noble hatred of tyranny, and

his sympathies were wholly with the many as against the

few. There was a righteous fierceness in him at the sight

of wrong, which is the stuff of which true patriots in

troubled times are made.

Anrl thrice the tossing Forum set up a frightful yell ;

"
See, see, thou dog ! what thou hast done, and hide thy shame

in hell,

Thou that wouldst make our maidens slaves must first make
slaves of men.

Tribunes ! hurrah for Tribunes ! Down with the wicked ten !"
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This speech of Icilius is no closet rhetoric composed

by a man who had never addressed a mob
;

it is the

speech of a practised orator who knows how to rouse pas-

sion and set men's hearts on fire. It is also a thoroughly

dramatic speech ; good in itself, but made much better by
the situation of the supposed speaker. From a modern

point of view it is better than the speech which Livy
makes Icilius deliver, with its references to Roman law.

On the other hand, the speech of Virginius to his daughter,

just before he stabs her, is quite as bad as that of Icilius

is good. It is a singular thing that Macaulay, whose sen-

sibility and genuine tenderness of nature are quite beyond

doubt, had almost no command of the pathetic. The

explanation seems to be that ho really was too sensitive.

He says in his diary :

" I generally avoid novels which

are said to have much pathos. The suffering which they

produce is to me a very real suffering, and of that I have

quite enough without them." The fact, though highly

creditable to his heart, shows a marked limitation of range,

and excludes him from the class of artists by nature, who

are at once susceptible and masters of emotion. Feeling

must have subsided into serene calm before it can be suc-

cessfully embodied in art. In any case Macaulay seems

to have been unusually incapable of, or averse to, the

expression of tender and pathetic sentiment. He has in

his correspondence and diaries more than once occasion to

refer to the deaths of friends whom we know he loved,

and he always does so in a curiously awkward manner, as

if he were ashamed of his feelings, and wished to hide

them even from himself. "Jeffrey is gone, dear fellow
;

I loved him as much as it is easy to love a man who be-

longs to an older generation After all dear Jeffrey's

death is hardly a matter for mourning." He had been on
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terms of affectionate intimacy with Jeffrey for more than

twenty-five years. On hearing that Harry Hallam was

dying at Sienna, he says,
" What a trial for my dear old

friend "
(the historian) ;

"I feel for the lad himself, too.

Much distressed, I dined however. We dine unless the

blow comes very very near the heart indeed." There is

evidently a deliberate avoidance of giving way to the

expression of grief. And yet when he comes across some

of his sister Margaret's letters twenty-two years after her

death, he is overcome, and bursts into tears. Macaulay
could not hold the more passionate emotions sufficiently at

arm's length to describe them properly when he felt them.

And when they were passed, his imagination did not

reproduce them with a clearness available for art. A man

on the point of stabbing his daughter to save her from

dishonour would certainly not think of making the stagey

declamation which Macaulay has put into the mouth of

Virginius. The frigid conceits about "
Capua's marble

halls," and the kite gloating upon his prey, are the last

things that would occur to a mind filled with such awful

passions. Macaulay would have done better on this occa-

sion to copy the impressive brevity of Livy,
" Hoc te uno,

quo possum modo, filia in libertatem vindico." If it be

said that the object was not historical or even poetical

verisimilitude, but to write an exciting ballad such as

might be supposed to stir the contemporaries of Licinius

and Sextius, the answer will be given presently in reference

to a parallel but much simpler case.

The Prophecy of Capijs is distinctly languid as a whole,

though it has some fine stanzas, and contains one of the

most delicate touches of colour that Macaulay ever laid on :

And Venus loves the whispers
Of plighted youth and maid,
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In April's ivory moonlight
Beneath the chestnut's shade.

The unclouded moon of Italy lighting up the limestone

rocks produces just the nuance of green ivory. Generally

his sense of colour is Aveak compared with Scott, whose eye

for colour is such that while reading him we seem to be

gazing on the purple glory of the hills when the heather

is in bloom : Macaulay is grey and dun. It is curious to

compare how Macaulay and Scott deal with the same

situation, that of a person anxiously watching for the

appearance of another. Scott does it by putting the sense

of sight on the alert :

The noble dame on turret high,

Who waits her gallant knight,
Looks to tho western beam to spy

The flash of armour bright;

The village maid with hand on brow

The level ray to shade,

Upon the footpath watches now
For Colin's darkening plaid.

Macaulay puts the sense of hearing on guard.

Since the first gleam of daylight,

Sempronius had not ceased

To listen for the rushing
Of horse-hoofs from the east.

A keen sense of colour is the peculiar note, one might

say the badge of the romantic school, and this is true

even of musicians (compare Handel, Bach, Haydn, with

Beethoven, Schumann, and Wagner). It is not without

interest that we find Macaulay a sort of forced disciple of

the romantic school, differing from it in this as well as in

the other peculiarities above mentioned.

The Prophecy of Capys suggests a sense of fatigue and
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flagging inspiration in the writer which are not without a

certain significance, and may help to throw light on a

question which has a certain interest for some persons.

The question is whether Macaulay should be considered a

poet or not.
" Some fastidious critics," says Mr. Tre-

velyan,
" think it proper to deny him that title." Now,

if by this is meant that he not only was no poet but wrote

no poetry, the statement is obviously excessive and unfair.

To have written poetry does not necessarily constitute

a man a poet. We need to know before according that

title to a man, what relative proportion the poetic vein

bore to the rest of his nature
;
how far poetry was his

natural and spontaneous mode of utterance. It is evident

that quantity as well as quality has to be considered.

Should we consider the writer of the best sonnet that ever

was written a poet, if he never had written anything else 1

"Was Single-speech Hamilton an orator ? "When Johnson

called Gray a " barren rascal," he implied in coarse language

a truth of some importance, and passed a just criticism on

Gray. Facile abundance is not necessarily a merit in itself,

but it at least points to natural fertility of the soil, and its

adaptation to the crop produced. On the other hand, rare

exotics painfully reared by artificial means, have not often

more than a fancy value. Shelley writing the twelve books

of the Revolt of Islam in a few months, Byron writing the

first canto of Don Juan in a few weeks, showed by so

doing that poetry was the spontaneous product of their

minds, that the labour was small compared with the great-

ness of the result, and that in short the natural richness of

the soil was the cause of their fertility. From this point

of view it is manifest that Macaulay was no poet, though

certainly he has written poetry. Directed by an immense

knowledge of literature and a cultivated taste, by watch-
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ing for the movements of inspiration, by the careful

storage of every raindrop that fell from the clouds of-

fancy, he collected a small vessel full of clear limpid

water, the sparkling brightness of which it is unjust not

to acknowledge. But the process was too slow and labo-

rious to justify us in calling him a poet. What a different

gale impelled him when he wrote prose : he has only to

shake out the sheet, and his sails become concave and

turgid with the breeze. That is to say, prose was his

vocation, poetry was not. But that is no reason why we

should not admire Horatius as one of the best ballads in

the language. As Lessing wrote dramas by dint of critical

acumen, without, according to his own conviction, any
natural dramatic talent, so Macaulay wrote two or three

graceful poems by the aid of great culture and trained

literary taste.

A question was left unanswered on a former page, and

reference was made to a parallel case. The question was,

whether such a lay as that of Virginia was in any degree

more likely to represent an original lost lay written at the

time of the Licinian Eogations, than one written at the

Decemvirate. One of jMacaulay's best ballads after the

Lays may help us to answer the question. The Battle

of Ivry, though not so careful and finished in language

as the Lays is equal to any of them in fire. It is

full also of what is called local colour and those pic-

turesque touches which delight the admirers of the pseudo-

antique. Xow it happens that we have a Huguenot lay

on this very subject, and it is interesting to compare the

genuine article with the modern imitation. The romance

and chivalry which ]\Iacaulay, following the taste of his

time, has infused into his ballad, are entirely wanting in

the Huguenot song, which is very little more than a dull
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and somewhat fierce hymn with a s trong Old Testament

flavour. In the modern poem the real local colour, the

real sentiments with which a Huguenot regarded the

defeat of the League are omitted, and replaced by pic-

turesque and graceful sentiments, against which the only

thing to be said is that they are entirely wanting in his-

torical fidelity and truth. Even matters of fact are

incorrectly given. No one would infer from Macaulay's
ballad that Henry IV.'s army contained the flower of the

French nobility, Catholic as well as Protestant, and as for

the " lances
" and " thousand spears in rest

" with which

he arms Henry's knights, it was one of the latter's military

innovations to have suppressed and replaced them by sabres

and pistols, far more efficacious weapons at close quarters.

But the romantic, chivalrous, and joyous tone is that which

most contrasts with the gloomy, religious spirit of the

original. The song is supposed to be made in the name

of Henry of I^avarre, who gives all the glory to God.

Two or three stanzas out of twenty will be sufficient to

quote :

Je chante ton honneur sous 1'effcct de mes armes,
A ta juste grandeur je rapporte le tout,

Car, du commencement du milieu jusqu'au bout,

Toy soul m'as guaranty au plus fort des allarmcs.

Du plus haut do ton Ciel regardant en la terre,

Meprisant lour audace et des graves sourcis,

Desdaignant ces mutins, soudain tu les as mis

Au plus sanglant malheur quo scout porter la guerre.

Le jour cesse plustost quo la chasse ne cesse ;

Tout ce camp dcsole ne so pout asseurer,

Et a peino la nuict les laisse respirer,

Car les miens courageux les poursuyroyent sans cesse.-

2 Le Chansonnier Huguenot, du xvi siccle, vol. ii., p. 315.
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So we see that the chivalrous humanitarian sentiments

which Macaulay has put in the mouth of his Huguenot
bard are without foundation.

But out spake gentle Henry,
" No Frenchman is my foe ;

Down, down with every foreigner, but let your brethren go."
Oh ! was there ever such a knight, in friendship or in war,
As our sovereign lord, King Henry, the soldier of Navarre ?

"
Beaucoup de fantassins fra^ais furent neanmoins sabres

ou arquebuses dans la premiere fureur de la victoire ! la

deroute fut au moins aussi sanglante que le combat." IS~ow

the question mooted was as to the probability of these

ballads having any historical fidelity or verisimilitude.

With regard to a ballad not three hundred years old, we

find one of them has none. What is the probability of

those which pretend to go back a good deal over two

thousand years being more accurate ?

And this brings us to the consideration of the question

whether we can honestly compliment and congratulate

Macaulay on his Lays of Ancient Rome. The preceding

remarks, it is hoped, show no tendency to morose hyper-

criticism. But does it raise one's opinion of Macaulay's

earnest sincerity of mind to find him devoting some con-

siderable time to the production of what lie candidly

admitted to be but trifles, though
" scholarlike and not in-

elegant trifles." He could very well lay his finger on the

defects of Bulwer's LastDays of Pompeii : "It labours," he

says,
" under the usual faults of all works in which it is

attempted to give moderns a glimpse of ancient manners.

After all, between us and them, there is a great gulf

which no learning will enable a man to clear." At the

very time he made this entry in his journal he was com-

posing his lay on Horatius, a much more difficult task
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than Buhver's, for our knowledge of Roman manners under

the empire may be said to be intimate and exact as

compared with our knowledge of Roman manners in the

semi-mythic period of the early republic. "Was it a worthy

occupation for a serious scholar to spend his time in pro-

ducing mere fancy pictures which could have no value

beyond a certain prettiness,
" in the prolongation from age

to age of romantic historical descriptions instead of sifted

truth ?
" 3 Could we imagine Grote or Mornmsen, or

Ranke or Freeman engaged in such a way without a certain

sense of degradation 1 This is not making much of a small

matter
;

it is really important, reaching down if you con-

sider it well to the deeper elements of character and

primary motive. Macaulay's love and pursuit of truth,

which he imagined to be dominant passions with him,

were relatively feeble. The subject has already been

referred to. It is strange to see how much he deceived

himself on this point. In the ambitious and wordy verses

he composed on the evening of his defeat at Edinburgh,
he feigns that all the Fairies passed his cradle by, without

a blessing, except the Fairy Queen of Knowledge ;
and

she, the "
mightest and the best," pronounced

Yea ; them wilt love me with exceeding love.

And the three illustrious predecessors whom in this par-

ticular he wishes most to resemble, and who are alone

mentioned are the three oddly chosen names of Bacon,

Hyde, and Milton, in all of whom we may confidently

say that the love of truth was not the prominent and

striking feature of their character and genius. Of Bacon,

Macaulay himself has rather overstated, while he deplored,

the weakness of his love of truth as compared to his love of

3 Modern Painter*, vol. iii. c. G.
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place and honours. What Hyde has to do in such company
more than other statesmen, ancient or modern, it is diffi-

cult to see. And in what way did Milton show a love of

truth more than any other poet ? Macaulay's notion of the

sentiment he claimed, seems to have been abundantly vague.

Kepler verifying his laws and going over the calculations

one hundred and fifty times, in the meanwhile writing

almanacks to keep him from starving ; Newton working

out his theory of gravitation for years, and modestly putting

it aside because the erroneous data on which he calculated

led to incorrect results, then on corrected data writing the

Principia; nay, Franklin running an unknown risk of his

life by identifying by means of his kite electricity with

lightning, and countless other loyal servants of science

might have been cited with relevancy as types of lovers

of truth. It is a misuse of language to confuse a general

love of literature, or a very sensible zeal in getting up the

materials for historical scene-painting, with the stern resolu-

tion which lays siege to nature's secrets, and will not desist

till they are surrendered. But such pains are undertaken

only at the bidding of a passionate desire for an answer

by minds which can perceive the test-problems which

have not yet capitulated, but which must be reduced before

any further advance into the Unknown can be safely made.

It is a peculiarity of Macaulay's mind that he rarely sees

problems, that he is not stopped by difficulties out of

which he anxiously seeks an issue. We never find him

wondering with suspended judgment in what direction

his course may lie. On the contrary, he has seldom any
doubt or difficulty about anything, his mind is always
made up, and he has a prompt answer for every question.

We may without scruple say that the course of a genuine
love of truth has never run so smooth. Here was the
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early history of Eome full of difficulties which clamoured

for further research and elucidation. The subject had been

just sufficiently worked to whet the curiosity and interest

of an inquiring mind. There were not many men in Europe
more fitted by classical attainments to take the problems

suggested in hand, and advance them a stage nearer to a

correct solution. Macaulay did not consider the matter

in this light at all. To have written a scholarlike essay on

early Koman history would have been to write for a few

score readers in the English and German universities. The

love of truth which he imagined that he possessed would

have directed him into that course. But if he had taken

it, his biographer would most certainly not have been able

to inform us of anything so imposing as this :

"
eighteen

thousand of the Lays of Ancient Rome were sold in ten

years, forty thousand in twenty years, and by June, 1875,

upwards of a hundred thousand copies had passed into the

hands of readers."

Macaulay did not after leaving office avail himself of his

leisure to resume his interrupted history with the zeal and

promptitude that might have been expected. Besides

the Lays, he allowed other and even less important things

to waste his time. He was by no means so resolute in

resisting the blandishments of society as he should have

been, and as he afterwards became. " I have had so much

time occupied by politics and by the society which at this

season fills London that I have written nothing for some

weeks," he wrote to Macvey Napier. He would have shown

more robustness of character and a more creditable absorp-

tion in his work, if he had courageously renounced for

good and all both society and politics, now that he

was for the first time in his life free to devote all his ener-

gies to a great work. Instead of that he loitered for fully
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three years before he threw himself with passionate single-

hearted concentration on his history. This shows that the

book after all was not generated in the deeper and more

earnest parts of his nature, but came mostly from the fancy

and understanding. Or perhaps we should not be very

wrong if we surmise that depth and earnestness were some-

what wanting in him. He had no latent heat of sustained

enthusiasm either scientific, political, or artistic. By a

vigorous spurt he could write a brilliant article, which

rarely required more than a few weeks. His ambition,

which, like all his passions, was moderate and amiable, was

largely satisfied by the very considerable honours which

he acquired by his contributions to the blire and yellow

Review ; he had none of the tierce and relentless thirst for

a great fame which drives some men into wrapt isolation,

where they are free to nurse and indulge their moods of crea-

tive passion. Neither was he under the dominion of a great

thought which hedges a man with solitude even in a crowd.

On the other hand, it is only just to remember that the

pressure put upon him to leave his work was severe. Both in

Parliament and the Edinlmrgli Review, he was able to render

services which were not likely to be foregone, by those who

needed them, without a hard struggle. For nearly twenty

years the quarterly organ of the "Whigs had enjoyed a new

lease of popularity and power through his contributions. In

the House of Common the beaten and dejected "Whigs were

grateful beyond words for the welcome aid of his brilliant

and destructive oratory. Mr. Napier appears to have been

inconsiderately importunate for articles, and Macaulay,

though protesting that he must really now devote himself

to his history, with amiable weakness ends by giving in

and writing. But the sacrifice was really too great, and he

ought to have seen that it was. He did at last, and resolutely
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putting his foot clown, declared that lie would write no

more for the Review till lie had brought out two volumes

of his book. He wrote to Napier :

I hope that you will make your arrangements for some

three or four numbers without counting on me. I find it

absolutely necessary to concentrate my attention on my his-

torical work. You cannot conceive how difficult I find it to do

two things at a time. Men are differently made. Southey
used to work regularly two hours a day on the History of
Brazil ; then an hour for the Quarterly Review ; then an hour

on the Life of Wesley; then two hours on the Peninsular

War ; then an hour on the Book of the Church. I cannot do

so. I get into the stream of my narrative, and am going along
as smoothly and quickly as posssible. Then comes the necessity

of writing for the Review. I lay my History aside ; and, when

after some weeks I resume it, I have the greatest difficulty in

recovering the interrupted train of thought. But for the

Review, I should already have "brought out tivo volumes at

least. I must really make a resolute effort, or my plan will

end as our poor friend Mackintosh's ended.

This self-reproach and this comparison with Mackintosh

are constantly flowing from his pen.

Another paper from me is at present out of the question.

One in half a year is the utmost of which I can hold out any

hopes. I ought to give my whole leisure to my History ; and

fear that if I suffer myself to be diverted from that design, as I

have done, I shall be like poor Mackintosh, leave behind me the

character of a nvm who would have done something, if he had

concentrated his powers instead of frittering them away. . . .

I must not go on dawdling and reproaching myself all my
life.

This sacrifice to editorial importunity was the more

regrettable as articles, written under this pressure, with
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one exception, have added little to Macaulay's fame. The

fact is in nowise surprising. Task-work of this kind, even

though undertaken at the bidding of friendship, is apt to

betray a want both of maturity and spontaneous inspiration.

Saving the article on Chatham, a subject which lay in the

course of his studies, and with which he took great pains,

writing it over three times, Macaulay's contributions to

the Edinburgh at this period have largely the charac-

teristics of what are vulgarly called
"
pot-boilers," though in

his case they were written to keep, not his own but another

man's pot boiling. The articles on Madame D'Arblay's

Memoirs and on Frederick the Great are thin, crude,

perfunctory, and valueless, except as first-rate padding for

a periodical review. In the latter he cannot even spell

the name of the Principality of Frederick's favourite sister

Wilhelmrna correctly ; always writing Bareuth instead of

Baireuth
;

it is but a small error, but it indicates haste,

as he was usually careful in the orthography of proper

names. But there are worse faults than this. "When off

his guard, especially when contemptuous or angry ;

Macaulay easily lapsed into an uncurbed vehemence of

language which bordered on vulgarity.

Frederick by no means relinquished his hereditary privi-

lege of kicking and cudgelling. His practice, however, as to

that matter, differed in some important respects from his

father's. To Frederick William, the mere circumstance that

any person whatever, men, wumen or children, Prussians or

foreigners, were within reach of his toes or his cane, appeared
to be a sufficient reason for proceeding to belabour them.

Frederick required provocation, as well as vicinity.

Again,
" The resistance opposed to him by the tribunals

inflamed him to fury, lie reviled the Chancellor; he
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kicked the shins of his judges." Of Voltaire's skill in

flattery, he remarks: "And it was only from his hand,

that so much sugar could be swallowed without making the

swallower sick." In the article on Madame D'Arblay,

her German colleague, Madame Schwellenberg, is de-

scribed with a coarseness of tone worthy of the original :

" a hateful old toad-eater, as illiterate as a chamber-maid,

and proud as a whole German chapter." Madame

Schwellenberg
" raved like a maniac in the incurable

ward of Bedlam." Madame Schwellenberg "raged like a

wild cat."

Macaulay never fully appreciated the force of modera-

tion, the impressiveness of calm understatement, the

penetrating power of irony. His nature was essentially

simple and not complex ;
when a strong feeling arose in

his mind, it came forth at once naked and unashamed
;

it met with no opposition from other feelings capable of

modifying or restraining it. A great deal of his clearness

springs from this single, iininvolved character of his

emotions, which never blend in rich, polyphonic chords,

filling the car of the mind. Somewhat of this simplicity

appears to have been reflected in his countenance.

Carlyle, who was practically acquainted with a very

different internal economy, once observed Macaulay's face

in repose, as he was turning over the pages of a book.

"I noticed," he said, "the homely Xorse features that

you iind everywhere in the Western Isles, and I thought

to myself,
'

Well, any one can see that you are an honest,

good sort of fellow, made out of oatmeal !'" He resembled

the straight-splitting pine, rather than the gnarled oak. To

liken a woman on account of her ill-temper to a raving-

maniac and a wild cat excited in him no qualms ;
the epithets

expressed his feelings, but no counter wave of fastidious
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taste surged up compelling a recast of the whole ex-

pression.

It is some confirmation of a view already advanced in

these pages that Macaulay's natural aptitude was rather

oratorical than literary, that at this very time he was

making some of his best speeches in Parliament. The

fine literary sense of nuance, the scrupulous choice of epi-

thet, the delicacy which it alarmed by loud tones and

colours, in short, the qualities most rare and precious in

a writer, are out of place in oratory, which is never more

effective than when inspired by manly and massive,

emotion, enforcing broad and simple conclusions. It is

impossible to read Macaulay's speeches without feeling

that in delivering them he was wielding an instrument

of which he was absolutely the master. The luminous

order and logical seqxience of the parts are only sur-

passed by the lofty unity and coherence of the whole.

High statesmanlike views are unfolded in language that

is at once terse, chaste, and familiar, never fine-drawn or

over-subtle, but plain, direct, and forcible, exactly suited

to an audience of practical men. Above all, the noble

and generous sentiment, which burns and glows through

every sentence, melts the whole mass of argument, illus-

tration, and invective into a torrent of majestic oratory,

which is as far above the eloquence of rhetoric as high poetry

is above the mere rhetoric of verse. It is the more necessary

to dwell on this point with some emphasis, as an unjust and

"wholly unfounded impression seems to be gaining ground
that Macaulay was a mere closet orator, who delivered

carefully prepared essays in the House of Commons, bril-

liant perhaps, but unpractical rhetorical exercises that

smelt strongly of the lamp. The truth is that Macaulay
is never less rhetorical, in the bad sense of the word,

K 2
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than in his speeches. He put on no gloves, lie took in

hand no buttoned foil, when on well-chosen occasions he

came down to the House to make a speech. Blows

straight from the shoulder
;

a short and sharp Roman

sword wielded with equal skill and vigour are rather the

images suggested by his performance in these conflicts.

Yet a hundred persons know his essays for one who is

acquainted with his speeches. During the period com-

prised in this chapter from 1841 to 1848 he made

twelve speeches, and if the world's judgments were dic-

tated by reason and insight instead of fashion and hear-

say, no equal portion of Macaulay's works would be

deemed so valuable. It is no exaggeration to say that as

an orator he moves in a higher intellectual plane than he

does as a writer. As a writer he rather avoids the discussion

of principles, and is not always happy when he does engage
in it. In his speeches we find him nearly without exception

laying down broad luminous principles, based upon reason,

and those boundless stores of historical illustration, from

which he argues with equal brevity and force. It is

interesting to compare his treatment of the same subject

in an essay and a speech. His speech on the Maynooth

grant and his essay on Mr. Gladstone's Cliurcli and State

deal with practically the same question, and few persons

would hesitate to give the preference to the speech.

It is difficult to give really representative extracts from

Macaulay's speeches, for the reason that they are so

organically constructed that the proverbial inadequacy
of the brick to represent the building applies to them in

an unusual degree. Many of the speeches also refer to

topics and party politics which are rapidly passing into

oblivion. One subject, to our sorrow, retains a perennial

interest : Macaulay's speeches on Ireland would alone
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suffice to place him in the rank of high, far-seeing states-

men. The lapse of well-nigh forty years has not aged
this melancholy retrospect. He is speaking of Pitt's in-

tended legislation at the time of the Union.

Unhappily, of all his projects for the benefit of Ireland, the

Union alone was carried into effect
; and, therefore, that Union

was a Union only in name. The Irish found that they had parted
with at least the name and show of independence ;

and that for

this sacrifice of national pride they were to receive no compen-
sation. The Union, which ought to have been associated in

their minds with freedom and justice, was associated only with

disappointed hopes and forfeited pledges. Yet it was not even

then too late. It was not too late in 1813. It was not too late

in 1821. It was not too late in 1825. Yes, if even in 1825

some men who were then as they are now, high in the service

of the Crown, could have made up their minds to do what they

were forced to do four years later, that great work of reconcilia-

tion which Mr. Pitt had meditated might have been accomplished.

The machinery of agitation was not yet fully organized. The

Government was under no strong pressure ; and therefore

concession might still have been received with thankfulness.

That opportunity was suffered to escape, and it never returned.

In 1829, at length, concessions were made, were made

largely, were made without the conditions which Mr. Pitt

would undoubtedly have demanded, and to which, if demanded

by Mr. Pitt, the whole body of Roman Catholics would have

eagerly assented. But those concessions were made reluctantly,

made ungraciously, made under duress, made from mere dread

of civil war. How, then, was it possible that they should pro-

duce contentment and repose ? What could be the effect of that

sudden and profuse liberality following that long and obstinate

resistance to the most reasonable demands, except to teach the

Irishman that he could obtain redress only by turbulence?

Could he forget that he had been, during eight-and-twenty

years, supplicating Parliament for justice, urging those unan-

swerable arguments which prove that the rights of conscience
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ought to be held sacred, claiming the performance of promises

made by ministers and princes, and that he had supplicated,

argued, claimed the performance of promises in vain p Could

he forget that two generations of the most profound thinkers,

the most brilliant wits, the most eloquent orators had written

and spoken for him in vain p Could he forget that the greatest

statesmen who took his part had paid dear for their generosity ?

Mr. Pitt had endeavoured to redeem his pledge, and he was

driven from office. Lord Grey and Lord Grenville endeavoured

to do but a small part of what Mr. Pitt thought right and

expedient, and they were driven from office. Mr. Canning took

the same side, and his reward was to be worried to death by the

party of which he was the brightest ornament. At length,

when he was gone, the Roman Catholics began to look, not to

cabinets and parliaments, but to themselves. They displayed

a formidable array of physical force, and yet kept within, just

within, the limits of the law. The consequence was that,

in two yeai's, more than any prudent friend had ventured to

demand for them was granted to them by their enemies. Yes ;

within two years after Mr. Canning had been laid in the

transept near us, all that he would have done and more than

he could have done was done by his persecutors. How was it

possible that the whole Roman Catholic population of Ireland

should not take up the notion that, from England, or at least

from the party which then governed, and which now governs

England, nothing is to be got by reason, by entreaty, by patient

endurance, but everything by intimidation ? That tardy re-

pentance deserved no gratitude, and obtained none. The whole

machinery of agitation was complete, and in perfect order.

The leaders had tasted the pleasures of popularity ; the mul-

titude had tasted the pleasures of excitement. Both the

demagogue and his audience felt a craving for the daily

stimulant. Grievances enough remained, God knows, to serve

as pretexts for agitation : and the whole conduct of the Govern-

ment had led the sufferers to believe that by agitation alone

could any grievance be removed. 4

4 On the State of Ireland, Feb., 1814.
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As a specimen of Macaulay's power of invective, his

attack on Sir Robert Peel may he quoted. After Peel's

death, when revising his speeches for publication, he

recalled in his diary the impression he had made. " How
white poor Peel looked while I was speaking : I remember

the effect of the words,
' There you sit, ivc.'

"

There is too much ground for the reproaches of those who

having, in spite of a hitter experience, a second time trusted

the Right Honourable Baronet, now find themselves a second

time deluded. It has been too much his practice, when in

Opposition, to make use of passions with which he has not the

slightest sympathy, and of prejudices which he regards with a

profound contempt. As soon as lie is in power, a change takes

place. The instruments which have done his work are flung

aside. The ladder by which he has climbed, is kicked down.

. . . Can we wonder that the eager, honest, hot-headed Pro-

testants, who raised you to power in the confident hope that

you would curtail the privileges of the Roman Catholics, should

stare and grumble when you propose to give public money to

the Roman Catholics ? Can we wonder that the people out of

doors should be exasperated by seeing the very men who, when

we were in office, voted against the old grant of Maynootb, now

pushed and pulled into- the House by j'our whippers-in to vote

for an increased grant. The natural consequences follow. All

those fierce spirits whom J
TOU hallooed on to harass us, now

turn round and begin to worry you. The Orangeman raises

his war-whoop : Exeter Hall sets up its bray : Mr. Macneill

shudders to see more costl}* cheer than ever provided for the

Priest of Baal at the table of the Queen : and the Protestant

operatives of Dublin call for impeachments in exceedingly bad

English. But what did you expect ? Did you think when, to

serve your turn, you called the devil up that it was as easy to

lay him as to raise him ? Did you think when you went on,

session after session, thwarting and reviling those whom you
knew to be in the right, and flattering all the worst passions of
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those whom you knew to be in the wrong, that the day of

reckoning would never come ? It has come. There you sit,

doing penance for the disingenuousness of years. If it be not

so, stand up manfully and clear your fame before the House

and country. Show us that some steady policy has guided

your conduct with respect to Irish affairs ? Show us how, if

you are honest in 1845, you can have been honest in 1841 ?

Explain to us why, after having goaded Ireland to madness for

the purpose of ingratiating yourselves with the English, you
are now setting England on fire for the purpose of ingratiating

yourselves with the Irish ? Give us some reason which shall

prove that the policy you are following, as Ministers, is entitled

to support, and which shall not equally prove you to have been

the most factious and unprincipled Opposition that ever this

country saw?" 5

But the time was approaching when these brilliant

passages of arms needed to be brought to a close. Through
manifold impediments and hindrances, Macaulay had

slowly proceeded with his History of England : and he

felt what most workers have experienced, that the attrac-

tive power of his work increased with its growth. In

1844, he gave up writing for the Edinburgh Review, a

wise, though somewhat late resolution, which he would

have done well to make earlier. In 1847 he lost his seat

for Edinburgh, and thus was severed the last tie which

connected him with active politics. He then settled down
with steady purpose to finish his task

; and, on November

29, 1848, the work was given to the world. Not since

the publication of the first volume of the Decline and

Fall, nearly three-quarters of a century before, has any
historical work been received with such universal accla-

mation. The first edition of three thousand copies was

exhausted in ten days ;
and in less than four months

5
Speech on Maynooth, April, 1845.
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thirteen thousand copies were sold. The way in which

Macaulay was affected by this overwhelming success

showed that he was wholly free from any taint of pride

or arrogance.
" I am half afraid," he wrote in his journal,

" of this strange prosperity. ... I feel extremely anxious

about the second part. Can it possibly come up to the

first 1
"

We have now to consider the work in which, for

many years, he had "
garnered up

"
his heart.



CHAPTER V.

THE HISTORY.

"HISTORY," says Macaulay at the commencement of the

Essay on Hallam,
" at least in its state of ideal perfection,

is a compound of poetry and philosophy. It impresses

general truths on the mind, by a vivid representation of

particular characters and incidents. But in fact the two

hostile elements of which it consists have never been

known to form a perfect amalgamation ;
and at length, in

our own time, they have been completely and professedly

separated. Good histories, in the proper sense of the word,

we have not. But we have good historical romances and

good historical essays."

The reconciliation of these two hostile elements of his-

tory was the dream of Macaulay 's early ambition and the

serious occupation of his later years. It will be worth

while to briefly consider the problem itself, before wo

contemplate the success and skill which he brought to

bear on its solution.

The two sides, or the two elements of history, the

element of fact, and the element of Art which fashions the

fact into an attractive form, have always been too obvious

to be overlooked. In the earliest form of history poetry
and legend the clement of fact is reduced to a minimum,
and almost completely overpowered by the element of art,
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which moulds fact without restraint. The growth of civic

life partly redresses the balance : the need of accurate

record of facts is felt, and first bald annals, and then

history in the common sense of the word, make their

appearance. The relative proportion of the two ingre-

dients was never carefull}- determined, but left to the

taste and genius of individual writers. On the whole,

however, the artistic element long maintained the upper
hand. The search for facts, even when acknowledged as a

duty, was perfunctory, and the main object of historians

was to display their talent in drawing pictures of the past,

in which imagination had a larger share than reality.

The masters of this artistic form of history are the four

great ancients, two Greek and two Roman, Herodotus,

Thucydides, Livy, and Tacitus, who have never been,

and are in little danger of being, surpassed. The moderns

for a long time only copied the ancients in history

as in all other departments. Considering his oppor-

tunities and easy access to original authorities, Hume is

hardly a more careful inquirer than Livy : an attractive

narrative in a pure style was the main object of both.

But towards the end of the last century history received

a new impulse. The complicated structure of society

began to be dimly surmised ; political economy introduced

a greater precision into the study of certain social questions;

and the enlarged view thus gained of the present was

soon extended to the past. The French Devolution,

revealing as it did the unsuspected depth of social stratifi-

cation, accelerated a movement already begun. In the

early part of the present century history was studied with

new eyes. It was seen that it must all be written over

again that the older writers had seen little more than the

surface and were only surveyors, whereas geologists were
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wanted who could penetrate to greater depths. In short,

the past began to be scientifically examined, not for

artistic purposes in order to compose graceful narratives

not for political purposes in order to find materials for party

warfare not for theoretical purposes in order to construct

specious but ephemeral philosophies of history; but simply
for accurate and verifiable knowledge. It was a repetition

of the process through which previous sciences had passed

from the pursuit of chimerical to real and valid aims the

study of the heavens from astrology to astronomy, the

study of the constituents of bodies from alchemistry to

chemistry, the study of medicine from the search for the

elixir vitce to serious therapeutics. The result was to

depress, and almost degrade, the artistic element in history.

When the magnitude and severity of the task before men

was at last fully perceived when it was seen that we have

to study the historical record as we study the geological

record that while both are imperfect, full of gaps which

may never be filled up, yet enough remains to merit and

demand the most thorough examination, classification, and

orderly statement of the phenomena we have it was felt

there was something trivial and unworthy of the gravity of

science to think of tricking out in the flowers of rhetoric

the hardly-won acquisitions of laborious research. Poeti-

cal science and scientific poetry are equally repellent to

the genuine lovers of both. Simple unornate statement

of the results obtained is the only style of treatment con-

sonant w ith the dignity of genuine inquiry.

Macaulay passed his youth and early manhood during

the period when this great change was taking place in

historical studies, and producing its first fruits. But it

did not find favour in his eyes. Very much the contrary ;

it filled him with something like discmst. Instead of
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yielding to the new movement, he resolved to ignore it,

and even by his practice to oppose it. Though the two

elements of history had never yet been amalgamated with

success, and were about perhaps to be severed for ever, he

thought he could unite them as they had never been united

before. He took, as we have seen (chap, ii.), no notice of the

new history, showed no curiosity in what was being done

in that direction, and nursing his own thoughts in almost

complete isolation amid contemporary historians, conceived

and matured his own plan of how history should be

written. He has left us in no doubt as to what that plan

was. It was that history should be a true novel, capable

of "
interesting the affections, and presenting pictures to

the imagination. ... It should invest with the reality of

human flesh and blood beings whom we are too much

inclined to consider as personified qualities in an allegory ;

call up our ancestors before us with all their peculiarities

of language, manners, and garb ;
show us over their houses,

seat us at their tables, rummage their old-fashioned ward-

robes, explain the uses of their ponderous furniture."

And that this plan, made in youth, was carried out in

after-life with rare success and felicity, his History is here

to show. Thus, just at the time when history was taking a

more scientific and impersonal character, Macaulay was pre-

paring to make it more concrete and individual, to invest

it with more flesh and blood, and make it more capable of

stirring the affections. He was not a progressist or even

a conservative, but a reactionary in his notions of history.

But originality may be shown (sometimes is more shown)
in going back as well as in going fonvard. Those are by
no means the strongest minds which most readily yield to

the prevailing fashion of their age. Macaulay showed a

lofty self- confidence and sense of power, when he resolved
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to attempt a task which he owned had never been accom-

plished before nay, to confer on artistic history a rank and

dignity which it never had previously enjoyed, at a time

when a formidable rival was threatening to depress, or even

to depose it altogether.

His plan led, or rather forced him, to work on a scale

of unprecedented magnitude, which, even in spite of his

example, has never been quite equalled. To produce the

effects he required, extreme minuteness of detail was in-

dispensable ;
characters must be painted life-size, events re-

lated with extraordinary fulness, and the history of a nation

treated in a style proper to memoirs, or even to romances.

The human interest had to be sustained by biographical

anecdotes, and a vigilant liveliness of narrative which simu-

lated the novel of adventure. The political interest was

to be kept up by similar handling of party debates, party

struggles, by one who knew by experience every inch of

the ground. But the true historical and sociological in-

terest necessarily retreated into a secondary rank. An
ordnance map cannot serve the purpose of a hand atlas. On
the scale of an inch to a mile we may trace the roads and

boundaries of our parish ;
but we cannot combine with

such minuteness a synthetic view of the whole island and

its relation to European geography. It was on the scale

of an ordnance map that Macaulay wrote his History of

England, Such a plan necessarily excluded as much on

the one hand as it admitted on the other. Our view

of the past is vitiated and wrong, unless a certain propor-

tion presides over our conception of it. The most valuable

quality of history is to show the process of social growth ;

and the longer the period over which this process is

observed, the more instructive is the result. A vivid

perception of a .short period, with imperfect grasp of
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what preceded and followed it, is rather misleading than

instructive. It leads to a confusion of the relative im-

portance of the part as compared to the whole.

It is perhaps a low-minded objection to Macaulay's

conception of history, to remark that its application to

lengthy periods is a physical impossibility. The five

volumes we have of his History comprise a space of some

fifteen years. It was his original scheme to bring his narra-

tive down to the end of the reign of George IV., in round

numbers a period of a century and a half. If therefore

his plan had been carried out on its present scale, it

would have needed fifty volumes, if not more, as

it is highly improbable that more recent events would

have permitted greater compression. But further, he

wrote at an average a volume in three years ;
therefore

his whole task would have taken him one hundred and

fifty years to accomplish that is to say, it would have

taken as long to record the events as the events took to

happen. This is almost a practical refutation of the

method he adopted. And yet such an absurd result could

not on his principles be avoided. If history is to be

written in such minute detail that it shall rival the novel

in unbroken sustention of the personal interest attaching

to the characters, unexampled bulk must ensue. Macaulay
had no intention of being so prolix. lie expected to achieve

the first portion of his plan (down to the commencement

of "Walpole's administration), a matter of thirty-live yeais,

in five volumes
;
and as it turned out, five volumes only

carried him over fifteen years. Hut he could not afford

to reduce his scale without sacrificing his conception of

how history should be written.

What was the new and original element in Macaulay's

treatment of history ? The unanimous verdict of his
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contemporaries was to the effect that he had treated

history in a novel way. He was himself satisfied that he

had improved on his predecessors.
" There is merit, no

doubt," he says, in his diary, "in Hume, Kobertson,

Voltaire, and Gibbon. Yet it is not the thing. I have

a conception of history more just, I am confident, than

theirs." Self-conceit was no vice of Macaulay's; and as on

this point of his originality he persuaded all the reading

world of his time to adopt his opinion, our business is to

find out in what his originality consisted. "What it amounts

to, or may be intrinsically worth, will be considered after-

wards.

If we take to pieces one of his massive chapters with

a view to examine his method, we shall find that his self-

confidence was not without foundation. Historical nar-

rative in his hands is something vastly more complex and

involved than it ever was before. Indeed " narrative
"

is a weak and improper word to express the highly

organized structure of his composition. Beneath the

smooth and polished surface layer under layer may be

seen of subordinate narratives, crossing and interlacing

each other like the parts in the score of an oratorio. And
this complexity results not in confusion, but in the most

admirable clearness and unity of effect. His pages are

not only pictorial, they are dramatic. Scene is made to

follow scene with the skill of an accomplished playwright;

and each has been planned and fashioned Avith a view to

its thoughtfully prepared place in the whole piece. The

interest of the story as a story is kept up with a profound
and unsuspected art. The thread of the narrative is never

dropped. "When transitions occur and no writer passes

from one part of his subject to another with more boldness

and freedom they arc managed with such skill and ease
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that the reader is unaware of them. A turn of the road

has brought us in view of a new prospect ; but we are not

conscious for a moment of having left the road. The

change seems the most natural thing in the world. Let

the more remarkable chapters be examined from this point

of view say, simply for example, the Xinth, the Fifteenth,

and the Twentieth and then let the most adverse critic

be asked to name an instance in which the art of historical

composition has been carried to a higher perfection.

In short, Macaulay was a master of the great art of

7nise-en-scene, such as we never had before. It is rather

a French than an English quality, and has been duly

appreciated in France. Michelet praises Macaulay in

warm terms, speaks of him as "
illustre ct reyrdte" and

of his "
tres lean recit." If he must be considered as an

historical artist who on the whole has no equal, the fact

is not entirely owing to the superiority of his genius,

unmistakable as that was. Xo historian before him ever

regarded his task from the same point of view, or aimed

with such calm patience arid labour at the same result
;

no one, in short, had ever so resolved to treat real events

on the lines of the novel or romance. Many writers

before Macaulay had done their best to lie graphic and

picturesque, but none ever saw that the scattered frag-

ments of truth could, by incessant toil directed by an

artistic eye, be worked into a mosaic, which for colour,

freedom, and finish, might rival the creations of fancy.

The poets who have written history Voltaire, Southey,

Schiller, Lamartine are not comparable to Macaulay as

historical artists. They did not see that facts recorded

in old books, if collected and sorted with unwearied

pains, might be made to produce effects nearly as striking

and brilliant as the facts they invented for the works of

L
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their imagination. Macaulay saw that the repertory of

truth was hardly less extensive than the repertory of

fiction. If the biography of every character is known

with the utmost detail, it will be possible, when each

presents himself in the narrative, to introduce him with a

fulness of portraiture such as the novelist applies to the

hero and heroine of his romance. Exhaustive knowledge
of the preceding history of every place named, enables

the writer to sketch the castle, the town, or the manor

house with opportune minuteness and local colour. Above

all, a narrative built on so large a scale that it allows

absolutely unlimited copiousness of facts and illustration,

can be ordered with that regard to the interest of the

story as a story that the universal curiosity in human

adventure is awakened which produces the constant

demand for works of fiction. Macaulay saw this, and

earned out his conception with a genius and patient

diligence which, when our attention is fully called to the

point, fill the mind with something like amazement. It

is probable that no historian ever devoted such care to

the grouping of his materials. He re-planned and re-wrote

whole chapters with ungrudging toil.
"
I worked hard,"

he says, in his diary, "at altering the arrangement of the

first three chapters of the third volume. What labour it

is to make a tolerable book
;
and how little readers know

how much trouble the ordering of parts has cost the writer."

Again :

" This is a tough chapter. To make the narrative

flow along as it ought, each part naturally springing from

that which precedes, is not easy. "NY hat trouble these

fi-w pages have cost me. The great object is that they

may read as if they had been spoken oil', and seem to flow

as easily as table-talk." Any one who knows by experience

how difficult it is to conduct a wide complex narrative
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with perspicuity and ease, and then observes the success

with which Macaulay has conquered the difficulty, will

be apt to fall into a mute admiration almost too deep for

praise. In the "
ordering of parts," which cost him so

much labour, his equal will not easily be found. Each

side of the story is brought forward in its proper time

and place, and leaves the stage when it has served its

purpose, that of advancing by one step the main action.

Each of these subordinate stories, marked by exquisite

finish, leads up to a minor crisis or turn in events, where

it joins the chief narrative with a certain eclat and

surprise. The interweaving of these well-nigh endless

threads, the clearness with which each is kept visible and

distinct, and yet is made to contribute its peculiar effect

and colour to the whole texture, constitute one of the

great feats in literature.

Imperfectly as a notion of such constant and pervading

merit can be conveyed by an extract, one is offered here

merely as an example. But a passage from Hume, dealing

with the same events, will be given first. An interesting

comparison or rather, contrast between the styles of the

earlier and later writer will lie found to result. The

subject is the flight of the Princess Anne at the crisis of

her father's fortunes. Hume says :

But Churchill had prepared a still more mortal blow for his

distressed henefactor. His lady and he had an entire ascendant

over the family of Prince George of Danemark
;
and the time

new appeared seasonable for overwhelming the unhappy king,

who was already staggering with the violent shocks which he

had received. Andover was the first stage of James's retreat

towards London, and there Prince George, together with the

young Duke of Onnond, Sir Georgs Huet, and some other per-

sons of distinction, deserted him in the night time, and retired

I. 2
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to the Prince's camp. No sooner had this news reached London
,

than the Princess Anne, pretending fear ofthe king's displeasure,

withdrew herself in company with the hishop of London and

Lady Churchill. She fled to Nottingham, where the Earl of

Dorset received her with great respect, and the gentry of the

country quickly formed a troop for her protection.

This is Macaulay's account :

Prince George, and Ormond, were invited to sup with the

king at Andover. The meal must have been a sad one. The

king was overwhelmed by his misfortunes. His son-in-law was

the dullest of companions.
" I have tried Prince George sober,'"

said Charles the Second,
" and I have tried him drunk

;
and

drunk or sober, there is nothing in him." Ormond, who was

through life taciturn and bashful, was not likely to be in high

spirits at such a moment. At length the repast terminated. The

king retired to rest. Horses were in waiting for the Prince and

Ormond, who, as soon as they left the table, mounted and

rode off. They were accompanied by the Earl of Drumlanrig,
eldest son of the Duke of Queensberry. The defection of this

young nobleman was no insignificant event. For Queensberry

was the head of the Protestant episcopalians of Scotland, a class

compared with whom the bitterest English Tories might be called

Whiggish ;
and Drumlanrig himself was lieutenant-colonel of

Dundee's regiment of horse, a band more detested by the Whigs
then even Kirke's lambs. This fresh calamity was announced to

the king on the following morning. He was loss disturbed

by the news than might have been expected. The shock which

he had undergone twenty-four hours before had prepared him

for almost any disaster ;
and it was impossible to be seriously

angry with Prince George, who was hardly an accountable being,

for having yielded to the arts of such a tempter as Churchill.
" What !

"
said James,

"
Is Est-il-possible gone too ? After all,

a good trooper would have been a greater loss." In truth the

king's whole anger seems at this time to have been concen-

trated, and not without cause, on one object. lie set ofF for
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London, breathing vengeance against Churchill, and learned on

arriving a new crime of the arch-deceiver. The Princess Anne

had been some hours missing.

Observe the art with which the flight of the princess

has been kept back, till it can be revealed with startling

effect. The humorous story continues.

Anne, who had no will but that of the Churchills, had been

induced by them to notify under her own hand to William, a

week before, her approbation of his enterprise. She assured him

that she was entirely in the hands of her friends, and that she

would remain in the palace or take refuge in the city as they

might determine. On Sunday, 25th November, she and those

who thought for her were under the necessity of coming to a

sudden resolution. That afternoon a courier from Salisbury

brought tidings that Churchill had disappeared, and that he had

been accompanied by Grafton, that Kirke had proved false, and

that the royal forces were in full retreat. There was, as usually

happened when great news, good or bad, arrived in town, an

immense crowd that evening in the gallery of Whitehall.

Curiosity and anxiety sate on every face. The Queen broke

forth into natural expressions of indignation against the chief

traitor, and did not altogether spare his too partial mistress.

The sentinels were doubled round that part of the palace which

Anne occupied. The princess was in dismay. In a few hours

her father would be at Westminster. It was not likely that he

would treat her personally with severity ;
but that he would

permit her any longer to enjoy the society of her friend was not

to be hoped. It could hardly be doubted that Sarah would be

placed under arrest, and would be subjected to a strict examina-

tion by shrewd and rigorous inquisitors. Her papers would be

seized ; perhaps evidence affecting her life would be discovered ;

if so, the worst might well be dreaded. The vengeance of the

implacable king knew no distinction of sex. For offences much
smaller than those which might be brought home to Lady

Churchill, he had sent women to the scaffold and the stake.
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Strong affection braced the feeble mind of the princess. There

was no tie which she would not break, no risk which she would

not run, for the object of her idolatrous affection.
" I will jump

out of the window," she cried,
" rather than be found here by

my father." The favourite undertook to manage an escape.

She communicated in all haste with some of the chiefs of the

conspiracy. In a few hours everything was arranged. That

evening Anne retired to her chamber as usual. At dead of

night she rose, and accompanied by her friend Sarah and two

other female attendants, stole down the back stairs in a dressing-

gown and slippers. The fugitive gained the open street un-

challenged. A hackney coach, was in waiting for them there.

Two men guarded the humble vehicle ; one of them was Comp-

ton, Bishop of London, the princess's old tutor ; the other was the

magnificent and accomplished Dorset, whom the extremity of

the public danger had aroused from his luxurious repose. The

coach drove to Aldersgate Street, where the town residence of

the Bishops of London then stood, within the shadow of their

cathedral. There the princess passed the night. On the fol-

lowing morning she set out for Epping Forest. In that wild

tract Dorset possessed a venerable mansion, which has long since

been destroyed. In his hospitable dwelling, the favourite resort

of wits and poets, the fugitives made a short stay. They could

not safely attempt to reach William's quarters, for the road

thither lay through a country occupied by the royal forces. It

was therefore determined that Anne should take refuge with

the northern insurgents. Compton wholly laid aside for the time

his sacerdotal character. Danger and conflict had rekindled in

him all the military ardour which he had felt twenty-eight

years before, when he rode in the Life Guards. He preceded

the princess's carriage in a buff coat and jackboots, with a sword

at his side, and pistols in his holsters. Long before she reached

Nottingham she was surrounded by a body-guard of gentlemen
who volunteered to escort her. They invited the bishop to act

us their colonel, and he assented with an alacrity which gave

great scandal to rigid churchmen, and did not much raise his

character even in the opinion of Whigs.
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Reserving the question whether history gams or loses

by being written in this way a most important reserva-

tion it must be allowed that of its kind this is nearly as

good as it can be. The sprightly vivacity of the scene is

worthy of any novel, yet it is all a mosaic of actual fact.

"We may call it Richardson grafted on Hume.

Passages like these, as every reader knows, are incessant

in Macaulay's History, and have been the foundation of a

common charge of " excess of ornament." In this there

seems to be some misconception, or even confusion of

mind, on the part of those who bring the accusation. It

is obviously open to us to object to this mode of treating

history altogether. We may say that to recount the his-

tory of a great state in a sensational style befitting the

novel of adventure is a mistaken proceeding. But this

objection eliminates Macaulay's History from the pale of

toleration. According to his scheme such passages are

not mere ornament, but part and parcel of the whole

structure
;
to remove them would not be to remove mere

excrescences, but a large portion of the substance as well.

"We must make our choice between two styles of history

the one in which the interest centres round human

characters, and the other in which it centres round the

growth and play of social forces. Perhaps the two may
very well exist side by side perhaps not

;
but in any case

we cannot with fairness employ the principles of the one

to criticize the methods of the other. Macaulay wittingly,

and after mature thought, adopted the style we know,
and carried it out with a sumptuous pomp that has

never been surpassed. His ornament, it will be generally

found, is no idle embellishment, stuck on with vulgar

profusion in obedience to a faulty taste, but structurally

useful parts of the building, supporting, according to size
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and position, a duo share of the weight ; or, iu other

words, mere additional facts for which he is able to find

a fitting place. Take, for instance, this little vignette of

Monmouth and the Princess of Orange :

The duke had been encouraged to hope that in a very short

time he would be recalled to his native land and restored to all

his high honours and commands. Animated by such expecta-

tions, he had been the life of the Hague during the late winter.

He had been the most conspicuous figure at a succession of balls

in that splendid Orange hall which blazes on every side with

the most ostentatious colouring of Jordaens and Hondthorst.

He had taught the English country-dance to the Dutch ladies,

and had in his turn learned from them to skate on the canals.

The princess had accompanied him in his expeditions on the ice ;

and the figure which she made there, poised on one leg, and clad

in petticoats shorter than are generally worn by ladies so strictly

decorous, had caused some wonder and mirth to the foreign

ministers. The sullen gravity which had been characteristic of

the Stadtholder's court, seemed to have vanished before the

influence of the fascinating Englishman. Even the stern and

pensive William relaxed into good-humour when his brilliant

guest appeared.

Will any one say that this is idle and redundant

ornament? Could the two men who came to deliver

England from the dull folly of James II. be more clearly

and rapidly sketched, and the failure of the one and the

success of the other more suggestively traced back to the

difference of their respective characters 1

A similar remark applies to the careful and elaborate

portraits by which all the chief and most of the secondary

characters are introduced. They have been much blamed

and with reason by those whose notions of history are

opposed to Macaulay's. It must be admitted also that he
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had not a quick eye for character, and little of that skill

which sketches in a few strokes the memorable features

of a face or a mind. Still from his point of view such

portraits were quite legitimate, and it cannot be denied

that in their way they are often admirably done. They
overflow with knowledge, they convey it in an attrac-

tive form, and they are inserted with great art just when

they are wanted. Even their length, which sometimes

must be pronounced excessive, never seems to interfere

with the action of the story. In such an extensive

gallery it is difficult to make a selection. Perhaps the

Twentieth chapter, containing the fine series of portraits of

Sunderland, Russell, Soniers, Montague, AVharton, and

Harley, may be named as among the most remarkable.

Taken altogether they occupy more than twenty pages.

An important subject the first formation of a Ministry

in the modern sense of the word is dropped for the pur-

pose of introducing them, yet so skilful is the handling
that we are conscious of no confusing interruption. This

merit distinguishes Macaulay's illustrations, and even

digressions, almost invariably. They never seem to be di-

gressions. Instead of quenching the interest they heighten

it
; and after his widest excursions he brings the reader

back to the original point with a curiosity more keen than

ever in the main story. Greater evidence of power could

hardly be given.

In criticizing Macaulay's History we should ever bear

in mind it is after all only a fragment, though a colossal

fragment. We have only a small portion of the edifice that

he had planned in his mind. History, which has so many

points of contact with architecture, resembles it also in

this, that in both impressiveness largely depends on size.

A few arches can give no adequate notion of the long
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colonnade. Of Macaulay's work we have, so to speak,

only a few arches. It is true that he built on such a

scale that the full completion of his design was beyond
the limited span of one man's life and power. But had

he lived ten or fifteen years longer as he well might,

and then not have exceeded the age of several of his great

contemporaries, Hallam, Thiers, Guizot, Michelet, Eanke,

Carlyle and carried on his work to double or treble its

present length, it is difficult to exaggerate the increased

grandeur which would have resulted. Such a structure,

so spacious and lofty, required length for harmonious pro-

portion. As it is, the History of England reminds one of

the unfinished cathedral of Beauvais. The ornate and

soaring choir wants the balance of a majestic nave, and

the masterpiece of French Gothic is deprived of its proper

rank from mere incompleteness.

Unfortunately the History can be reproached with more

serious faults than incompleteness. The most common

objections are the unfair party-spirit supposed to pervade

the book, and its strange inaccuracies as to matters of

fact.

The accusation of party-spirit seems on the whole to be

unfounded, and we may suspect is chiefly made by those

whose own prejudices are so strong that they resent im-

partiality nearly as much as hostility. He that is not

with them is against them. Macaulay when he wrote

his History, had ceased to be a party man as regards con-

temporary politics, and in his work he is neither a Whig
nor a Tory but a Williamite. He over and over condemns

the Whigs in unqualified terms, and he always does

justice to the really upright and high-minded Tories. The

proof of this will be found in the warmth of his eulogy

and admiration for eminent nonjurors, such as Bishop Ken
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and Jeremy Collier. As clergymen and uncompromising
Tories they would have been equally repugnant to him, if

party-spirit had governed his sympathies to the extent

supposed. The fact is that there are few characters men-

tioned in the whole course of his History of whom he

speaks in such warm, almost such enthusiastic, praise. Of

the sainted Bishop of "Wells he writes with a reverence

which is not a common sentiment with him for anybody.

Of the author of a Short View of the English Stage, ho is

likely to be thought by those who have read that book to

speak with excessive eulogy. But he considered them

very justly to be thoroughly upright and conscientious

men, and for such it must be admitted he had a very partial

feeling. It would not be easy to show that he has ever

been unjust or at all unfair to the Tories as a party or as

individuals. He blames them freely; but so he blames the

Whigs. The real origin of this charge of party-spirit may

probably be traced to the unfavourable impression he con-

veys of the house of Stuart. The sentimental Jacobitism

fostered by Scott and others, took offence at his treatment

of the king of the cavaliers and his two sons. But is he

unfair, or even unduly severe
1

? If ever a dynasty of

princes was condemned, and deserved condemnation, at the

bar of history, it was that perverse and incompetent race,

who plotted and carried out their own destruction with a

perseverance which other sovereigns have brought to the

consolidation of their po\ver. Are impartial foreigners,

such as Eanke and Gneist, less severe ? On the contrary.
" Another royal family," says the latter,

" could hardly be

named which has shown on the throne in an equal degree

such a total want of all sense of kingly duty." Xay, we

have what some persons will consider the highest authority

pronouncing in Macaulay's favour. "NVe read in his diary
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of March 9,, 1850 :

" To dinner at the palace. The Queen
was most gracious to me. She talked much about my
book, and owned she had nothing to say for her poor

ancestor James II." One can understand a preference for

arbitrary power ;
one can appreciate an admiration for the

heroic Stratford. But Charles I. and James II. were mere

blunderers, whose lust for power was only equalled by
their inability to use it.

With regard to individuals the case is different. He
allowed himself to cultivate strong antipathies towards a

number of persons statesmen, soldiers, men of letters

in the past, and he pursued them with a personal ani-

mosity which could hardly have been exceeded if they

had crossed him in the club or the House of Commons.

He conceived a contemptuous view of their characters
;

his strong historical imagination gave them the reality of

living beings, whom he was always meeting
" in the

corridors of Time," and each encounter embittered his

hostility. Marlborough, Penn, and Dundee (in his History],

Eoswell, Impcy, and Walpolc (in his Essays), always more

or less stir his bile, and his prejudice leads him into serious

inaccuracies. One naturally seeks to inquire what may have

been the cause of such obliquity in a man who was never,

by enmity itself, accused of wanting generous feelings,

and whom it is almost impossible to suspect of conscious

unfairness. The truth scerns to be that Macaulay had,

like most eminent men, Ics defends de scs qiidlites. One

of his qualities was a punctilious regard for truth and

straightforward dealing. Another was supreme common

sense. The first made him hate and despise knaves, the

second made him detest dunces; and he did both with un-

necessary scorn with a sort of donnish and self-righteous

complacency which is anything but winning. He made
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up his mind that Boswell was a pushing impertinent fool
;

and for fools he had no mercy. He satisfied himself that

Bacon was a corrupt judge ;
that Impey was an unjust

judge ;
that Marlborough was a base, avaricious time-

server
;
and that Penn was a pompous hypocrite, or some-

thing very like it. For such vices he had little or no

tolerance, and he was somewhat inclined to lose his head

in his anger at them. That in all the cases referred to, he

showed precipitancy, and what is worse, obstinate per-

sistence in error, unfortunately cannot be denied. But

there was nothing unworthy in his primary impulse. It

was a perverted form of the sense of justice to which up-

right men are sometimes prone, somewhat resembling that

arrogance of virtue which misleads good women into

harshness towards their less immaculate sisters.

Whatever this plea may be worth, it cannot blind us to

the serious breaches of historical fidelity which he has

been led to commit. Mr. Paget, in his New Examen,
has proved beyond question that, with regard to Marl-

borough and Penn, Macaulay has been guilty of gross

inaccuracy, nay, even perversions of the truth. For

details of the evidence, the reader must consult Mr. Paget.

The miscarriage of the attack on Brest, which Macaulay

lays exclusively
" on the basest of all the hundred

villanies of Marlborough," is shown to have failed through
the imprudent valour of Tahnash. "William and his

ministers were well aware that the French knew of the

expedition, and had long been prepared to repel it. The

king writes, "They were long apprised of our intended

attack ;" and mildly lays the blame on the rashness of his

own general. But Macaulay makes it appear that through

Marlborough's treachery the English forces went blindly to

their own destruction. Expecting to surprise the French,
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we are told they found them armed to the teeth, solely in

consequence of information sent to James II. by Clrurchill
;

hence the failure, and the deaths of Talmash and many
brave men, of whom Macaulay does not scruple to call

Marlborough the " murderer." It must be owned that

this is very serious : and it does not much mend the

matter to ascribe, as we surely may, Macaulay 's inaccuracy

to invincible prejudice, rather than to ignorance or dis-

honesty. He was thoroughly convinced that Marlborough
was a faithless intriguer, which may be quite true

;
but

that was no reason for charging him with crimes which he

did not commit. Let it be noticed, however, that the

refusal to be dazzled by military glory, and to accept it as

a set off to any moral delinquency, is no vulgar merit in

an historian. Mr. Carlyle has been heard to say that

Ehadamanthus would certainly give Macaulay four dozen

lashes when he went to the Shades, for his treatment of

Marlborough. This is quite in character for the Scotch

apostle of "blood and iron.'
1

Macaulay could admire

military genius when united with magnanimity and public

virtue as warmly as any one. But he could not accept it

as a compensation for the want of truth and honour.

His treatment of Penn admits of the same kind of

imperfect palliation. He had satisfied himself that the

Quaker was, for a time at least, a time-server and a syco-

phant. And he allowed his disgust at such a character

to hurry him into culpable unfairness, which has been

exposed by the late Mr. Hepworth Dixon, and Mr. "W. E.

Forster, as well as by Mr. Paget. The animosity

witli which lie pursues Pcnn the false colouring

amounting, in places, to real misrepresentation, which

he gives to actions innocent or laudable, can only excite

astonishment and regret. His account of Penn'? inter-
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ference in the dispute between the king and Magdalen

College is almost mendacious. He would make it appear

that Penn acted merely as a ready and unscrupulous tool

of James II.
" The courtly Quaker did his best to seduce

the College from the right path. He first tried intimida-

tion." (Hist. cap. viii.) Now nothing is more certain than

that it was the College which invoked Penn's mediation

with the king. The whole subject is a painful one, and

we would gladly leave it. The only inducement we can

have to linger over it is the query What was the chief

motive or origin of such historical unfaithfulness ? A
partial answer to this question has been attempted above,

that a wrong-headed species of righteous indignation

got possession of the writer's mind, and led him into the

evil paths of injustice and untruth. But there was besides

another temptation to lead Macaulay astray, to which few

historians have been exposed in an equal degree. His

plan of assimilating real to fictitious narrative of writing

history on the lines of the novel obscured or confused

his vision for plain fact. His need of lighter and darker

shades caused him to make colours when he could not

find them ;
his necessities as an artist forced him to

correct the adverse fortune which had not provided him

with the tints which his purpose required. Xo well-

constructed play or novel can dispense with a villain

whose vices throw up in brighter relief the virtues of the

hero and heroine. That he did yield to this temptation,

we have ample evidence. It caused him to use his

authorities in a way that serious history must entirely

condemn. Mr. Speckling has shown how freely he

deviated into fiction in his libel on Bacon : a molecule

of truth serves as a basis for a superstructure of fancy.

To Bacon's intellectual greatness a contrast was needed
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and it is found partly in the generosity of Essex, and

partly in his own supposed moral baseness. A good
instance of Macaulay's tendency to pervert his authorities

to artistic xises, will be found in his account of the dying

speech of Robert Francis, who was executed for the alleged

murder of Dangerfield, by striking him in the eye with a

cane. Repelling a scandalous report that the act had been

prompted by jealousy, on the ground of Dangerfield's

criminal relations with his wife, Francis declared on the

scaffold that he was certain that she had never seen him

in her whole life, and added,
" besides that, she is as

virtuous a woman as lives
;
and born of so good and loyal

a family, she would have scorned to prostitute herself to

such a profligate person." In Macaulay's version this

statement is altered and dressed up thus :

The dying husband, with an earnestness half ridiculous half

pathetic, vindicated the lady's character
;
she was, he said, a vir-

tuous woman, she came of a loyal stock, and if she had been

inclined to break her marriage vow, would at least have selected

a Tory and a churchman for her paramour.

This is the result of treating history in the style of

romance. It is, no doubt, probably true, that if the

virtuous and calumniated Mrs. Francis had permitted

herself to have a paramour, he would have been a Tory
and a churchman. But what are we to think of an

historian who presents in oratio obHqna this poetic pro-

bability as the actual assertion of the dying husband 1

It is even less easy to account for Macaulay's treatment

of the Anglican clergy. Xo one thing in his lllxtury gave

such deep and permanent offence. It is difficult even

to surmise a reason for the line he took. The imperfect

excuses which may lie pleaded for his injustice to indivi-
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duals, will not avail in this case. Neither an ill-regulated

zeal for virtue, nor the needs of picturesque history,

demanded the singular form of depreciation of the English

clergy which he has allowed himself. He does not arraign

their morality, or their patriotism, or even their culture

on the whole hut their social position : they were not

gentlemen ; they were regarded as on the whole a plebeian

class; "for one who made the figure of a gentleman, ten

were menial servants." He must have been well aware

that such a reflection conveyed an affront which in our

society would not readily be forgiven. Kor has it been.

One frequently meets with persons who will not tolerate

a good word for Macaulay ;
and if the ground of their

repugnance is sought for, we generally find it in these

remarks upon the clergy. The climax of insult was

reached in the aspersion thrown on the wives of clergy-

men, that they were generally women whose " characters

had been blown upon ;" and this is based on no better

authority than a line in Swift unusually audacious,

cynical, and indecent, even for him. The tone of the

whole passage some eight or ten pages savours more

of satire and caricature than of sober history. "Whether

that " invincible suspicion of parsons" which Mr. Leslie

Stephen declares to be a characteristic of the true Whig,
was at the bottom of it, one would not like to say. But

few would deny that Macaulay, in his treatment of the

Church of England has more openly yielded to the

promptings of party-spirit than any in other portions of

his History.

Nevertheless, they deceive themselves who think that

they can brand Macaulay with the stigma of habitual

and pervading unfaithfulness. He does not belong to

that select band of writers whose accuracy may be taken

M
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for granted to tho class of Bentley, Gibbon, and Bayle

who seem provided with an extra sense which saves them

from the shortcomings of other men. He has a share of

ordinary human infirmity, but not a large share. He can

be prejudiced and incorrect ; but these failings are most

assuredly the exception, not the rule. Above all, he

impresses all impartial judges with a conviction of his

honesty.
" There never was a writer less capable of

intentional unfairness," says Mr. Gladstone, who still is

well aware how inaccurate he could be on occasion. His

inaccuracy arose from hearty dislike for men of whom he

honestly thought ill. Of conscious duplicity and untruth,

no one who knows him can conceive him guilty.

We now turn to the reservation made a few pages

back, and inquire how far Macaulay's conception of

history deserves to be commended in itself, irrespective of

the talent with which he put it into execution.

In a letter to Macvey Napier, Macaulay wrote : "I

have at last begun my historical labours The

materials for an amusing narrative are immense. I shall

not be satisfied unless I produce something which shall

for a few days supersede the last fashionable novel on the

tables of young ladies." ~\Vo did not need this intimation

to make us acquainted with the chief object which the

writer had in view
;
but it is satisfactory to have it, as

now no doubt remains on Hie subject. This, then, was

Macaulay's pole-star, by which he guided his historical

argosy over the waters of (he past young ladies for

readers, Living down the novel of the season to take up his

History of Kmjlawl. His star led him to the port for which

ho steered. But how widely it made him depart from the

great ocean highway frequented by ships bound for more

daring ventures, it is now our business to examine and show.
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The chief objections which may be made against the

History are the following :

(1.) Want of generalized and synthetic views.

(2.) Excessive diffuseness.

(3.) Deficient historical spirit.

(1.) As a work of art the History is so bright and im-

pressive, it appeals so strongly to the imagination, that we

do not at first perceive how little it appeals to the reason,

or how little it offers by way of enlightenment to the mind.

Any page, or even chapter taken at random, is almost sure

to charm us by its colour, variety, and interest. But when

we read a whole volume, or still more the whole work

through, pretty rapidly, we become conscious of a great

omission. In spite of the amazing skill of the narrative,

of the vivid and exciting scenes that are marshalled

past us as on some great stage, the reflective faculty finds

its interest diminishing ;
while the eye and the fancy are

surfeited with good things, the intellect is sent empty

away. It is not easy to retain any definite impression of

what the book lias taught us. "We remember that Avhile

reading it we had a most amusing entertainment, that

crowds of people in. old-fashioned costumes who took part

in exciting scenes were presented us. But our recollec-

tion of the whole resembles very much our recollection

of a carnival or a masqued ball a few weeks after it is

over. Our memory of English history seems to Lave been

at once brightened and confused.

The reason, as Macaulay would have said, is very

obvious: while no historian ever surpassed him in the art

of brilliantly narrating events, few among the men of

mark have been so careless or incapable of classifying them

in luminous order which attracts the attention of the mind.

Engrossed with the dramatic and pictorial side of history,

M 2
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he paid little attention to that side which gives expression

to general views, which embraces a mass of details in an

abstract statement, thereby throwing vastly increased light

and interest on the details themselves. lie never resumes

in large traits the character of an epoch never traces in

clear outline the movement (entwicklungsgang) of a period,

showing as on a skeleton map the line of progress. It

docs not appear that he yielded to the silly notion that

abstract history must necessarily be incorrect. All his-

tory unfortunately is liable to be incorrect, and concrete

history as much as any. It is nearly as easy to blunder

in summing up the character of a man as Penn or Marl-

borough as in summing up the character of a period.

There can be no doubt, however, which is the more valu-

able and important thing to do. History must become a

chaos, if its increasing volume and complexity are not

lightened and methodized by general and synthetic views.

It is in this respect that the modern school of history is

so superior to the ancient. ~\Ve may see this by remark-

ing the errors into which the greatest men formerly fell,

from which very small men are now preserved. "\Vhen

we find such a statesman as Machiavelli ascribing the fall

of the Roman Empire to the treachery and ambition of

Stilicho, who "contrived that the Burgundians, Franks,

Vandals, and Alans should assail the Roman provinces;"

when we find such a genius as Montesquieu accounting

for the same catastrophe by the imprudent transfer of

the seat of empire, which carried all the wealth from

Rome to Constantinople; or such a scholar as Gibbon still

explaining the same event by the refusal of the Roman

legionaries to wear defensive armour, we are able to appre-

ciate the progress that has been made in comprehending
the past. Those great men saw nothing absurd in at-
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tributing the most momentous social transformation

recorded in history to quite trivial and superficial causes.

If we know better, it is because the study of society,

whether past or present, has made some progress towards

scientific shape. This progress was not furthered by

Macaulay. He contributed nothing to our intelligence of

the past, though he did so much for its pictorial illus-

tration.

For instance. He has not grasped and reproduced in

well-weighed general proportions the import and historical

meaning of the Stuart period, which was his real object.

He has painted many phases of it with almost redundant

fulness. But he has not traced the evolution of those

ideas and principles which mark its peculiar character.

He mentions the "strange theories of Filmer," but instead

of pointing out their origin, and the causes of their growth

(which was the historical problem) he seriously controverts

them from the modern point of view, as if Filmer needed

refuting now-a-days. He Devotes over two pages to this

work of supererogation. But if we ask why this notion

of divine right rose into such prominence at this particular

time, he has nothing to say. He rarely or never accounts

for a phase of thought, institution, or line of policy,

tracing it back to antecedent causes, and showing how

under the circumstances it was the natural and legitimate

result. What he does is to describe it with often weari-

some prolixity. He describes the Church of England over

and over again from the outside, from a sort of dissenter's

point of view
;
but except the not recondite suggestion

that the Church of England Avas a compromise between

the " Church of Koine and the Church of Geneva," he

really tells us nothing. This idea of a compromise strikes

him as so weighty and important that he develops it with
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an elaboration which is common with him, and which Mr,

Leslie Stephen irreverently calls his zeal " for blacking

the chimney." Thus :

In every point of her system the same policy may be traced.

Utterly rejecting the doctrine of transubstantiation, and con-

demning as idolatrous all adoration paid to sacramental bread and

wine, she yet, to the disgust of the Puritan, required her children

to receive the memorials of Divine love meekly kneeling upon
their knees. Discarding many rich vestments which surrounded

the altars of the ancient faith, she yet retained, to the horror of

weak minds, the robe of white linen, which typified the purity

which belonged to her as the mystical spouse of Christ. Dis-

carding a crowd of pantomimic gestures, which in the Koman

Catholic worship are substituted for intelligible words, she yet

shocked many rigid Protestants by marking the infant just

sprinkled from the font, with the sign of the cross. The Roman
Catholie addressed his prayers to a multitude of saints, among
whom were numbered many men of doubtful, and some of hate-

ful character. The Puritan refused the addition of saint, even

to the Apostle of the Gentiles and to the disciple whom Jesus

loved. The Church of England, though she asked for the inter-

cession of no created being, still set apart days for the commemo-
ration of some who had done and suffered great things for the

faith. She retained confirmation and ordination, as edifying

rites, but she degraded them from the rank of sacraments.

Shrift was no part of her system ; yet she gently invited the

dying penitent to confess his sins to a divine, and empowered
her ministers to soothe the departing soul by an absolution which

breathes the very spirit of the old religion. In general, it may
be said that she appeals more to the understanding, and less to

the senses and the imagination, than the Church of Rome; and

that she appeals loss to the understanding, and more to the senses

and imagination, than the Protestant churches of Scotland, France,

and Switzerland.

There are five pages more of a quality quite tip to this
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sample. Now the point to be noticed is that this is not

history at all. The historian of the seventeenth century
is not concerned with what the Church of England is or

is not
;
hut with how she came to be what she was in the

days of the Stuarts. What we want to know is how and

why the Puritan bishops of Elizabeth were succeeded in

a few years by the High Church bishops of James and

Charles. Those who ask these questions must not address

themselves to Macaulay. He can only tell them that "the

Arminian doctrine spread fast and wide," and that " the

infection soon reached the court." Why the transforma-

tion of opinion took place he does not attempt to explain.

The singular theory which he held as to the inherent un-

reasonableness of all religious opinion, that it was a matter

of mere accident and caprice, no doubt seriously hampered
him in his treatment of these topics. But it is strange

that he was not surprised at his own inability to deal with

a whole order of historical phenomena of constant recur-

rence since Europe became Christian. How differently

did Gibbon handle a vastly more difficult theme the

orthodox and heretical dogmas of the early Church.

Even the constitutional side of his subject is neglected,

though probably few historians or politicians have known it

better or have valued it more. But we look in vain in his

pages for a clear exposition, freed from the confusion of

details, of the progressive stages of the conflict between the

crown and the parliament during the Stuart period the?o-

menta of the struggle set forth in luminous order, showing
how a move on one side was answered by a move on the

other. In vivid concrete narrative Macaulay has few equals ;

but in that form of abstract narrative which traces the cen-

tral idea and energy of a social movement, carefully exclud-

ing the disturbing intrusion of particular facts, he shoAved
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little aptitude ;
when lie attempts it, lie cannot maintain it

for long ;
he falls off into his bright picturesque style. It

is not easy to see what purpose Macaulay had in view by

writing his first chapter in its present form. A brief and

weighty sketch of the growth and progress of the English

constitution would have been a worthy preface to his

history of the last great struggle for parliamentary govern-

ment. But he has not attempted anything of the kind.

It would not have occurred to every one to review Eng-
lish history from the Saxon times, and not mention once

Simon de Montfort's name, nor even refer to the institu-

tions he fostered, except with a vagueness that was

utterly unmeaning. The thirteenth century he describes as

a "
sterile and obscure

"
portion of our annals. He even

does his best to appear guilty of an ignorance with which

it is impossible to credit him. Speaking of the Xorman

Conquest, he says
" the talents and even the virtues of the

first six French kings were a curse to England ;
the follies

and vices of the seventh were her salvation." And why 1

Because " If John had inherited the great qualities of his

father, of Henry Beauclerc, or of the Conqueror .... the

house of Plantagenet must have risen to unrivalled ascen-

dency in Europe." Frightful results would have followed.
"
England would never have had an independent existence

.... the noble language of Milton and Burke would have

remained a rustic dialect, without a literature, a fixed

grammar, or a fixed orthography." It is not easy to believe

that Macaulay was unaware of the debt that England owed

to her vigorous Norman and Angevin kings that their

strong despotism carried our country rapidly through several

stages of political development, for which other nations

had to wait for centuries. In the same light vein he

has a strange paragraph about the "parliamentary asscm-
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blies
"
of Europe, in -which he contrasts the failure of

parliamentary government on the Continent with its

success in England. The reason was that those assemblies

were not wise like the English parliament was, they were

not sufficiently vigilant and cautious in voting taxes. The

policy which they
"
ought to have adopted was to take

their stand firmly on their constitutional right to give or

withhold money, and resolutely to refuse funds for the

support of armies, till ample securities had been provided

against despotism. This wise policy was followed in our

country alone." This policy succeeded in England alone
;

but it was tried repeatedly in France and Spain during

several centuries, and if it failed it was certainly not

because Frenchmen and Spaniards overlooked its wisdom,

but because that unanimity of national life which the

Norman Conquest had produced in England was absent in

those countries. But Macaulay as an historian cared for

none of these things. His morbid dread of dulness made

him shrink from them. In this very chapter, where he

cannot find space for the most important topics of English

history, he readily dilates in his picturesque way on the

manners of the Normans during a page and a half.

(2.) As regards his diffuseness there can be but one

opinion. The way in which he will go on repeating the

same idea in every form and variation that his vast

resources of language enabled him to command, is extra-

ordinary to witness. He seems to take as much pains to

be redundant and prolix as other men take to be terse

and compressed. When he has to tell us that the

Reformation greatly diminished the wealth of the Church

of England, it costs him two pages to say so.
1 "When he

has to describe the change that came over Tory opinion

1 Hist. cap. iii.
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after the trial of the seven bishops, he requires six pages

to deliver his thought.
2 And this is his habitual manner

Avhenever he depicts the state of religious or political

opinion. That it was intentional cannot be doubted
;

it

was his way of "
making his meaning pellucid," as he said

;

which it certainly did, rendering it as clear as distilled

water, and about as strong. But it would be rash to

assume that it was a mistake from his point of view. The

young ladies on whom he had fixed his eye when he began
to Avrite had to be considered

;
a Sallustian brevity of

expression would easily drive them back to their novels,

and this was a danger to avoid.

(3.) The most serious objection remain?, and it is

nothing less than this, that he was deficient in the true

historic spirit, and often failed to regard the past from the

really historical point of view. "What is the historical

point of view 1 Is it not this : to examine the growth of

society in bygone times with a single eye for the stages of

the process to observe the evolution of one stage out of

another previous stage to watch the past as far as our

means allow, as we watch any other natural phenomena,
with the sole object of recording them accurately 1 The

impartiality of science is absolute. It has no preferences,

likes, or dislikes. It considers the lowest and the highest

forms of life with the same interest and the same zeal; it

makes no odious comparisons between lower and higher,

between younger and older; butsimply observes coordinates,

in time rising to generalizations and deductions. The

last work of the greatest of English biologists was devoted

to earth-worms, a subject which earlier science would

have treuk'd with scorn. Now what does Macaulay do

in his observation of the past 1 He cowparc-t it, i<> //<

- ]Ii-'t. cap. i\.
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disparagement, icith the present. The whole of his famous

Third chapter, on the State of England, is one long psean

over the superiority of the nineteenth century to the

seventeenth century as if an historian had the slightest

concern with that. Whether we are better or worse than

our ancestors is a matter utterly indifferent to scientific

history, whose object is to explain and analyze the past,

on which the present can no more throw light than the

old age of an individual can throw light on his youth.

Macanlay's constant preoccupation is not to explain his

period by previous periods, but to show how vastly the

period of which he treats has been outstripped by the

period in which he lives. "Whatever may be the topic

the wealth or population of the country, the size and

structure of the towns, the roads, the coaches, the lighting

of London, it matters not the comparison always made is

with subsequent England, not previous England. His

enthusiasm for modern improvements is so sincere that it

produces the comical effect of a countryman's open-eyed

astonishment at the wonders of Cheapside. Of Manchester

he says :

That wonderful emporium was then a mean, ill-built market

town, containing under six thousand people. It then had not a

single press : it now supports a hundred printing establishments.

It then had not a single coach : it now supports twenty coach-

makers.

Of Liverpool :

At present Liverpool contains more than three hundred

thousand inhabitants. The shipping registered at her port,

amounts to between four and fire hundred thousand tons. Into

her custom-house has been repeatedly paid in one year, a sum.

more than thrice as great as the whole income of the English
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crown in 1G85. Tlie receipts of her post office, even since the

great reduction of the duty, exceed the sum which the postage
of the whole kingdom yielded to the Duke of York. Her endless

quays and warehouses are among the wonders of* the world.

Yet even those docks and quays and warehouses seem hardly to

suffice for the gigantic trade of the Mersey ;
and already a rival

city is growing fast on the opposite shore.

Of Cheltenham we are tokl :

" Corn grew and cattle

browsed over the space now covered by that long succession

of streets and villas."

In Tunbridge Wells

we see a town which would a hundred and sixty years ago
have ranked in population fourth or fifth among the towns of

England. The brilliancy of the shops, and the luxury of the

private dwellings, fur surpasses anything that England could

then show.

The list mi,rht be indefinitely extended. A word

may be added on Macaulay's delight in villas. They
were evidently to him one of the most attractive features

in a town or a landscape. Contrasting the London of

Charles II. with the London of the present day, he says :

The town did not as now fade by imperceptible degrees into the

country. Is'o long avenues of villas, embowered in lilacs and

laburnums, extended from the great centre of wealth and civili-

zation almost to tli boundaries of Middlesex . . . On the west,

scarcely one of those stately piles of building which are inhabited

by the noble and the wealthy, was in existence.

Even in the crisis of his hero's fate, when William is

about to land at Torbay, he cannot forget to do justice to

bis favourite form of domestic architecture. Speaking of

Torquay lie s.iys :
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The inhabitants are about ten thousand in number. The

newly built churches and chapels, the baths and libraries, the

hotels and public gardens, the infirmary and museum, the white

streets rising terrace above terrace, the gay villas peeping from

the midst of shrubberies and flower-beds, present a spectacle

widely different from any that in the seventeenth century

England could show.

ISTow the serious question is whether the very opposite

of the historical spirit and method is not shown in

remarks of this kind ] Supposing even we share Macaulay's

singular partiality for villas which is the last thing many
would he disposed to do yet what bearing have modern

villas on the history of England in the seventeenth cen-

tury 1 This is to invert the historical problem ;
to look at

the past through the wrong end of the telescope. The

explanation of this singular aberration will probably be

found in Macaulay's constant immersion in politics.

Many passages of his history have the appearance of

fragments of a budget speech setting forth the growth of

the country in wealth and population, and consequent

capacity to supply an increased revenue. "When he

answered poor Southey's sentimental dreams about the

virtue and happiness of the olden time, he was nearly

wholly in the right. But he did not see that this polemical

attitude was out of place in history. He became at too

early a period in life a serious politician, not to damage
his faculty as an historian. Guizot never recovered his

historical c-ye after he was Prime Minister of France,

though he lived for nearly thirty years in enforced leisure

afterwards. Gibbon and Grote had just as much of

politics as an historian can bear, and neither of them re-

motely equalled Macaulay's participation in public affairs



CHAPTER VI.

THE END.

MACAULAY seems to have enjoyed almost uninterrupted

good and even robust health until he had passed his

fiftieth year. Neither his incessant work, nor the trying

climate of India, nor the more trying climate of the

House of Commons, produced more than temporary in-

disposition, which he speedily shook off. He was a broad-

chested active man, taking a great deal of exercise, which

was however almost confined to walking.
" lie thought

nothing of going on foot from the Albany to Clapham,
and from Clapham on to Greenwich ;" and as late as

August in the year 1851, he mentions in his diary having

walked from Malvern to Worcester and back say sixteen

miles. He had the questionable habit of reading during

his walks, by which the chief benefit of the exercise both

to mind and body is probably lost. The solitary walker

is not without his compensations, or even his delights.

A peculiarly vivid meditation is kindled in some men by
the tmfatiguing movement, and a massive grouping and

clarifying of ideas is obtained by a long ramble, which

could not be reached in the study or at the desk.

Kousseau and "Wordsworth habitually composed in their

walks. They were reading in their own way, but not

in the p;une bunk as Macaulay. The quantity of printed
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matter that lie could get through on these occasions

was prodigious, and on a lesser authority than his own

hardly to be believed. In the walk just mentioned,

between Worcester and Malvern, he read no less than

fourteen books of the Odyssey. This was only a par-

ticular instance of that superabundant energy and per-

vading ovcr-streimousness which belonged to the con-

stitution of a mind that was well-nigh incapable of

repose and thoughtful brooding. On a journey "his

flow of spirits was unfailing a running tire of jokes,

rhymes, puns never ceasing. It was a peculiarity of his

that he never got tired on a journey. As the day wore

on he did not feel the desire to lie back and be quiet,

and he liked to find his companions ready to be enter-

tained to the last."
1 Even when he and his fellow-

travellers had gained the timely inn, his overpowering

vivacity was not quenched, but he would produce im-

promptu translations from Greek, Latin, Italian, or

Spanish writers, or read selections from Sterne, Smollett,

or Fielding, or fall to capping verses or stringing rhymes
with his nephew and nieces. His swift energy impressed

even strangers as something portentous. A bookseller

with whom he dealt informs me that he never had such

a customer in his life
;
that Macaulay would come into his

shop, run through shelf after shelf of books, and in less

time than some men would take to select a volume, he

would order a pile of tomes to be sent off to the Albairy.

Whether this life at constant high pressure was the

cause of his health giving way does not appear, but in

July, 1852, he was suddenly stricken down by heart

disease, which was soon followed by a confirmed asthma.

This sudden failure of health seems to have taken him

1
Trevelyan, vol. ii. cap. xi.
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by surprise ;
but even his own journal shows that he had

received warnings which to a man of a more introspective

turn would have been full of significance. But the

malady declared itself at last with a malignity which

even he could not overlook. " I became," he says,
"
twenty years older in a week. A mile is more to me

now than ten miles a year ago." Forty years of incessant

labour had done their work.

"What follows right up to the closing scene is very

touching, and shows that courageous side of Macaulay's

nature on which his uniformly prosperous life never

made adequate demands. Xo man probably would have

fought a long doubtful uphill fight with more resolute

fortitude than he. Had his lot been cast in arduous

times, had he been tried by misfortune, or injustice, or

persecution, his biography, we may be sure, would have

been far more exciting than it is. Though he was the

most peaceful of men, he was thoroughly courageous. If

he had lived in the times of which he was the historian,

he would have stood in the breach either as a soldier or

a politician among the bravest : he would have led a

forlorn hope either civic or military whi'ii other men's

hearts were failing them for fear. Physical or political

courage of an exceptional kind he Avas never called upon
to show. But the calm patient endurance with which he

supported the slow invasion of a mortal disease adds

another trait to the amiability of a character which was

unselfish from first to last. Though well aware of the

nature of his illness, he allowed his sister, Lady Trevelyan,

the consolation of thinking that he did not know how ill

he was. Oppressed as he was with asthma and heart

disease, though so weak at times that he could hardly

walk even with a stick, he resolutely faced and accom-
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plished his daily "task," and wrote the whole of the

fourth and fifth volumes with undiminished animation

and thoroughness. Unfortunately he was again a member

of the House of Commons. The people of Edinburgh

had promptly regretted and repented the disgrace they

had done themselves by unseating him in 1847 for his

sturdy conscientiousness in supporting the Maynooth

'Grant, and placed him at the head of the poll in the

general election of 1852, even after he had haughtily re-

fused to give any pledge, or even to stand for the city.

Although his constituents were willing to grant him every

indulgence, and his attendance in the House was by no

means assiduous, yet he often did attend when prudence

would have kept him at home. " AVe divided twice," he

wrote in his diary,
" and a very wearisome business it

was. I walked slowly home at two in the morning, and

got to bed much exhausted. A few such nights will

make it necessary for me to go to Clifton again." On
another occasion,

" I was in pain and very poorly. I

went down to the House and paired. On my return

just as I was getting into bed, I received a note from

Hayter to say that he had paired me. I was very un-

willing to go out at that hour "
(it was in January),

" and

afraid of the night air
;
but I have a horror of the least

suspicion of foul play : so I dressed and went again to

the House, settled the matter about the pairs, and came

back at near twelve o'clock." The old insatiable appetite

for work returned upon him during the intermissions of

his malady. He was chairman of the committee which

was appointed to consider the proposal to throw open the

Indian Civil Service to public competition, and had to

draw up the report.
" I must and will finish it in a

week," he wrote, and was as good as his word.

N
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He made only three speeches during his last four years

in the House, all in the year 1853. The effort was far

too great and exhausting to his shattered strength. Yet

one of these speeches was a brilliant oratorical triumph, a

parallel to his performance on the copyright question,

when he defeated a measure which but for his inter-

vention would undoubtedly have been carried. Lord

Hotham's bill for the exclusion of judges from the House

of Commons had passed through all stages but the last

without a division. Macaulay determined to oppose it,

but went down to the House very nervous and anxious

about the result. The success was complete, indeed

overwhelming. The bill "was not thrown out, but pitched

out." But the cost was excessive. Macaulay said he was

knocked up : and a journalist who has left an impressive

account of the whole scene remarked that he was "trem-

bling when he sat clown, and had scarcely the self-

possession to acknowledge the eager praises which were

offered by the ministers and others in the neighbour-

hood."

He was much moved by the Crimean War and the

Indian Mutiny, as one might expect ;
but on neither was

his line of thought or sentiment at all elevated above that

of the multitude. An ardent admirer of Lord Palmerston,

his patriotism was of the old-fashioned type of a man

who could remember Wellington's campaigns. "When

travelling on the continent he was accustomed to say that

he liked to think that he was a citizen of no mean city.

Indeed thoro was a perceptible element of Chauvinism in

his composition. The fact calls for no remark : it was

quite in harmony with the rest of his character, whu-h at

no time betrayed the slightest tendency to press forward

to wider and loftier views than thos ; generally popular in
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liis time. Not a doubt seems to have crossed his mind

as to the policy or expediency of the Crimean War,
whether it was a wise thing even from a narrowly patriotic

point of view. There is nothing to show that he had

ever considered or come to any conclusion on the compli-

cated problems of the Eastern question. His dislike of

speculation even extended to the domain of politics. It

would not be easy to cite from his letters and journals

when travelling abroad a single sentence indicating

interest in and observation of the laws, institutions, and

local conditions of foreign countries. His utterances on

the Indian Mutiny can only be read with regret, and

show what an insecure guide the most benevolent senti-

ment may be when unsupported by reasoned principle.

He verified Michelet's aphorism,
"
qu'il n'y a rien do si

cruel quo la pitie." In September, 1857, he wrote :

"
It is painful to be so revengeful as I feel myself. I

who cannot bear to see a beast or a bird in pain, could

look on without winking while Nana Sahib underwent

all the tortures of Ravaillac "With what horror I

used to read in Livy how Fulvius put to death the whole

Capuan Senate in the second Punic "War ! and Avith what

equanimity I could hear that the whole garrison of Delhi,

all the Moulavies and Mussulman doctors there, and all

the rabble of the bazaar, had been treated in the same

way ! Is this wrong 1
"

Clearly it was wrong in a man
of Macaulay's culture and experience. He might have

remembered with what just severity he had branded

cruelty in his History and Essays, with what loathing he

had spoken of the Duke of York's delight in witnessing

the infliction of torture. One must take the liberty of

entirely disbelieving his report of his osvii feelings, and

of thinking that if the matter had been brought to a

N 2
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practical test he would much have preferred being tortured

by the Nana to torturing him himself. His tone, how-

ever, is curious as one of the many proofs of the untheoretic

cast of his mind. Philosophy was well avenged for the

scorn with which he treated her.

The glimpse we catch of Macaulay in these latter years,

sittingwith his eyes fixed on death, is touching even to stran-

gers ;
and the reality must have been pathetic and painful

beyond words to those who loved him and had ever ex-

perienced his boundless affection. He waited for the final

summons with entire calmness and self-possession. "I am
a little low," he wrote,

" but not from apprehension, for I

look forward to the inevitable close with perfect serenity ;

but from regret for what I love. I sometimes hardly com-

mand my tears when I think how soon I may leave them."

He had also another regret, which might well have

been a poignant one the leaving of his work unfinished ;

but he refers to it very softly and sweetly.
"
To-day I

wrote a pretty fair quantity of history. I should be glad

to finish William before I go. But this is like the old

excuses that were made to Charon." As he passed through
" the cold gradations of decay

"
his spirit manifestly rose

into a higher range. A self-watching tenderness of con-

science appears, of which it would not be easy to find

traces before. He was anxious lest the irritability pro-

duced by disease should show itself by petulance and

want of consideration for others. " But I will take care.

I have thought several times of late that the last scene of

the play was approaching. I should wish to act it simply,
but with fortitude and gentleness united." At last he

had been forced to look down into the dark abyss which

surrounds life, from which he had hitherto turned away
with rather too marked a persistence. His tone of reso-
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lute contentedness, before his illness, was apt to be too

emphatic. "October 25, 1859. My birthday. I am

fifty. "Well, I have had a happy life. I do not know
that any one whom I have seen close has had a happier.

Some things I regret; but who is better off
1

?" And
there are other utterances of a similar kind. He clearly

avoided, on principle as well as from inclination, dwelling
on the gloomy side of things. It gave him pain to look

towards the wastes which skirt human existence, and he

found no profit in doing so. When troubles and trials

came he knew he could bear them as well as the most
;

but he felt no call to go and look at them when afar off.

He turned to the hearths and hearts warm with human
love that he could trust, and willingly forgot the inclemency
outside. His contentedness was no doubt corroborated

by another circumstance, that his illness never apparently

was of a gastric kind. He was never inspired by the

tenth (demonic) muse of indigestion, the baleful goddess
who is responsible for much of the "Weltschmerz and

passionate unrest which has found voice in modern times.

But now he is brought face to face with realities which

cannot be ignored. For, by one of those fatalities which

seem to wait till a man has been brought low before they
fall upon him with crushing weight, the beloved sister

(Lady Trevelyan), in whom and in whose family for long

years he had garnered up his heart, would be compelled
in a few months to join her husband in India, where he

had been appointed Governor of Madras. " He endured

it manfully, and almost silently, but his spirits never

recovered the blow." a The full anguish of the blow itself

he did- not live to feel, for he died suddenly and peace-

fully on the evening of the 28th December, 1859, at

2
Trei-elyan, vol ii. cap. XT.
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Holly Lodge, whither he had removed in 1856, on

leaving his chambers in the Albany. He was buried in

Feet's Corner, in Westminster Abbey, on 9th January,

1860.

In reviewing Macaulay's life and considering the appli-

cation of his rare gifts, one is led to wish that fortune had

either favoured him more or less. Had he been born to

ancestral wealth and honours, or had he been condemned

to prolonged poverty and obscurity, it is probable that he

would have developed resources and powers which, as it

happened, he was never called upon to display, which it is

very likely he himself did not suspect. It must be re-

gretted that he was not free to follow either politics or

literature with undivided attention. Had he been a

broad-acred squire with an historic name, we cannot doubt

that his life would have been devoted to politics ;
and wo

can even less doubt that ho would promptly have made

his way into the front rank of contemporary statesmen.

His unsurpassed business talent and faculty of getting

through work ;
his oratorical gifts, which would soon with

the proper training have developed into a complete

mastery of debate
;
his prudence, vigour, self-command,

and innate amiability ;
his vast knowledge and instan-

taneous command of it all point to his possessing the

stuff of which English Premiers are made. "Who among
his contemporaries can be named as more endowed with

the qualities of a great parliamentary leader than lie 1

Was Lord John liussell, or Lord Melbourne, or Lord

Derby, or Sir James Graham, or Palmerston, or Cornewall

Lewis his equal ? If we abstract the prestige conferred

by great name or great fortune in our oligarchic society, he

was not the equal, but the superior, of all of them excepting

and Disraeli ; and he would be rash who ventured
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to assert that if he had been a baronet -with 40,0007. a year,

like Peel, or had been such in a position as Lord Beacons-

field was to devote all his time, energy, and ambition to

the House of Commons, he would have yielded to either.

But like Burke though his case is certainly much less

shocking the novus homo of genius was not allowed to

compete for the honour of serving his country in the

highest office.

On the other hand, suppose that circumstances had ex-

cluded him. from politics altogether, and that he had been

reduced to literature alone as an avenue to fame. I have

already said that I think that politics were his forte, and

that although he will live in memory chiefly as a writer,

he was by nature a practical man. But it is not incon-

sistent with this view to hold that as a writer he would

have been all the better if he had cot meddled with

politics at all, or only very sparingly. Politics are a good
school for a student with an excessive tendency to seclu-

sion. Gibbon was probably benefited by being a member
of the House of Commons, because he was essentially a

recluse, and a personal contact with public affairs supplied

a useful corrective to his natural bent. But he never be-

came an active politician like Macaulay, and Macaulay
was in no need of the discipline which was useful to

Gibbon. Macaulay's tendency was very far from being

too esoteric and speculative. All the gymnastic he could

have derived from a severe drilling in Ilcgelianism at Berlin

or Tubingen, would barely have sufficed to correct his

practical unspeculative tone of mind. Instead of this he

had no gymnastic at all, except such as can be got from

Greek and Latin grammar. Then, before he was thirty

he became a member of Parliament the very last place,

as he well knew, likely to foster a broad and philosophic
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temper. Considering what he did achieve in the whirl of

business in which he lived till he was well advanced into

middle age, can we doubt that a life of solitude and study

would have led him into regions of thought and inquiry

to which as a matter of fact he never penetrated ? It is

not the number or even the quality of the books read

which makes for edification, wisdom, and real knowledge ;

but the open eye, the recipient spirit, the patience and

humility contented to grope slowly towards the light.

Macaulay's mode of life was adverse to inwardness, reflec-

tion, meditation
;
and he had no such innate tendency in

that direction that he could dispense with help from any

quarter. Outward circumstances alone prevented him

from taking a first rank in politics ; circumstances and

inward disposition combined to deprive him of the very

highest rank in literature.

The attempt to classify a great writer, to fix his true

place on the scroll of fame, is not blameworthy, as if it

were identical with disparagement. However imperfect

the attempt may be, if made with good faith it may be use-

ful as leading to a more accurate judgment later on. Tho

settlement of the rank and position of eminent writers

who have clearly passed into the permanent literature of a

nation, cannot be left to the caprice of individual readers.

Literary history would become a scene of intolerable con-

fusion, without some effort towards grouping and classify-

ing the numerous candidates for fame. Earlier attempts

in this direction, like the present, are certain to be erro-

neous and faulty in many respects ;
but if they provoke

their own rectification and supersession, they will not bo

useless. Among English men of letters, Macaulay must

ever hold a place. The question is what place? lie is

still generally spoken of with somewhat indiscriminating
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eulogy ; but a serious opposition has already been made to

the vulgar estimate of his merits, and it is more likely

to grow than diminish with the coming years. An equit-

able agreement is manifestly desirable between those who

think his eloquence unsurpassed and those who think

his style detestable a middle term will have to be

found.

Ifc is an error, not always corrected by age and ex-

perience, to ask of men and writers what they cannot

give. Macaulay can give us sumptuous and brilliant pic-

tures of past times, which so far have not had their

equals. His narrative power among historians is quite

unapproached, and on a level with that of the greatest

masters of prose fiction. Here we may pause, and doubt

whether eulogy can conscientiously go further. On the

other hand, he has little to say either to the mind

or the heart. He has not been a pioneer into any

ground untrodden by previous speculators ;
he is not

one of those writers whom we seek "when cur light

is low," telling us of the things which belong unto

our peace. But he has related or may we not say

sung? many great events in English history with epic

width and grandeur. He was, moreover, an honest,

brave, tender-hearted man
;
a good citizen, a true friend,

full of affection and self-sacrifice towards his kindred,

virtuous and upright in every relation of life. It may
be doubted whether his sweet, xmselfish nature would

have desired higher praise.

in the year 1875 a statue by Mr. AVoolncr was erected

in the ante-chapel of Trinity College, for which the

o
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following Inscription, at the request of tlie college, was

written by Professor Jebb :

THOMAE BABINGTOX BABOIfl JIACAULAY

HISTOBICO DOCTBINA TIDE VITIDIS INGENII 1UMINIBUS PBAECLABO

QUI PEIMU3 ANNALES ITA SCEIPSIT

TT TEBA PICTIS LIBENTIUS LEGEEENTUB,

OEATOEI BEBUS COPIOSO SENTENTII3 PEESSO ANIMI MOTIBTJS E1ATO

QUI CUM OTII STUDIIS UNICE GAUDEEET

KITNQUAM EEIPUBLICAE DEFUIT,

SITE INDIA 1ITTEEIS ET LEGIBTTS EMENDANDA

SITE D01II CONTBA IICENTIAM TTJENDA LIBEETAS TOCAEET,

POETAE NIHIL HUMILE SPIBANTI

TIED CTJI CUNCTOEUM TESEBATIO

MINOBI3 FUIT QUASI SrOBUSI AMOE

HUIU8 COL1EGII OLIM SOCIO

QUOD SUMMA DUM TIXIT PIETATE COIUIT

AMICI MAEEENTE3 S.S.F.C.

Of all the posthumous honours Macaulay has received, this

probably would have gratified him the most.

FEINTED BY GIJ.BEBT ASD BITIKGIOX, LIMITKD, ST. JOHN S SQCABE, B.C.
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